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Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
FARMER-HERDER CONFLICT

AND STATE LEGITIMACY IN CAMEROON

By

Camilla Lyn Harshbarger

May 1995

Chairperson: H. Russell Bernard
Major Department: Anthropology

The theoretical assumptions of this study are that

individuals and groups from both state and society are

responsible for creating a legitimate state in Africa. Moving

beyond dichotomous paradigms, the analysis uses a state-

society approach to demonstrate that in an environment of

conflict, individuals and groups, including the state, compete

for social control in rural areas. The dissertation uses the

example of farmer-herder dispute mediation in Cameroon to show

how farmers, herders, chiefs, ardos and state officials

compete with the state for political power and resources, and
social control of local village populations. These behaviors

at the micro-level undermine the legitimacy of the state of

Cameroon.

The research examines the dynamics of the conflicts

between cattle herders and subsistence farmers in Tugi and Wum
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villages in the North West Province of Cameroon. Research was

conducted for a period of sixteen months in 1991 and 1992. The

data are based on ethnographic and survey research, and

participant observation. The research focused on cattle

trespassing and destruction of farms, and the mediation of the

resulting conflicts between farmers and herders. The research

involved state and local farmer-grazier dispute mediation

officials, and herders, farmers and chiefs of three ethnic

groups in these villages.

The results of the research and farmer survey data

analyses show how individuals and groups from the private and

public sectors operate in operate in both society-based and

state-based economic and political/legal realms. The study

shows that these actors use farmer-herder dispute mediation as

a vehicle to accumulate personal wealth through the shadow

economy, and to manipulate state law in order to control local

populations. Although herder behaviors vary by ethnicity, all

groups manipulate the system in order to acquire or occupy

farm lands close to the villages. Chiefs and state officials

lease traditional farm lands and sell temporary use rights to

herders. Changing and insecure systems of land tenure

exacerbate the conditions that lead to farmer-herder

conflicts. The study shows that the interaction of these

variables along with interethnic and gender relations affect

x



whether fanners overlook cattle damages to farms or report

trespassers to dispute mediation authorities, and win or lose

cases.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Throughout the dissertation, a state-society approach is

used to analyze how various actors use farmer-herder dispute

mediation as a vehicle for gaining social control, and how

this affects the legitimacy of the state of Cameroon. The

research was conducted in two villages of the North West

Province of Cameroon. I argue that the lessons learned from

the study increase our understanding of state-society

relations and political processes under stressful and changing

economic and political conditions in sub-Saharan Africa.

In Chapter 2 I define the concept of state and review the

literature on the state in Africa. I then present the

advantages of using a state-society approach that goes beyond

dichotomous paradigms in order to understand the interaction

of state and society, and political processes in Africa. I

then define the concept of legitimacy and discuss how groups

and individuals who exercise authority and social control

undermine the legitimacy of the state in Africa. In the final

section, I present my research hypothesis and the state-

society theoretical approach to investigating the dynamics of

farmer-herder dispute mediation in Cameroon. Finally, I

1
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explain how events at the micro-level affect state legitimacy
at the macro-level.

Chapter 3 is a review of examples from the literature of
farmer-herder conflicts that vary by geographic and historical

context. I describe how farmer-herder conflicts led to the

creation of early states in Africa and how colonial empires

subjugated and displaced agriculturalists and other indigenous

people in various parts of the world in order to build
economies based on cattle ranching. Next, I use recent case

studies of farmer-herder conflict from East and West Africa to

show how state responses to these conflicts reflect problems

of state legitimacy and affect the lives of rural producers.

In Chapter 4 on research methods, I explain why I

selected Tugi and Wum villages as field sites. I describe my

research design and the sampling methods that guided my

ethnographic and survey work. I discuss various problems I

encountered in the field that decreased the reliability of

some of the data, and some of the "human limitations" of the

study. Finally, I briefly describe how my field experience was

greatly enriched when I formed friendships based on mutual

respect and reciprocity,

In Chapter 5 on the background of the study, I briefly

introduce the country of Cameroon. The chapter then provides

descriptive profiles of farmers, herders, chiefs, and state

and local dispute mediators in Tugi and Wum villages. I

emphasize how variation in herding practices by ethnic group
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affect grazier trespassing behaviors, cattle damages to farms

and farmer-herder relations in each village. I describe how

land tenure in each village affects conditions of land use,

local politics and the relations between farmers, herders and

dispute mediators.

Chapter 6 reports the frequency of cattle trespassing

onto farms in each village for the rainy and dry seasons of

1992, and annual and past incidents. I then identify the

ethnicity of herders and report that elites trespass into

farms more frequently than other herders. Finally, I give

farmers' explanations, and an analysis of the phenomenon of

cattle trespassing in Tugi and Wum villages.

In Chapter 7 I describe various scenarios in Tugi and Wum

villages after cattle destroy farms: where farmers find the

destruction and refuse to speak to the herder, or they

confront trespassing herders but never report to authorities.

I present a logistic regression model to explain why some

farmers do not report farm damages to mediation authorities.

I report how often farmers contact herders about cattle

damages to farms and how herders respond to these

confrontations. I describe where farmers manage to obtain

financial compensation from herders without involving farmer-

herder dispute mediators, and describe how frequently farmers

initiate and win cases. I use logistic regression models to

explain why herders compensate farmers with or without
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litigation. Finally, I reveal how fanners summarize the

outcome of their cases.

In the conclusion, Chapter 8, I review the highlights of

the analyses of the survey and ethnographic data and

demonstrate how they support the main theoretical points of

the study. The data from the Cameroon study show how the

interactions and behaviors of farmers, herders, chiefs, ardos

and state officials positively or negatively affect state

legitimacy through the presence or absence of compliance with

state law and participation in state institutions. A state-

society approach to the Cameroon study illuminates how

individuals and groups from the private and public sectors

operate in both society-based and state-based economic and

political/legal realms. The study shows that these actors use

farmer-herder dispute mediation as a vehicle to accumulate

personal wealth through the shadow economy, and to manipulate

state law in order to control local populations. These

activities at the micro-level undermine the legitimacy of the

state of Cameroon.



CHAPTER 2
STATE, SOCIETY AND STATE LEGITIMACY IN AFRICA

Introduction

In this chapter I address theoretical issues of state and

society, and state legitimacy in Africa. In the first part of

this chapter I discuss a definition of state and how scholars

describe problems of the contemporary state in Africa. I then

present the arguments of scholars who go beyond dichotomous

paradigms and advocate a state-society approach to under¬

standing political processes in Africa. Next, I introduce the

concept of legitimacy. I discuss how groups and individuals

who compete with the state for social control undermine the

legitimacy of the state in Africa. In the final section, I

discuss my research hypothesis and theoretical approach to

farmer-herder dispute mediation in Cameroon. In addition, I

explain how the study links micro- and macro-level phenomena.

Throughout the dissertation, the state-society approach will

be used to analyze how various actors use farmer-herder

dispute mediation as a vehicle for gaining social control, and

how this affects the legitimacy of the state of Cameroon.

5
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Theoretical Reflections on the State in Africa

A Definition of State

Nordlinger (1981:11) presents a conceptually satisfying

definition of the state:

It refers to all those individuals who occupy offices
that authorize them, and them alone, to make and apply
decisions that are binding upon any and all segments of
society. Quite simply, the state is made up of and
limited to those individuals who are endowed with

society-wide decisionmaking authority.

Nordlinger borrowed from Weber (1964) but eliminated

references to institutions or agencies in order to avoid

anthropomorphisizing; people have preferences and do work, not

institutions. I appreciate the absence of a reference to

institutions or bureaucracies in his definition for a dif¬

ferent reason: it shrinks the conceptual distance between

state and society. This approach is useful when applied to the

African context where empirically, the social distance can be

quite short between individuals from the public and private

sector. Nordlinger also favors his definition over others

because it makes reference of equal weight to all public

officials who are involved in making public policy. In the

African context, this points to the continuum of authority in

a centralized government that stretches from the executive

office to the remote rural offices. Finally, the author argues

that his definition of state is neutral and therefore useful

in the sense that it makes no reference to legitimacy and

coercion, which he claims are theoretically debatable

components of the definition of state.
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As hard as Nordlinger tried to create a flexible defini¬

tion that would fit all contexts, a definition of state in the

ideal is not necessarily one that fits reality. Even upon the

assumption that Nordlinger's definition is innocuous, it still

raises questions on the nature of the state in Africa. The

questions concern "authority" and social control, the extent

to which decisions are "binding," and binding with regard to

"any and all segments of society." These questions are

discussed later in this chapter. In short, in the African

context, it seems the only part of Nordlinger's definition

that is not debatable is "those individuals who occupy

offices." In fact, as we will see throughout this

dissertation, a definition of state in post-independent sub-

Saharan Africa eludes even Nordlinger's definition.

Views on the Post-Independent State in Africa

A state's capabilities are defined as "the capacity to

penetrate society, regulate social relationships, extract

resources, and appropriate or use resources in determined

ways" (Migdal 1988:4). The crisis for the post-independent

state in sub-Saharan Africa is that it has failed to fulfill

these capabilities (Azarya and Chazan 1987). Within only a

decade or two, the newly independent state's image quickly

changed from strong to weak. Instead of fulfilling dreams of

independence, most of these states found themselves in crisis:

they failed to govern effectively and economies regressed or

collapsed (Agyeman 1988). What went wrong?
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Part of the process of coming to grips with the crises of

the African state is to understand our own expectations of

state performance and how states vary from an ideal type. At

the close of the colonial era in the 1960s and 1970s, social

scientists advocated a centralized approach to political order

based on modernization theory (Apter 1965, Huntington 1968).

Now many authors argue the centralized approach was wrong¬

headed and based on ethnocentric assumptions. Migdal (1985)

points out that these state-centric models were based on

dichotomous concepts depicting the center as modern and

strong, and the periphery as traditional, weak and disor¬

ganized. Migdal (1985:45) claims these dichotomies are

ethnocentric, derived from a notion of evolution of state

where modernizing leads to scientific which leads to Western,

and that makes it desirable and right. In addition, Migdal

argues that the center-periphery model treats people in the

periphery as passive recipients where all activities occur in
reaction to the state. This approach objectifies citizens of

the private sector and overlooks if not denigrates their

contribution to state building. Migdal criticizes Shils

(1975), a main proponent of the model: "It never occurred to

him that change generated in the periphery might affect the

very nature and capabilities of the center." (Migdal 1985:44).

To conclude, part of the dilemma of the failure of the state

in Africa belongs to Western social science, development

policy, and initiatives. To modernize, or to covertly "make
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Western" African states and societies has not been a useful

way to proceed. In addition, a dichotomous, monocausal

approach of economic and political development that disregards

the role of society in that development is simply unrealistic.

Migdal cites the bias of social science research as

another contributing factor of why these models overfocus on

the state at the expense of understanding society and the

articulation and interaction of state and society. Migdal

(1985:44) states that "Centers are of primary interest to

social scientists because they have a coherence, a unity, an

agenda-setting capability that peripheries lack". It seems

that more specifically, Migdal means that political scientists

are interested in the center. Contrary to Migdal's assertion,

in general, anthropologists have actually preferred to work in

the periphery. The problem is that many of the studies are

micro-level analyses that do not link phenomena to macro-level

contexts. Social scientists acknowledge the limits of these

conceptually segmentary and isolated approaches and for some

time have advocated studies that link micro- and macro-level

phenomena (DeWalt and Pelto 1985, Azarya 1988, Chazan 1988a,

Gladwin 1991, Hill 1986). The present study in Cameroon

attempts to partly fill this lacuna, as it shows how the

behavior of actors involved in farmer-herder dispute mediation

at the micro-level affects the legitimacy of the state at the

macro-level.
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As many scholars grappled with the clash between

paradigms of the state and empirical reality, other scholars
used the latter to observe and to explain that discontinuity.

Ekeh (1975) blamed the crisis of the state on the fact that
the new state was imposed from the outside, and in this regard

his thesis derives from dependency theory. Ekeh presented a

theory of two publics in Africa that explained the amoral and
destructive behavior of African civil servants as a

devastating legacy of the colonial era (Ekeh 1975). Ekeh

argues that in Africa the civic public (civil service and

political posts) is amoral and the primordial public (ethnic,

religious and village associations) is moral. The dialectics
between these two publics are at the core of the "uniqueness

of modern African politics" (Ekeh 1975:108). Simply put, it is

"legitimate to rob the civic public in order to strengthen the

primordial public" (Ekeh 1975:108). This explains the
"destructive results of African politics in the post-colonial

era" (Ekeh 1975:111).

In the 1980s, Hyden conducted fieldwork in the periphery

to see how the behavior of rural people affected economic and

political development. Hyden's work contributed to our

understanding of the state in at least two ways. First it

looked at how societies affect the state, and therefore the

state became a dependent variable. Second, it shifted

responsibility for the problems of Africa to Africans. Hyden

developed a disengagement paradigm that demonstrated how
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people avoid and protect themselves from the state economy by

using the "exit" option (Hyden 1983:71). The exit option1 is

an economic behavioral response to poor service, quality, or

management that causes loss in revenue for that organization

(Hirschman 1970:4, 21). From Hyden's ( 1980) perspective, rural

producers who exit and disengage from the state are "uncap¬

tured peasants" portrayed as an obstacle to economic develop¬

ment in Tanzania.

Many other scholars have described societies' disen¬

gagement from the state and participation in the black market,

the shadow economy, or parallel markets (MacGaffey 1988,

Lemarchand 1988). These activities have robbed states of due

revenue. According to Lemarchand (1988:162) " Where pricing

and marketing policies have caused a sharp drop in producer

prices and rural incomes . . . the tendency has been to use

the parallel economy against the state. The smuggling of cash

crops is the standard practice to avoid economic exploitation

by the state." Observers noted that public officials collabo¬

rated with individuals from the private sector in the illicit

and lucrative parallel market. The irony was noted that the

state in Africa failed not only to capture the ingenuous

peasantry, but even its own personnel.

1 The opposite of exit is voice. Both have become useful
concepts for social science analysis. Voice "is a political
action par excellence" ranging from "faint grumbling to
violent protest" (Hirschman 1970:16). Voice is portrayed in
the scenario where people confront the state with demands for
change.
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Many Africanists responded by studying not only how

society affects the development and operation of the state,

but how public officials respond to their tasks under the

structural and symbolic configurations of the state. Where

Ekeh proposed an explanation of why officials are amoral,

these scholars investigated how individuals acted out their

"psychic turbulence" (Ekeh 1975:107) and how these behaviors

affected the state. In these studies, the authors demonstrate

that two venues for state officials' illicit operations

include the economic and political-legal realms.

Several scholars noted that civil servants assume a

multiplicity of roles where they work for the state and take

from the payroll yet exploit their titular power in order to

accumulate personal wealth and prestige (Rothchild and Chazan

1988, Wunsch and Olowu 1990, Rasheed and Olowu 1993). Based on

her observations in Zaire, Janet MacGaffey notes, "the

political-administrative class takes advantage of position in

the state apparatus to participate heavily in profiteering

activities . . . primarily by using personal relations among

themselves to restrict the access of others to resources"

(MacGaffey 1983:363 cited in Lemarchand 1988:164). Therefore,

officials abuse the state economy to siphon off funds and

moonlight in the informal economy too. (Lemarchand 1988,

MacGaffey 1988). From an economic perspective, these activi¬

ties undermine the foundation of the state by diverting badly

needed revenue (Lofchie 1989). Yet, members of the private and
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public sectors fail to hold these officials accountable for

their actions (Young 1989, Diamond 1989). In fact, to the

contrary, their actions are reinforced by elites in the

private sector who form covert alliances with these public

officials for their mutual profit. As for state response,

Lemarchand (1988:163) explains, "The inability of the state to

pay its employees means that official tolerance of plunder and

extortion is the nearest equivalent of patronage. Exoneration

of legal sanctions is the cheapest way to reward local

officials." In other words, state officials in the central

offices ignore their colleagues' plundering and exploitation

because it releases the former from the responsibility of

paying state employees. Then there is more money in the pot to

use for their own purposes.

The legal realm is another venue for other kinds of

duplicitous behaviors among state officials. Migdal describes

the multiplicity of networks where civil servants and elites

manage to acquire sufficient de facto power so that,

ultimately, they control local power and resources. Migdal

calls these actors "alternative elements of control" (Migdal

1988). These elites from the public and private sectors have

their own laws and principles that have long since confounded

state development (Azarya 1988). These actors often influence

the design of state laws and are usually the first to exploit

them for profit (Park, Baro and Ngaido 1993, Goheen 1988,

Schmink and Wood 1987, Edelman 1987). Legal anthropologists
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have long established that law is not neutral and frequently

manipulated to benefit certain sectors of society (Malinowski

1926; Gluckman 1955; Gulliver 1963, 1975; Nader and Todd 1978;

von Benda-Beckman 1985, Moore 1985, 1986; Nash 1989, Vincent

1990). In Cameroon, Fisiy (1992) cites the example of state

officials and elites who rewrite the land laws and subse¬

quently acquire large tracts of land.

However, the problem is not confined to creating and

imposing law to benefit some and others' expense. In addition,

the legal realm is further confounded by civil servants who

regularly stray far in ad hoc interpretations of "state law."

In fact, officials use their state positions to implement a

personal legal system alongside "state law" in order to

strengthen social and economic arrangements that preserve

their own privilege and serve the interests of their clients.

In this regard, Fisiy (1992:284) reports that in Cameroon

"bureaucrat's law" competes with, if not usurps the power of

state law.

Migdal (1988:32) summarizes the problem of groups

competing against the state for social control of the

population:

Leaders of many other social organizations in an
environment of conflict have not shared the belief that
the state should be predominant in the entire society,
and they, too, have desperately sought social control.
They have used the same currency of compliance,
participation and legitimation to protect and strengthen
their enclaves, in which they have also tried to
determine how social life should be ordered and what the
rules of the game should be.
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These actors, as individuals or as groups, constitute a very

real threat to the state in their perpetual quest for social

control of the population. We see evidence of these threats to

the state in military coups, the activities of opposition

political parties, ethnic competition and conflict, and in the

behavior of "amoral" functionaires who work for the state.

Apart from the confusion generated by the interaction of

state and society, and state and state personnel, another

problematic area of the state in sub-Saharan Africa concerns

rulers. The problems with rulers are reflected in their

regimes and include "rigid authoritarianism, political

monopolism under single party or military rule, and endlessly

corrupt patrimonialization of power" (Young 1989). Mbutu's

rule fits this description and is one example among many

(Jackson and Rosberg 1982, Callaghy 1984, Nzongola-Ntalaja

1989). There is no distinction between Mbutu as man or ruler,

nor between his personal or state finances. MacGaffey

(1988:173) explains:

Under patrimonialism, personal rulers and their followers
maintain their support and influence through their access
to state resources, which are disbursed as rewards for
political support through a network of patron-client
relations." She cites Kasfir (1983:14) "The fundamental
distinction between a patrimonial and a rational-legal
(or what is ethnocentrically called a 'modern') state is
whether or not offices may be appropriated for personal
wealth. In a patrimonial state there is no sharp
distinction between the public and private domains."

These personal relations are the rule of the day in Africa,

and in most cases supersede all other forms of power. As

defined by MacGaffey and Lofchie, the nature of patrimonial
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politics points to the blending of or overlap of state and

society. This point of their analysis is essential for

accurately conceptualizing political life in Africa.

The track record of the African state to perform to

capacity was so dismal that some scholars questioned whether

the state was really a state (Young 1984). As Lemarchand

(1988:149) put it, "Has the state suddenly become conspicuous

by its absence?" Other authors argue, if there is indeed

consensus that the "state" in Africa really does exist, then

it surely wields more authority in the international arena

than within its own borders (citation) . The point was that

while the centralized state may excel in shuffling

international funds, manufacturing layers of bureaucracy or

even creating legislation, managing its internal affairs is

another story which takes us back to the theme of state-

society interactions.

State-Society Approach

Cohen (1978:1) portrays the power of the state as being

awesome, "It literally moves mountains and redirects rivers."

After reviewing the above scholarly analyses of the state in

Africa, it seems obvious that such a portrayal of the state as

almighty does not fit the African context. The question is,

"What is the source of our misconstrual?" Here I present two

troublesome areas that might mislead us in our thinking.

First, the African state is composed of individuals from a

particular society with a particular history, and we have
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little understanding of how those individuals respond to their

newly formed identities and duties under structural and

symbolic configurations of the state. I suggest here that it

is important to emphasize that the "state" as the aggregate of

individuals who occupy public offices is composed of indivi¬

duals from "society." The independent "state" in Africa

therefore, is not an history-neutral or context-neutral

entity, and the personnel are not automatons. Second, thanks

to dichotomous paradigms, we have even less of an under¬

standing of the interaction of state and society.

Above, I described how Migdal criticized state-centric

models for being ethnocentric and for excluding or discounting

activity in the periphery and its effect on the state. In the

analysis of economic and political development in Africa,

another weakness has been an overreliance on dichotomous

models based on one-way causal approaches. For example,

although Hyden's (1980) work in Tanzania was not state¬

centric, it was derived from a dichotomous paradigm of society

versus state. Other dichotomous models look at how interme¬

diate groups in the private sector, or how external lending

institutions affect the state. Yet, many scholars emphasize

there is little separation between state and society in

Africa, and in their work they use an interactive state-

society approach. In the analysis of state and society in

Africa, it may be worthwhile to investigate how both state and

society affect state economic and political development. For
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the present author, a state-society approach holds individuals

from the private and public sectors responsible for the

condition, strength, and legitimacy of the state.

As Chazan (1988a:122) puts it,

The contemporary African political experience defies the
neat classificatory schemes devised to capture its
multivariate texture. The message emanating from the
continent in recent years is one of constant movement, of
straddling the dichotomies of its observers.

Chazan (1988a:123) presents the following state-society model:

State and society are conceptualized ... as two inter¬
secting and potentially independent variables with
political process as the dependent variable. Thus, the
state entity does have an existence of its own, and its
actions may have a profound bearing on social organi¬
zation and economic enterprise. Social groups, similarly,
maintain an institutional and resource base which permits
them to act independently as well as conjointly with
structures in the public domain. These political, social
and economic fields may intertwine in a multiplicity of
ways. The manner of articulation of these spaces is
central to tracing political flows.

The state, therefore, is no longer viewed as the sole
magnet of social, economic and political exchange. It
constitutes one of the many social foci of social
actions.

Chazan uses this model to focus on the continuously changing

state-society relations of disengagement and incorporation. If

state policy is perceived to be positive, then social groups

will incorporate and follow policy. If state policy is

perceived to be adverse, groups will disengage. These groups'

"constantly shifting social reactions to the state and to each

other at various (local, regional, national and transnational)

levels assume center stage" (my emphasis). This approach

allows the scholar to observe a multiplicity of combinations
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of actors whose behaviors affect a political process which may

shift from being state- or society-dominated, or the locus of

power may be in overlapping networks.

Midgal advocates a state-society approach arguing that

dichotomous approaches fail to account for the competition for

social control between states and other organizations in an

environment of conflict. Midgal pictures the state as one

organization among many vying for control within a society.

Migdal proposes the following state-society model (1985:47).

The model I am suggesting depicts society as a melange of
social organizations rather than a dichotomous structure.
The state is seen as one organization among many, which
singly or in tandem offer individuals strategies of
personal survival and, for some, strategies of upward
mobility (my emphasis). Individual choice among
strategies is based on the material incentives and
coercion organizations can bring to bear and on the
organizations' use of symbols and values concerning how
social life should be ordered. These symbols and values
either reinforce the forms of social control in the

society or propose new forms of social life.

For the context of sub-Saharan Africa, since this model

has the advantage of viewing the state as "one organization

among many," it strips the state of its might and grandeur,

and thus perhaps suspends our preconceived notions of what a

state should be and how it should perform. Thus, perhaps this

approach will allow us to look beyond our own paradigms and

generate some fresh insights of the contemporary scene in

Africa. Here, the state is not poised in a dichotomous

opposition to society, nor is the locus of the state above

society in a hierarchy, somehow implying that the state is

more powerful, interesting or coherent than society. In
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addition, Migdal's model vividly depicts the field of

competition between groups for social control, and this

approach seems particularly suitable to the African context.

The point here is that we are short on information on how

state and society articulate. Since there is consensus that

the "state" in Africa shares power and control of resources

with "alternative elements of control," meaning various

combinations of individuals from the private and public

sector, it may be wise to try to shed some light on this

overlap between state and society. Acknowledging the failure

of centralized governments has underscored the need to

"reorder" relations and strengthen linkages between state and

society (Bratton 1989, Holmquist 1989). But before this is

possible, we need to understand how state and society

articulate, or more precisely, according to Chazan (1988:122)

"directly confront the many interchanges between state and

society and to tease out their political significance.

It is we 11-documented that state officials simultaneously

operate in state-based and society-based economic and

political/legal realms. This phenomenon has confounded

economic and political development and has produced cognitive

dissonance among the citizenry. In short, it confuses and

frustrates people when they fall into the chasm between the

expectations and reality of state performance. These types of

experiences reinforce popular notions that the people are

"suffering" in sub-Saharan Africa. But even more, according to
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the "voice" of the people within society (Kum 1983, Goheen

1988, Diduk 1989), these behaviors practiced by state func-

tionaires undermine the legitimacy of the state. The next

section deals with legitimacy and the state in Africa.

Legitimacy and the State in Africa

In Funk and Wagnells (1973:728) dictionary, "legitimate"

(the adjective) means "having the sanction of law or custom."

"Legitimate" (the verb) and "legitimize" (the verb) means "to

make legitimate" or "to justify." Departing from the dic¬

tionary, Eckstein (1971:50) calls legitimacy (the noun) "the

extent that a polity is regarded by its members as worthy of

support." Apter (1965:236) calls legitimacy the "rightness of

a political pattern, which, in turn, provides the pattern with

a set of proprieties." These proprieties "set limits on

governmental action" and define "right conduct" in govern¬

mental offices. Apter asserts that the viability of a

government is derived from its basis of legitimacy, and when

legitimacy is withdrawn, the government weakens.

Claessen (1988:23) defines legitimacy as "the power base

for authority." Power is the "capacity to limit the behavioral

alternatives of other people" (Claessen cites Weber 1964:38)

either by force or because the responding people believe that

the demands are "just and fair." To Claessen, the latter form

of power is authority. Power can be derived from a number of

"power bases" including force, supernatural forces or "the

conviction that rulers and ruled have a number of norms and
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values in common." Claessen uses the latter power base as a

definition of legitimacy.

Cohen (1988:16) presents a theory of legitimacy:

The legitimacy of a state governmental system is a
function of its coercive capacities, the benefits derived
from compliance, the moral validity of governmental
practices, and the continuing evaluation of these
practices by the polity members.

According to Cohen, coercion is the application of power

in order to force people to comply with the wishes of the

state. Cohen argues that people will comply as long as the

state has superior powers of force and the willingness to use

it. Next, in order for compliance to continue, state elites

must demonstrate that those who comply are accruing benefits.

In this regard, Cohen asserts that state rhetoric and poli¬

tical ideology are no substitute for the expected rewards of

compliance. If the rewards fall short for a sufficient amount

of time, then people withdraw compliance and become subversive

or rebel against the state. The "moral validity of govern¬

mental practices" means that citizens' compliance indicates

they accept as "right and proper" the power differences

between the ruling elite and the people. Finally, based on

Cohen's idea of "continuing evaluation," legitimacy is an

agreement among members of the polity to continue to accept

authority and inequalities because the former are able to

maximize rewards.

Based on Cohen's definition, legitimacy is associated

with states in Africa in varying degrees. For example, many
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African states successfully implement coercive forces. When

the going gets rough, states are only too eager to bring out

the guns in order to force people to comply with their wishes.

In the second part of Cohen's definition, he asserts that

state officials must demonstrate in tangible ways that people

are accruing benefits. It is now common knowledge that in

Africa, instead of accruing benefits, many people fear the

state's exploitative capacities and policies, and therefore

often choose to avoid interacting with state officials and

avoid participating in state institutions. Rewards are

definitely "falling short" of the expectations of the people

and this leads to rebellion, as Cohen predicts. For example,

Wunsch and Olowu (1990:1) report that only 18 out of 54

independent states have avoided successful military coups. In

addition, numerous civil wars and widespread civil unrest

associated with "multiparty elections" are underway. "Moral

validity" wanes as people lose confidence in the ability of

state officials to perform in a satisfactory and fair manner.

Finally, in many states of Africa, the "continuing evaluation"

record of government practices is progressively worsening over

time. This raises the point that due to the process of

continuing evaluation, a strong state that is not legitimate

will not stay intact indefinitely.

Claessen (1988:40) asserts that when tensions among those

in power and/or competing for power is great, "fission in the

policy is likely to occur." Claessen's comment understates the
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case in Africa where fission in policy occurs regularly as

various groups and individuals compete for power, and control

of people and resources. As described in the previous section

of this chapter, in the conflictive African environment, laws

and markets fission and competing actors take their piece and

do with it as they wish. These fissioning processes interfere

with the state's ability to function to capacity and undermine

the legitimacy of the state. This can be viewed as one version

of the tragedy of the commons scenario, but in this case we

observe political actors competing for resources at local and

national levels. The outcome is that the state as the common

resource is spoiled for all.

We now turn to an examination of Migdal's work where he

explains how groups and individuals compete with the state for

social control and legitimacy.

Society, Social Control and State Legitimacy

For Migdal, the theme of legitimacy is embedded in a

tripartite model of social control where in an environment of

conflict, organizations, including the state, compete for

social control of the population. These conditions can be

found where "political leaders have not yet achieved

predominance, the ability to fashion rules and force their

broad acceptance" (Migdal 1985:48). Migdal (1988:32) presents

three indicators of social control for which states and other

groups compete:

1. Compliance. At the most elementary level, the
strength of the state rests on gaining conformance
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to its demands by the population. Compliance often
first comes with the use of the most basic of
sanctions, force. . . .

2. Participation. Leaders of the state organization
seek more than compliance; they want to gain
strength by organizing the population for
specialized tasks in the institutional components
of the state organization . . . Participation
denotes repeated voluntary use of and action in
state-run or state-authorized institutions.

3. Legitimation. The most potent factor accounting for
the strength of the state, legitimation, is more
inclusive than either compliance or participation.
It is an acceptance, even approbation, of the
state's rules of the game, its social control, as
true and right. . . .

In this model, compliance and participation are behaviors

but legitimation is a belief or a guide for behavior. In other

words, if people believe that the state's rules of the game

are "true and right," they are much more likely to comply with

state laws and participate in state institutions.

For Migdal, compliance, participation and legitimation

are the building blocks for social control that enable states'

to perform to capacity. However, in Africa, other groups use

the same "currency" to compete with the state to determine

"how social life should be ordered and what the rules of the

game should be" (Migdal 1985:50). These "alternative elements

of control" (Migdal 1988:33) resist the authority of the

state, and interfere with the ability of the state to reach

its goals. In Africa, some of these political actors include

chiefs, state officials, elite rural producers, and clan

leaders; often collectively referred to as "big men." Finally,

in this light, within the African context, we see that a
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state-society approach is the most useful conceptual model for

capturing the interactions between the state and these

individuals and groups, and to note their interactive affect

on political processes.

Farmer-Herder Dispute Resolution and State
Legitimacy in Cameroon

In this section, I discuss my research hypotheses on

farmer-herder dispute mediation in Cameroon. I explain that a

state-society approach is needed in order to explain how the

interactions of various actors affect political processes and

outcomes. I use Midgal's model of social control as a way to

show how the behaviors of actors involved in dispute mediation

directly affect state legitimacy in Cameroon. Finally, I make

the point that this analysis links micro- and macro-level

phenomena.

Research Hypotheses for Cameroon Study

In 1989 I conducted a pre-dissertation scoping trip to

Tugi village in the North West Province of Cameroon. I

conducted several interviews with female farmers who convinced

me that their most important problem in farming was cattle

destruction of farms. I also noted that Goheen (1988) reported

that in the North West Province, incidents of farmer-herder

trespassing disputes were increasing, often ending in

fatalities.

I developed the hypothesis that due to increasing

frequency of farmer-herder disputes
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(a) farmers seeking redress more frequently use state

courts; therefore,

(b) farmers' increased participation in state

adjudicatory institutions increases state

legitimacy.

The hypothesis was that based on the concept that

conflict between competing groups ultimately leads to state

building (Cohen 1978). The central argument was that one

outcome of farmer-herder conflicts is that they compel farmers

who are seeking redress into the state courts. I argued that

this outcome would not only increase local use of state

institutions, but would force the state to evaluate its

policies on these matters and eventually improve conditions in

rural areas. I received funding to conduct fieldwork in two

villages of Cameroon to test this hypothesis.

A State-Society Approach to the Cameroon Study

If the citizens' belief in the legitimacy of state

institutions correlates with their participation in those

institutions, then at first it appears tautological to ask

whether increased participation in state institutions

increases state legitimacy. In order to understand why this

question is not tautological, it is necessary to go beyond a

conceptual dichotomy of state and society; in this case state

dispute mediator and plaintiff farmer. A state-society

approach examines the interactions between the several actors

that are involved in the dispute mediation process, and how
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these interactions affect state legitimacy. In the North West

Province of Cameroon, several people come together with

various agendas in the court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission.

While farmers file claims in the courts in order to receive

compensation for crops damaged by marauding cattle, herders,

rural elites, chiefs and state officials manipulate the court

in various ways for other reasons. Some of these actors are

state officials who use their title to uphold not state but

alternative or personal rules of social order. On the other

hand, some of the actors are members of society who compete

with the state for social control, and control of resources at

the local level. These complex identities and behaviors of

groups and individuals who operate in the overlap of state and

society were discussed in the first section of this chapter.

Suffice to say here that as the scenario of farmer-herder

dispute mediation unfolds in this dissertation, the state-

society approach will show how these behaviors undermine the

legitimacy of the state of Cameroon.

State Legitimacy and Competition for Social Control Through
the Courts of the Farmer-Grazier Commission

The following is a discussion of how Migdal's model of

social control links farmer-herder dispute resolution to state

legitimacy in Cameroon. As discussed earlier, the three

components of the model are compliance, participation and

legitimation.

Compliance refers to conforming to and following state

laws. Farmers and herders practice compliance when they do not
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trespass into each others' lands. Lack of compliance happens

when herders graze their cattle on farm land (and farmers

trespass onto grazing land2) .

Participation refers to farmers who engage state

institutions and interact with state administrators by filing

claims against trespassers in the court of the Farmer-Grazier

Commission. Absence of participation is demonstrated by the

numbers of farmers who experience cattle trespassing into

farms and crop losses but refuse to file claims.

Legitimation refers to the situation where farmers have

enough confidence in court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission as

being "just and fair" to use it. Legitimate behavior among

dispute mediators ideally means that, for example, they follow

the letter of the law regardless of ethnic identity, and

personal and economic relations with clients. Presently, this

ideal does not exist, yet the system is not "all bad." In

spite of the corruption historically associated with state

dispute mediators, "making a case" may be the only channel

open to farmers who want to legally fight for their land. One

advantage of the court is that it puts the dispute on record;

it publicly and historically documents incidents of alleged

trespassing. Therefore, the Farmer-Grazier Commission provides

2 Although farmers do trespass onto grazing lands, the
overwhelming number of trespassing cases are filed against
graziers who trespass onto farms. This study examines the
latter scenario.
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a service to farmers more of immediate political than

financial compensatory benefits.

Absence of legitimation means that people do not comply

with laws, they do not engage state institutions and do not

believe in state laws and state "rules of the game" and as

being "true and right." Farmers know that state law forbids

trespassing, and they seldom trespass onto grazing land.

Therefore, farmers want herders to treat them with mutual

respect, and comply with state law. In this light, people who

believe in and participate in state courts are voting with

their feet—they want the state system of government to work,

and they want cattle to keep out of their farms. This is one

way the Cameroon study links behavior at the micro-level with

state legitimacy at the macro-level.

As discussed in the previous section of this chapter,

when legitimacy is absent for a sufficient amount of time,

people rebel against the state. In the case of Cameroon in the

court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission, farmers withdraw

legitimacy when they observe a gap in state promises and

empirical outcomes. Based on my ethnographic findings and the

analyses of the farmer-grazier crises in Wum (1981) (Kum 1983)

and in Mmen (1981) (Ottiger 1992, Cameroon Post 1991), there

is evidence that when a sufficient number of farmers over time

are negatively affected by the corrupt behaviors of state

adjudicators, they lose confidence in the legitimacy of the

state—they no longer believe that the rules of conflict
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resolution are "true and right" (Migdal 1988:32). Then, they

rebel against the state by conducting public protests of these

problems (see Chapter 3). The protests are often violent. At

this point, "peaceful conflicts" (Weber 1964a:132) that

earlier focused on cattle trespassing and compensation for

crop losses transform into protests and violence against an

ethnic group—Fulani cattle herders. In the next chapter, I

argue that the addition of ethnic strife into the farmer-

herder conflict equation further undermines the legitimacy of

the state by refueling potentially explosive hostilities and

by drawing national attention to local problems. This point

illustrates another way that the Cameroon study links micro-

and macro-level phenomena.

Conclusion

This chapter reviewed a definition of state and the

literature on the contemporary state in Africa. I presented a

state-society approach to understanding political processes in

Africa, and concurred with authors who argue that where the

boundaries of state and society are not distinct, this

approach is more appropriate than previous state-centric

dichotomous models of state and society. The state-society

approach demonstrates how state officials and members of the

private sector operate in both state-based and society-based

economic and political/legal realms, and how these behaviors

confound economic and political development. I then presented

the idea that these actors compete with the state for social
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control of local populations. I argued that these behaviors at

the micro-level undermine the legitimacy of the state of

Cameroon. I presented my research hypothesis that farmer-

herder conflict increases state legitimacy because it

increases farmers' participation in the state courts. I

described the state-society approach that will be used

throughout the dissertation to analyze the Cameroon study of

farmer-herder dispute mediation. Finally, I proposed that the

study will demonstrate how the behaviors of state officials,

farmers, herders, chiefs and ardos in Tugi and Wum affect

state legitimacy at the macro-level.



CHAPTER 3
HISTORICAL AND COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES OF

STATE RESPONSES TO FARMER-HERDER CONFLICTS IN AFRICA

Introduction

This chapter presents from the literature a spectrum of

examples of farmer-herder conflicts that vary by geographic

and historical context. I describe how farmer-herder conflicts

led to the creation of early states in Africa. In Latin Amer¬

ica, the Spanish and Portuguese subjugated and displaced agri¬

culturalists and other indigenous people in order to build

colonial empires based on cattle ranching. Britain used live¬

stock to dominate several colonies in New Zealand, Australia

and other parts of the world. Later, beef and other animal

products exported from these colonies were used to fuel the

industrial revolution. Where these early examples show that

farmer-herder conflicts were rooted in processes of coloni¬

alism, recent examples show that these conflicts stem from

dislocations in state and local political processes. Here I

use contemporary case studies of farmer-herder conflict from

East and West Africa to show how state responses to these con¬

flicts reflect problems of state legitimacy and affect the

lives of rural producers. I argue that the lessons learned

33
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from these examples increase our understanding of state-

society relations under stressful and changing economic and

political conditions in sub-Saharan Africa.

Historical Patterns of Farmer-Herder Conflict

Cohen (1978) describes the process where in the 19th

century, Fombina farmer-herder competition for control over

resources created conflicts that led to the emergence of a new

state. Through a jihad (holy war) in the Fombina region,

Fulani Muslims led by Adamu conquered and enslaved indigenous

agriculturalists. Adamu, who became the emir, created a

central government to administer and a military to control the

new state (1978:154). Cohen suggests that in the 15th century

in Borno, warfare with indigenous farmers and the erection of

walled towns allowed previously seminomadic Magumi to form a

centrally-administered state (1978:147). Although the Borno

case is not as straightforward as the history of Fombina,

Cohen cites farmer-herder competition for resources as a

partial explanation of the circumstances that led to state

formation (1978:156).

In the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries, the Spanish and

Portuguese used warfare and other forms of violence to create

colonial empires in the Americas primarily based on cattle

ranching. Ranching was used as a force to occupy lands and

displace indigenous people, many of whom were agriculturalists

or mixed farmers. Ideal environments for ranching included the

Brazilian sertao, the humid pampas of Argentina and Uruguay,
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the llanos of Venezuela and northern Mexico and parts of the

American Southwest (Grigg 1974). Conflict may have been

minimal in the llanos of Venezuela where the Spanish occupied

relatively unpopulated areas.

Colonial regimes in other parts of the world also

dominated indigenous peoples and introduced ranching to

strengthen the economy of empires. In South Africa, in the

18th century, the Dutch Boers and British transformed the

political landscape with merino sheep and eventually the

Angora goat (Grigg 1974:250). At the same time, the British

imported merino sheep into Australia (Davidson 1994) and then

into New Zealand where livestock quickly occupied almost all

of those rural lands.

Under colonial frontier expansion in the Americas,

Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa, cattle and sheep

ranching grew out of conflict with and the annihilation of

indigenous people. It is preposterous to try to estimate the

human cost of building colonial empires. However, many of

these colonial target areas later supplied England with needed

resources that were the driving force behind the industrial

revolution (Ross 1987). When the textile industry took off,

England had a huge market for wool and for meat. Wool kept the

mills going and beef and mutton fed immigrant mill workers.

Urban and colonial elites also created a strong market for

meat. England had earlier colonized Ireland and Scotland and

exploited their pastoral resources to supply their market
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economy. When those channels folded, England looked elsewhere.

In the 19th century, English capital and expanding markets

supported the development of refrigerated transportation

infrastructure for an export economy in Australia and the

Americas (Ross 1987:32).

Contemporary Comparative Perspectives of Farmer-Herder
Conflicts in East and West Africa

Currently, many farmer-herder conflicts occur in sub-

Saharan Africa where newly-formed African states fail to

provide conditions to minimize or eliminate these conflicts

(McCabe 1994; Fratkin 1993, 1994). In contrast to the areas of

the world described above, two factors that helped farmer-

herder conflicts to eventually subside are markedly absent in

sub-Saharan Africa. These are an export market for animal

products to place and support herders in thriving national

economies and the legal enforcement of land laws and related

legislation to protect the resources and livelihoods of rural

producers.

This section is a review of literature on the conflicts

between farmers and herders in Cameroon, Cote d'Ivoire,

Mauritania, and Tanzania. I examine the problems between

herders and farmers from a "state-society" approach and argue

it is at the intersection where state officials interact with

subsistence producers and elites from the private sector as

well as local traditional chiefs, and where these actors

interact with each other in various combinations, that we can

begin to identify some of the factors that shape these
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conflicts in each setting. In spite of the variation of

cultural and historic contexts in which these conflicts occur,

each scenario raises questions of how each state's response to

these conflicts reflects that state's strength of social

control and therefore legitimacy (as defined by Migdal 1988).

Cote d'Ivoire

After the Sahelian drought of 1969-1974, large numbers of

Fulani migrated into the Ivory Coast. In addition to escaping

drought the absence of cattle taxes, relatively higher prices

for cattle, and low population densities in the savanna region

attracted Fulani herders into the country (Bassett 1988:461).

In 1974, in order to boost beef production and to reduce food

imports, the Ivorian government designed a development project

in the Katiali Region to encourage Fulani herders to settle.1

However, the problem of cattle trespassing into local Senufo

farms soon complicated the picture. In 1980, farmer-herder

conflicts became a national issue when political candidates

promised to expel the Fulani (Bassett 1988:468-469). Senufo

farmers interpreted the politicians' position against the

Fulani as an endorsement of violence. Senufo farmers attacked

Fulani herders in 1980 and 1981 (Bassett 1988:468). Gendarmes

quickly arrested the aggressors, and President Houphouet-

Boigny personally reprimanded local political leaders for

1 From 1970 to 1985 Fulani cattle increased at an annual
rate of 10 percent, twice the rate of locally-owned cattle.
Fulani livestock production today comprises one third of the
national beef production (Bassett 1988:454).
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their negative campaign platforms, and for leading Senufo

farmers to believe that they supported attacks against the

Fulani (Bassett 1988:468). In spite of the President's

efforts, Fulani expulsion became a campaign issue again in

1985. Bassett reports, "What were originally localized

tensions between farmers and herders over the issue of

uncompensated crop damage had now become an explosive inter¬

ethnic conflict" (1988:468). In 1986, due to the continuing

problem of cattle trespassing and uncompensated damages,

Senufo farmers killed 80 Fulani. Continued violence led to a

massive Fulani outmigration of "hundreds of camps and tens of

thousands of animals" (Bassett 1988:468). This time the

response of the central government was delayed; a delegation

appeared almost one year later to mediate the crisis. Finally,

in 1988, the livestock development project closed due to these

political problems as well as a flawed program design.

There were many features of the three phases of the

livestock development program that spelled out its eventual

doom. First, the projects catered to Senufo elite herders and

neglected poor herders. Second, the projects were located in

an area of tsetse flies. Third, the projects were specifically

designed to integrate livestock systems with peasant farming

systems. Herders were dependent on associations with farmers

to acquire land and the project rotated and integrated farms

and grazing lands. Farm plots and grazing plots with coter¬

minous boundaries dramatically increased cattle destruction of
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farms. Other problems were that the schemes were based on

false assumptions: that the Fulani would actually grow grasses

for improved pastures, and that the Fulani were exclusive

pastoralists who would not be interested in farming manure-

rich plots. Furthermore, the majority of Fulani immigrants

offended farmers because they did not consult local chiefs

before settling. Some of the Fulani had only temporary grazing

rights to land that could be revoked by farmers (Bassett

1988).

Bassett explains farmer-grazier conflicts with a

political ecology model that describes the linkages between

Ivorian society, political economy and the environment. He

cites two "ultimate" causes of the Senufo-Fulani conflicts as

the "impoverization of peasants through excessive 'surplus'

appropriation and the policy of promoting livestock raising in

the country" (Bassett 1988:455). Surplus extraction takes two

forms: government taxation of farmers' cotton crops and

farmers' uncompensated crop damages.2 Since Senufo villagers

rarely eat beef3, they complained that the state livestock

development project only benefits urban elites (Bassett

1988:467) .

2 Farmers only receive about one-fourth of the world
price for cotton and households lose as much as one-fifth of
their annual incomes to uncompensated crop damages (Bassett
1988:466) .

3 An FAO survey in 1985 found that urban people eat six
times as much beef as rural people (FAO 1986 in Bassett
1988:467) .
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Although Bassett's model of political ecology holds land

and usufruct rights as a key variable, it is still funda¬

mentally a Marxist world systems model. The model primarily

explains farmer-grazier conflicts by surplus extraction by

external forces—the state and world economies. However, this

explanation dichotomizes state and society and by doing so

oversimplifies a situation that is far more complex and

dynamic. In fact the conflicts in Cote d'Ivoire were not

circumscribed by a dichotomy of state-versus-peasant Senufo

farmers. An approach that examines the interrelations between

state and society holds more explanatory power. In the case of

Cote d'Ivoire, an understanding of the history of the

behaviors of and the alliances between elite Senufo cattle

owners, elite Fulani herders, and state officials who mediate

farmer-grazier disputes is crucial for providing a compre¬

hensive explanation of the intensity of fighting between

Senufo farmers and Fulani herders. Finally, the relationships

between Senufo farmers and each of these actors individually

and in the aggregate must be considered.

First, Bassett's analysis overlooks the role that elite

Senufo herders played in the scenario. In fact, after the 1986

violence when many Fulani had fled the area, only Senufo

herders enrolled in the third phase of the project. These

herders were "affluent urban merchants, politicians and civil

servants" who exploited the spoils of the project including
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subsidies, increased use of fertilized land, improved pastures

and fenced areas (Bassett 1988:464).

Second, the analysis completely overlooks the role of the

crop damage committee in the history of farmer-herder

conflicts. The crop damage committee, composed of primarily

civil servants, mediates disputes between farmers and herders.

In short, they evaluate cattle damages to farms and present

farmers with herders' compensations. However, the adjudicative

process is unaffordable to many farmers and fraught with

corruption. Most often, herders pay off committee members to

decide cases in favor of graziers. In fact, some of these

state mediation officials are famous for building large cattle

herds from their profits in farmer-herder dispute mediation

(Bassett 1988:466). The livestock development project

increased their profits even more.

Third, Bassett overlooks the process whereby elite Senufo

cattle owners exploit Fulani herders through the Senufo-Fulani

cattle entrustment system. Senufo cattle owners hire Fulani

herdsmen to guard their cattle. In spite of repeated cattle

trespassing into farms, Senufo herd owners continue to entrust

their cattle to the Fulani, perhaps in numbers that stress

Fulani herding capabilities. During the time of rampant

farmer-herder conflicts, the Fulani herders were being perse¬

cuted for these incidents, not Senufo owners.

Finally, an important factor in understanding the crisis

is the relationship among Senufo farmers, state dispute
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mediators of the crop committee and Senufo and Fulani herders.

Bassett (1988:465) reports that the "one factor" that explains

Senufo hostility towards the Fulani is the lack of compensa¬

tion for crop damage. This wrongly implies that it is accep¬

table for cattle to enter farms as long as the farmers are

compensated for the damages (see Ottiger 1992:8). In reality,

the process of filing a claim in order to be compensated for

damages requires ample time and money. Furthermore, compensa¬

tion usually pays too little money in order to make that

investment worthwhile.

The roots of the Fulani-Senufo violence preceded the

livestock development project. In Cote d'Ivoire, state

officials failed to enforce herder compliance with trespassing

laws. For some time, farmers were disillusioned first by

cattle trespassing and loss of control of their land and live¬

lihoods, and second by dysfunctional farmer-herder mediation

systems that facilitate civil servants' profit and result in

farmers' uncompensated crop damages. Therefore, when the

livestock development project arrived in 1974, the conditions

for violent conflict were already in place. When large numbers

of Fulani immigrated into Cote d'Ivoire and the state

encouraged them to stay through the proposed benefits of a

development project, incidents of trespassing soared. The

integration of farming and grazing lands was a horrendous flaw

in the project design that facilitated rampant cattle trespass

into farms. A flawed development project that benefitted
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Fulani and Senufo elite cattle owners, along with state

mediators' visible accumulation of wealth at the expense of

farmers' livelihoods, pushed the trespassing problem beyond an

acceptable threshold. Farmers who earlier were frustrated by

crop losses due to cattle trespassing into farms and corrup¬

tion among state officials decided to shift their focus to the

problem of unwelcome Fulani. The conflicts then assumed ethnic

dimensions of epic proportions. Senufo farmers started killing

Fulani herders, the Fulani killed Senufo farmers, and the

Fulani became refugees who fled to the border.

Mauritania

The Senegal River valley is a resource for farmers and

pastoralists of many ethnic groups in Senegal and Mauritania,

as well as for migratory herders. On April 9, 1989, Mauri¬

tanian military imprisoned 13 and killed two Senegalese

farmers after a dispute between Senegalese farmers and

Mauritanian Peul herders over cattle trespass into farms in

Diawara. Ten days later Mauritanian troops imprisoned two

Senegalese farmers. When Senegalese youth protested these

events in Dakar, a young Bidan Mauritanian shot and killed a

black Senegalese. Rioting ensued where the Senegalese military

forces tried to defend the Moors from the attacking Senega¬

lese. Then, on April 24th and 25th, a mob of primarily

Haratines killed at least 40 and injured hundreds of Senega¬

lese in Nouakchott, the Mauritanian capital. This event led to

massive riots, the death of at least 35 Bidan residents and
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the destruction of virtually all Bidan shops in Senegal. Bidan

authorities in Mauritania sparked a ripple effect of violence

when they announced the events in Senegal were due to racist

policies (Park, Baro and Ngaido 1993:88). An airlift repatri¬

ated nationals between Dakar and Nouakchott, others fled on

foot and thousands of Mauritanians ran to The Gambia (Horowitz

1989). All told, at least 60,000 Senegalese were deported or

otherwise expelled from Mauritania and perhaps twice that

number of Moors left Senegal (Horowitz 1989:2).

Amnesty International reported that during these events,

the state of Mauritania used excessive extrajudicial violence,

executions and engaged in numerous incidents of criminality

(Park, Baro and Ngaido 1993:89). The state of Mauritania was

further implicated by officials who directed atrocities with

hand radios and trucked in Haratines into Nouakchott to

destroy property and to riot (Park, Baro and Ngaido 1993:90).

The authors conclude that both Senegalese and Mauritanian

governments exhibited criminal behavior, but the latter was

excessively brutal.

The crisis was linked to the construction of dams in the

1980s on the Senegal River to promote irrigation agriculture.

The white ruling Bidans of Mauritania had long ago abandoned

the river valley and more recently the French colonial

government allocated the area to black Mauritanians. When

international development agencies funded the construction of

these dams, the Bidans scrambled to the area to reclaim their
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old lands and to take advantage of new land laws that facili¬

tated individual title. Bidans were also interested in

reclaiming the lands as a safety net for grazing animals

because of prolonged drought conditions in the north. At the

same time, foreign investors used new land legislation that

promoted commercial development to acquire large tracts of

land (Horowitz 1989). With huge international investment in

the development project, elite Bidans who earlier had no

interest in agriculture saw at least two opportunities: to

exploit the flow of capital investment in agriculture and to

exploit the new land laws in order to quickly accumulate large

tracts of land. The Bidans circumvented the legal process of

eviction and forcibly displaced black farmers, creating a

refugee crisis (Horowitz 1989:5). Since independence,

international treaties specified that the creation of the

Senegalese-Mauritanian border did not give these countries the

right to interfere with indigenous patterns of land ownership

and cultivation in the river valley. Therefore, some valley

residents interpreted the state as "deliberately breaking

international law in order to dispossess residents of land, in

favor of development schemes aimed at benefitting Bidan

investors" (Park, Baro and Ngaido 1993:88).

Ethnic and racial factors with far-reaching historical

roots were also in operation during this crisis.4 White ruling

4 For greater detail on the complex history of ethnic
divisions and class in Mauritania and for other references see

Park, Baro and Ngaido (1993:90).
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Bidans of Mauritania used the development scheme as an oppor¬

tunity to assert their power over black subordinate farmers,

especially the Halpulaar-en who farmed on the north bank of

the river. This was usually done by declaring those Halpulaar-

en with Senegalese relations or roots as Senegalese citizens

and expelling them (Park, Baro, Ngaido 1993:115). The

Mauritanian government also freed up more land by expelling

Senegalese farmers from the valley, in spite of customary land

tenure rights, and intermarriage or family ties with

Mauritanian citizens.

How did an ordinary incident of cattle trespass into

farms transform into a crisis that brought two countries close

to war? Park, Baro and Ngaido (1993:90) explain the events as

a problem of "definition of state" with regard to what sort of

nation Mauritania should be under tough conditions of economic

crises and the questionable influence of international

policies.

The Mauritania case study is quite complex, and "defini¬

tion of state" has many layers of meaning. First, the long

history of cattle trespassing into farms in the Senegal river

valley (Horowitz 1989) is evidence that the state of Mauri¬

tania failed to enforce citizens' compliance with trespassing

laws. However, the authors do not elaborate on this point in

their analysis of the crisis. Second, donor policies along

with new state legislation on land tenure created opportuni¬

ties for elite Bidans to become speculators and to consume
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land in the river valley at the expense of farmers. Third,

elite Bidans used extrajudicial means including violence,

force and the fabrication of national citizenship to displace

in large numbers Mauritanian farmers from the river valley.

Fourth, ultimately, the Mauritanian government used the

aftermath of rioting as an excuse to annihilate certain ethnic

and racial segments of the population. Dimensions of discri¬

mination by race and class that dominated these events and are

discussed at length by Park, Baro and Ngaido (1993). An ironic

twist to the incident is that the dam construction project for

irrigation agriculture failed miserably.

Tanzania

The Datoga5 are traditional pastoralists who live in

Tanzania near the Rift Valley. Competition for natural

resources began to accelerate between the Datoga and their

neighbors in the 1940s when other pastoral groups moved into

traditional Datoga grazing areas. In the 1970s and 1980s, the

Datoga lost more lands due to the advancement of agricultural

technology and cash crop farming. In 1978, the government

expropriated 40,000 hectares of the best Datoga grazing lands

for a commercial wheat project. The pressure on land and

competition for natural resources escalated and inter-ethnic

conflicts soared. There has always been stock raiding between

the Datoga and their neighbors, but it increased in the 1980s

along with increasing beef prices and the worsening of the

s The Datoga are also referred to as the Barabaig.
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national economic crisis. But as incidents of stockraiding

peaked, murders and property destruction became an integral

part of the scenario (Ndagala 1991:71). Gangs with as many as

50 men armed with machine guns and power rifles marauded, even

by daylight. The Datoga had been blamed by neighboring ethnic

groups for most of the stockraiding and despised for their

traditional murder ritual of cattle thieves.

State forces did not stop the raiding and killing in this

"corridor" area that is part of Datoga territory (Ndagala

1991:76). So, people organized communal defense groups based

on tradition. These village defense groups created a huge

ambush where the Datoga killed 48 Sukuma in May, 1985. By

1985, agriculturalist and agropastoralist neighbors groups

coalesced to destroy Datoga.6 Neighboring Sukuma mobilized

and elicited the participation of the nearby Iramba. They

killed Datoga on sight, stole or killed Datoga livestock, and

burned Datoga fields. These groups took over villages and 850

Datoga fled to neighboring districts. Civil servants took

sides with their respective ethnic groups and therefore the

state offices offered no security to Datoga who requested

protection. Consequently, the Datoga complained that they were

discriminated against by local-level state institutions that

were controlled by primarily non-Datoga personnel (Ndagala

6 Ndagala (1991) found that police records implicated a
different ethnic group for orchestrating most of the
destruction. At any rate, it was difficult for observers to
determine who actually conducted the raids because thieves
often don the traditional dress of opposing ethnic groups.
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1991:80). The Datoga were left with the alternatives of hiding

in the forest or by becoming refugees and migrating to live

with family living outside of the corridor.

Ndagala's (1991) concluding statements are first that the

displacement of pastoral people will continue unless the

government of Tanzania and non-governmental organizations help

them to obtain legal rights over their territories. Second,

considering the needs of all rural producers, especially the

resource needs of pastoralists who are often marginalized, the

state should limit the amount of land they alienate in rural

areas (Ndagala 1991:81).

In the corridor area of Tanzania, the economic crisis and

shrinking lands due to agricultural development were at least

two problems that put pressure on rural producers. In addi¬

tion, the state failed to stop lawless traditional stock¬

raiding between ethnic groups. In the 1980s, a fundamental

shift in raiding practices occurred with the use of automatic

weapons and rifles. Pastoralists and mixed farmers were pushed

beyond a threshold where they could no longer tolerate this

form of excessive violence. Two ethnic groups "took the law

into their own hands" and banned together against the Datoga

who were accused of conducting multiple livestock raids. These

two ethnic groups expelled the Datoga from the corridor area

and the latter became refugees. Throughout the crisis, state

officials sided with non-Datoga ethnic groups and refused to

provide protection to Datoga citizens.
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Cameroon

From the 11th to the 14th centuries Fulani cattle herders

migrated east from Senegal to the Lake Chad area, generally

through migratory drift, but sometimes as an outcome of

Islamic jihads (holy wars) (Stenning 1959, Abubakar 1977,

Frantz 1980). Jihads led to the creation of Fombina and other

Fulani states that provided safe passage for Fulani migration

from the north and west into Nigeria (Stenning 1959, Horowitz

1975, Frantz 1975a). These newly-formed states were supported

by centralized governments, military coercion, taxation and

slavery until the British intervened and created the colonial

state of Nigeria.

A subsequent major migratory wave occurred at the begin¬

ning of the 20th century that brought increased numbers of

Fulani into Niger, Ivory Coast and Cameroon. In the 1900s,

pastoral Fulani migrated into the eastern areas of Niger, in

response to the "great famine" and new French rule that made

conditions safe for the "movement of strangers" (Horowitz

1975:390). Bassett (1988:237) reports that the Fulani also

migrated into the Ivory Coast at that time. About 1908,

pastoral Fulani migrated into and settled on the Jos Plateau

of Nigeria (Frantz 1975b). The British defeated the nearby

emirate of Bauchi, and they developed mining on the Jos

Plateau, which in turn created safe conditions for Fulani

migration (Awogbade 1986). Drought and rinderpest epidemics in

1901 in Northern Nigeria also contributed to the migration.
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In 1917, Fulani from the Jos Plateau moved further south

and west into the grasslands of Cameroon, an area free of

tsetse flies yet rich in grass and water (Carter 1967, Kaberry

1960) . The British colonial administration welcomed the Fulani

as a vehicle for developing the economy of the area (Kaberry

1959). In the 1930s, increasing numbers of cattle herds,

accelerated Fulani immigration, and local population growth

put pressure on natural resources. Competition for land

increased as local Cameroonians started raising cattle, and as

farming patterns shifted from subsistence to cash cropping.

This resulted in intense and frequent conflicts over land

between farmers and graziers (Frantz 1981, Suliy 1990).

Subsistence female farmers suffered from crop loss due to

cattle trespass into farms. But as a result of the Fulani

immigration, colonial administrators benefitted from ianqali

(cattle head tax) that by 1950 accounted for almost one-half

of the government revenue (Fisiy 1992:68). Local chiefs

benefitted from the payment of tribute in the form of cattle

or cash.

Around 1945, the British colonial government delineated

boundaries for grazing land and farm land to limit livestock

production (Carter 1967, Frantz 1981). The administration also

restricted herd size and specified quotas of herdsmen. These

policies were rarely implemented (Kaberry 1960, O'Kelly 1960).

Conflicts between farmers and graziers continued to intensify.

In 1945, anthropologist Phyllis Kaberry wrote a letter to the
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Governor warning him that "the administration may be up

against serious trouble" if cattle trespass into farms did not

stop (see Fisiy 1992:248). In 1959 Kaberry documented female

farmers' allegations of discrimination against farmers in

these litigations with Fulani herders by local chiefs, village

heads, native court and British court officials (see Fisiy

1992:249). When women could not find satisfaction through

these institutions, they resorted to traditional sanctions.

Hundreds of women confronted authorities in 1958 in Bambuluwe

(Mezam Division) (Fisiy 1992:249-250) and in 1959 in the

famous anlu (traditional female association) uprising in Kom

(Menchum Division) and in several other nearby villages in the

North West Province (Diduk 1989).

In 1960, after independence, conflicts between farmers

and graziers escalated as competition for natural resources

increased with the development of cash crops (Kaberry 1960,

O'Kelly 1960). In the 1970s, the expansion of land for growing

coffee depressed the growth of livestock production. Farm and

grazing boundaries were still official on paper but in reality

administrators failed to enforce them as a mechanism for land

management. During this era, the government of Cameroon

granted civil rights to the Fulani and mandated that they no

longer be viewed as strangers (Frantz 1981).

In the 1980s and again in the 1990s, conflicts between

farmers and graziers continue to escalate (Tegah 1989). Under

these conditions, women farmers continue to organize and
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publicly protest the problem at divisional headquarters.

However, in many cases, local populations protest by engaging

in aggressive acts that lead to violence (Shanklin 1988),

civil disorder (DeLancey 1989) and death (Goheen 1988, Kum

1983, Tegah 1989, Fisiy 1992, Ottiger 1992). Farmer-herder

conflicts that began as disputes over cattle trespassing and

protests of corrupt state mediators often end up in attacks

against the Fulani as an expression of ethnic hatred.

Here I present a brief case study of a farmer-herder

conflict in 1981 in Wum village, located in Menchum Division

in the North West Province of Cameroon.

In 1950, led by a prosperous ardo (Fulani chief), Fulani

migrated from Jos Plateau to Wum (Menchum Division). At that

time, three out of seven local Aghem chiefs offered them three

grazing areas in three different village quarters. The

remaining four chiefs argued they did not have enough land to

share (Kum 1983). These grazing zones were far from town and

village farms. The Fulani traded meat, butter and milk for

food with the local Aghem people, and paid tribute to the

chiefs. By 1967, cattle trespassing into farms had become a

tangible problem. Furthermore, Aghem villagers were annoyed by

the Fulani practice of burning hills in the dry season when

the former need grass for roof thatching (Kum 1983:22). By

1969, female farmers complained that state authorities did not

enforce the herders' penalty of payment for damages, and lack

of payment led to intense fighting between farmers and
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herders. In Wum in 1971 farms were badly damaged, and cases

were backlogged due to the inefficiency of state officials.

When farmers happened to be compensated, the amounts were

insultingly small.

Finally the Aghem population decided to protest the

Fulani problem. In 1973, women boycotted the market and banned

the sale of all food. This embarrassed the administration, and

Fulani, traders, civil servants and other townspeople

suffered. Women also closed the markets in the neighboring

villages of We and Esu (Kum 1983:28). They demanded that the

Fulani keep their cattle in the three original grazing zones.

Next, the women of Wum marched 80 kilometers to Bamenda to

protest the problem in front of the Governor of the North West

Province. In order to mitigate the problem, a local committee

was formed to demarcate farm land and grazing land boundaries,

but they were not enforced.

In 1980, Fulani cattle seriously damaged three farms. The

women reported the damages to the administration, and offi¬

cials were busy organizing an official event but promised to

investigate the problem (Kum 1983). Meanwhile, the women

formed a large group to evict from farmland the three accused

Fulani. Sixteen women and two Fulani were hospitalized. Then,

most of the village got involved, except for a couple of

village quarters where the chief ordered the people to stay

home. A mob of Aghem men, women and children destroyed many

Fulani compounds and property. Many Fulani ran to neighboring
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villages. To no avail, the chief of police and other adminis¬

trators ordered the Aghem to stop the destruction. Then, the

chief of police ordered the forces to shoot into the crowd,

and eight people were killed, including one child who was on

the way to the store to buy bouillon cubes for his mother who

was at home cooking. This action shocked Aghem people who then

refused to go to their farms (Kum 1983).

The 1981 crisis was rooted in excessive destruction of

crops by Fulani cattle, and the corruption of state officials

who mediate farmer-grazier disputes.7 Kum (1983:46) cites four

forms of corruption: cases were frequently delayed; farmers

frequently lost their cases and were left uncompensated for

damages; compensation was insultingly small; and finally,

graziers bribed dispute mediators. The crisis manifested an

ethnic dimension because the Aghem farmers did not protest

against or attack Aghem graziers whose cattle presumably also

caused much destruction. Kum (1983) points out that the state

administration was ineffective in preventing cattle tres¬

passing and even benefitted by it. In desperation, the Aghem

people took the law into their own hands and created a public

crisis.

In spite of the lessons learned from the 1981 Wum crisis,

the problems associated with cattle trespassing and farmer-

herder dispute resolution still persist. For example, in

7 This is the Farmer-Grazier Commission that is discussed
in more detail in Chapter 5.
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October of 1991 in Mmen, a village 37 kilometers from Wum,

hundreds of farmers accompanied by jujus occupied and started

farming a huge tract of grazing land. They had earlier applied

to farm on the land but received no response from the state

administration (Ottiger 1992). The chief of Mmen had ordered

the villagers to farm the land. The farmers refused to vacate

the land upon the request of state authorities and so the

latter sent a team of gendarmes to evict the farmers. The

result was a riot where four Mmen residents were shot and

killed by gendarmes, hundreds of citizens and several

gendarmes were injured and a several villagers were imprisoned

(Cameroon Post 1992, Ottiger 1992). Then, most Mmen residents

fled the village and went into hiding. Only Fulani and

gendarmes were left in the village. The latter were accused of

looting empty compounds (Cameroon Post 1992).

The Cameroon examples show that for various reasons that

are described later in this dissertation, Fulani and Aghem

herders trespass into the farms of Aghem subsistence farmers.

Due to collusion among herders and state officials who mediate

farmer-herder disputes, state personnel fail to enforce herder

compliance with trespassing laws. This results in human

suffering and economic hardship for the farm household.

Farmers feel powerless by the corruption present in the state

court that is manifested by the strength of the economic

partnership between herders and state officials. These

conditions put pressure on rural producers and increases the
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competition between farmers and herders for control over

natural and political resources. At some point farmers decide

to "take the law into their own hands." Farmers who were

earlier concerned about crop losses due to cattle trespassing

and a corrupt state system of adjudication now focus on ethnic

differences. Instead of sanctioning Aghem herders whose cattle

have also damaged farms, farmers instead overlook their

offenses and enlist their support for an attack on the Fulani.

Unable to quell the unrest, the state responds with force, and

in each case, Aghem people are shot and killed.

Analysis: State Response to Farmer-Herder Conflicts

From a comparative perspective, these case studies show

that the problems between farmers and herders are rooted in

complex relations between state and society. In the examples

of Cameroon, Cote d'Ivoire, Mauritania and Tanzania, these

relations involve subsistence farmers, herders indigenous to

various locales, newly arrived or relatively recently settled

Fulani herders, urban elites, state officials, state delega¬

tions and presidents of states. These case studies show that

not only the livelihoods, but literally the lives of rural

producers are indeed quite tied to the state, if not tied in

a strangle hold. Cameroon and Cote d'Ivoire are cases where

liaisons between elite herders and state officials show that

pastoralists are quite integrated into, if not participating

in the daily affairs of civil servants posted in rural areas

who mediate farmer-herder disputes. In Mauritania, due to
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politically convenient land tenure laws, subsistence fanners

were not only expelled from the Senegal River Valley but

became refugees of that country. The Tanzania case study shows

how when under attack, a pastoral group living in remote,

"marginal" lands failed to obtain protection from state

officials due to the latter's ethnic allegiances. From a

comparative perspective, these data counter myths recently

being challenged that pastoralists live on the periphery of

state polities and economies (McCabe 1994, Fratkin 1993, 1994,

Fratkin, Galvin and Roth 1994, Koster and Chang 1994, Galaty

and Bonte 1991).

A related, and the major theme of the present study is

that in East and West Africa, an understanding of the

interactions of numerous actors at the intersection of state

and society explains much of the dilemma of the conflicts

between herders and farmers. The dilemma here is a matter of

the strength of the state or the state's level of social

control (Migdal 1988) that the comparative data show directly

affects the frequency and intensity of farmer-herder

conflicts. By using a state-society approach, farmer-herder

conflicts become a vehicle to understand that individuals from

both private and public sectors contribute to the state's

level of social control. Compliance, participation and

legitimation are the indicators of social control used here

(Migdal 1988:33). First, with regard to these data, the

examples from East and West Africa provide evidence that
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individuals from the private sector and individuals who work

for the state can and do fail to comply with state law.

Second, the case studies demonstrate varying degrees to which

farmers participate in state institutions and varying types of

behaviors that state personnel use in the operation of, or in

their own participation in state institutions. Third, the

comparative data show that members of private and public

sectors have an interdependent role to play in the legiti¬

mation of the state by approving of and accepting the state's

rules of the game and rules of conflict resolution.

These examples of conflicts between farmers and herders

and farmers and agropastoralists exhibit a similar general

pattern. First, a population of rural producers fails to

comply with state law in a way that negatively affects a

second population. Second, state officials fail to force the

first population to comply with the law. Third, certain events

cause conditions to change where a threshold is reached and

the second group can no longer tolerate the lawless behaviors

of the first group. Fourth, frustrated with state officials,

the second group "takes the law into their own hands" where

laws of public order and security are violated. This can be

interpreted as an episode of backlash—if the first group will

not comply with state laws then the second group will not

comply either. Fifth, the conflict shifts in nature from

legal to ethnic and in scope from personal/local to

local/national/international.
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In Cote d'Ivoire, the conditions were quite similar;

farmers were frustrated by cattle trespassing and uncompen¬

sated damages. However, the situation was exacerbated by a

development project that enormously benefitted elite graziers

and state officials at farmers' expense. Farmers' antagonism

and aggression towards Fulani crescendoed when candidates

running for local and national political offices exploited

ethnic animosities and promised to expel the Fulani from the

country. Although these political actors were reprimanded by

President Houphouetet-Boigny, they later again used Fulani

hatred to fuel their campaigns. In this case, political

candidates put their short-term career needs ahead of the

public security of the Fulani people and ahead of state policy

toward the immigrating Fulani. Here we see political figures,

in the public eye no less, undermining the President's social

control and desired social order. The outcome was that Senufo

farmers "took the law into their own hands" and expelled

thousands of Fulani and their cattle from the settlement area.

This act ran counter to the administration's wish to welcome

the Fulani as producers of beef who could potentially

strengthen the national economy by reducing food imports.

In the example of Mauritania, the legitimacy of the state

was in peril in every stage of the crisis. The lure of exter¬

nal funding seduces a weak state to institute questionable and

short-sighted land tenure laws to promote an irrigation

development project in the Senegal River Valley. Bidan elites
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in the private and public sector exploit this legislation in

order to reclaim "their" land in the Senegal River Valley, and

to acquire money and resources from the project. However, the

state fails to enforce compliance with legal eviction proce¬

dures. Bidans "take the law into their own hands" and use

extrajudicial means to displace local farmers and herders.

Here the Bidans "take the law into their own hands" not to

"right a wrong" (as in the other case studies), but to con¬

tinue to engage in illegal activities by using their ethnic

identity and titular power to illegally and ruthlessly drive

black farmers out of the river valley and out of the country.

Invalidating the identity cards of Mauritanian citizens based

on race and ethnicity also undermined the legitimacy of the

state. Then, a seething situation exploded over a shooting

incident at Diawara over cattle trespassing into farm land.

State personnel participated in the riots and killing that

followed. These activities were overtly lawless and des¬

tructive, and created a crisis of legitimacy and even identity

for the state of Mauritania.

In Tanzania, the government did not stop lawless

stockraiding behavior in rural areas. The use of automatic

weapons in stockraiding pushed pastoralists and agropastor-

alists beyond a threshold where they could no longer tolerate

the violence. People gave up on waiting for the state to

provide protection and they "took the law into their own

hands" and attacked and expelled one implicated ethnic group,
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the Datoga. State officials posted in the area had alliances

with opposing ethnic groups and so refused to provide security

for Datoga who requested protection. State officials put their

personal and ethnic alliances ahead of their duties as per¬

sonnel who serve the state.

In Cameroon a weak state is unable to enforce compliance

with trespassing laws in rural areas and so herders regularly

trespass into farms. Under conditions of weak economies, state

officials who work as farmer-grazier dispute mediators ob¬

struct channels for farmers' legal redress by accepting pay¬

ments from herders for decisions favoring the latter. This

sabotages farmers' participation in the state court for

dispute adjudication. Local agricultural populations feel

victimized by insurmountably corrupt adjudicative institutions

that operate for the profit of civil servants and elite

graziers. Farmers realize that state personnel are corrupting

the state's rules for farmer-grazier dispute mediation. For

farmers, these actions reduce the legitimacy of that state

institution. As a group, farmers decide that they have had

enough. If herders fail to comply with state law and state

officials fail to comply with state laws, then farmers will

not comply with state laws either. Instead, farmers "take the

law into their own hands" and occupy the disputed grazing land

or destroy Fulani property, and attack Fulani herders. Because

of the public violence, the conflicts then assume a different

scale and nature that demands state intervention. State forces
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were dispatched to quell the unrest and people were shot and

killed.



CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH METHODS FOR CAMEROON FIELD STUDY

Introduction

This chapter presents my research question and follows

with a description of methods used to conduct a comparative

study of farmer-herder conflict and dispute resolution in two

villages in the North West Province of Cameroon. I discuss the

processes of site selection, and language acquisition. I

assess the study design and discuss potential problems with

the reliability and validity of the data. Next, I describe

some of the more dynamic "human limitations" of the study that

can not be measured but need to be acknowledged. I then

describe the methods I used to create the ethnographic and

survey samples and describe the various data sets. I conclude

with a story of how I experienced various acts of reciprocity

with my adopted family in Tugi Village.

Research Design

As described in the second chapter, in this dissertation

I use a state-society approach to analyze how various actors

use farmer-herder dispute mediation as a vehicle for gaining

social control, and examine how these behaviors affect the

legitimacy of the state of Cameroon.

64
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My research design compares survey and ethnographic data

on the conflicts between farmers and graziers in two villages,

Tugi and Wum, in the North West Province of Cameroon. I

conducted ethnographic interviews with farmers and graziers,

village chiefs and state dispute mediators. I used

ethnographic information to understand local conditions and to

inform the design and analysis of a survey of farmers in Tugi

and Wum. The survey was designed to quantify and to partially

explain incidents of grazier trespassing onto farm land,

cattle damages to farms, and the processes and outcomes of the

resulting cases that farmers file in the court of the Farmer-

Grazier Commission.1

Site Selection

I selected Tugi and Wum as research sites for specific

reasons. To begin with, I chose Tugi because I was already

established in the village from an earlier visit. In July

1989, faculty of the University of Florida International

Programs sent me to Dschang University Center (UCD) in

Dschang, Cameroon, to assist Florida faculty with a short

course on curriculum development. I also used my time there to

conduct a pre-dissertation site visit. Dr. Ajaga Nji, a UCD

rural sociologist, invited me to visit his family in Tugi

Village. Dr. Nji had earlier mentioned his perception that

Tugi graziers were driving women off of their farms. Dr. Nji

1 As noted in the previous chapter, the Farmer-Grazier
Commission is a state-appointed committee to adjudicate
disputes between farmers and herders.
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was a well-respected figure in his village, and I felt that if

he introduced me in Tugi and endorsed my work, others there

would also give me support. This encouraged me to visit Tugi.

I interviewed approximately 30 female farmers. I asked all

kinds of questions but noticed that without fail, the res¬

pondents guided my interviews to highlight their experiences

with cattle trespass onto their farms. They convinced me that

cattle trespass onto farm land and the resulting crop loss was

their most pressing problem in farming, and that it posed a

threat to their livelihoods.

Upon my return to the University of Florida I wrote grant

proposals to conduct doctoral field research on the conflicts

between farmers and herders. In 1991, I received funding and

returned to Tugi in order to continue my working relationship

with the Meta, and to create the conditions for conducting a

longitudinal study on this topic.

Having established myself in Tugi, I then selected Wum as

my second site. I did so for two reasons. The first reason was

that Wum is famous in Cameroon for a 1981 conflict where the

police shot and killed eight people during a public protest of

the corruption associated with farmer-grazier dispute media¬

tion (see Chapter 3). I felt professionally obligated to

understand the history of these conflicts in Wum. Second, I

chose Wum because it is so different from Tugi with regard to

population size, and local politics—Wum is a divisional

headquarters. This means that Wum is the home of the office
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and court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission. I later grew to

understand many more differences between the two villages.

Although I was quite excited intellectually about

conducting a comparative study and felt quite confident about

my choice of Wum as a second village, when I was actually in

the field and it was time for me to move from Tugi to Wum, I

had second thoughts. In Tugi, I was just starting to hear the

good gossip and to feel at home. Walking in the hills, I

observed changes in the color, texture and content of the

farms as we moved from the rainy to the dry season.

While in Tugi, I literally observed what farmers told me

would happen; I saw the cattle moving down from the hilltops,

closer to the farms. I saw cattle in the farms. A story was

unfolding before my eyes. In my heart, I felt if I left, I

would lose one of the most valuable educational opportunities

of a life time. I knew the frequency of cattle trespass would

accelerate day by day. The farmers would be calling me to

their farms to see the damages. And now, according to the

schedule based on my research design, it was time for me to go

to Wum. I wondered if I was making a mistake. Was the oppor¬

tunity to obtain comparative data worth losing this ethno¬

graphic richness? I took a deep breath and packed my bags.

These are some of the problems I faced, and other

anthropologists face in the field. Once I arrived in Tugi it

was natural for me to be passionate about my work. I wanted to

do it all. And I wanted to do it all well. As it turned out,
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moving to Wum was the best thing I could have done. The work

I did there clarified the theoretical issues of my research

problem. I then realized the value of doing comparative

research.

Hiring Field Assistants

In Tugi, my first two field assistants were recommended

to me by my adopted family (described later in this chapter

and in Chapter 5). The first assistant whom I used as a tutor

and interpreter for Pidgin English is described below. My

second assistant helped me in many ways throughout the Tugi

ethnographic and survey work. Martin worked as a field guide

and cartographer, an interpreter in Meta and sometimes Pidgin

English, and in the evenings helped schedule the next day's

work by confirming appointments with respondents in the

village. Martin had a multifaceted status in the village that

I believe contributed in a positive way to my project. First,

he has a positive attitude, and he is a hard and loyal worker.

I believe that he always tried as hard as he could to keep the

project moving in the right direction. Second, he has a few

cattle himself. It is possible that the fact that I hired a

cattle owner to work with me may have helped balance out my

image in the village, in case anyone noticed that (due to time

constraints) I had spent more time working with farmers than

herders. Third, in the past Martin had worked at the Tugi corn

mill where the Fulani bring their corn to be ground for making

corn fufu. Martin had excellent relations with the Fulani and
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was well respected in that community. I believe that it is

possible that in some way, this could have helped me obtain

interviews with almost all of the Fulani in Tugi village.2

I hired my third research assistant in Tugi upon the

recommendation of a home economics extension agent. Alfred

Njohjam helped me by independently conducting a portion of the

Tugi farmer surveys. He was quite reliable. We worked well

together and he worked well with Martin as well. His father

was a retired cattle control agent from another area and owned

some cattle. Before I hired Alfred, I asked him if he thought

that his fathers former career would in any way affect the

quality of my data or the research project. He answered that

it would not, and I trusted his judgement. I still believe

that he was correct.

My research assistants in Wum were excellent. Three out

of the four people I hired were temporarily unemployed

professionals due to the economic crisis in Cameroon. For

example, the first was a school teacher and the second a

banker. A third assistant had experience working in one of the

ministries. The fourth had no work experience. Three had been

born and raised in Wum and therefore were native speakers of

Aghem.

2 Almost all of the Meta and Fulani herders agreed to be
interviewed or to participate in the survey. The only
exceptions were two brothers who were often accused of
stealing cattle. They disappeared when we arrived at the
compound.
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My first research assistant was the sister of an assis¬

tant of a colleague of mine who was a German agricultural

economist working in Bamenda. Eventually my first research

assistant recommended and introduced me to the next two who

had been her school mates. The fourth and youngest assistant

was recommended to me by an extension agent at the Ministry of

Agriculture. They successfully helped me compete 400 farmer

surveys and approximately 95 grazier surveys. Their perfor¬

mance was commendable because in the peak of the rainy season,

they worked with me all day and then attended meetings at

night to review the day's work and to prepare for the work of

the following day.

Language Acquisition

Based on my first experience in Tugi in 1989, I knew I

would have to learn Cameroonian Pidgin English in order to

conduct my fieldwork and to live in the village. I designed my

own multifaceted language learning program. I photocopied and

studied a copy of the Peace Corps' textbook , An Introduction

to Cameroonian Pidgin (Bellama, Nkwele and Yudom 1983). I

hired a tutor and we translated and rehearsed scripts I had

written as mock interviews with farmers and herders. I

recorded and frequently listened to tapes of my tutor repeat¬

ing phrases from the Peace Corp text and reading through the

mock interviews.

As my ability to speak Pidgin progressed, I wanted to

maximize my time spent with farmers in Tugi, so I used my
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Pidgin tutor as an interpreter and started interviewing

fanners. After a few weeks of working with my interpreter, I

realized the sooner I learned to speak Pidgin English, the

better off I would be. Sometimes, translating Pidgin during

interviews, my assistant used to tell me what she thought I

needed to know, instead of translating the respondent's input

verbatim. This was very disturbing to me. In addition,

sometimes in-between questions when I was writing, she would

conduct a private conversation with the respondent. This was

a serious problem, because it destroyed the continuity of the

interview, and also positioned me as an outsider at a time

when I needed to build rapport with the respondent. Even¬

tually, I was able to independently conduct interviews in

Pidgin, yet I always had a Meta assistant with me in case I

needed help with either Meta or Pidgin.

Critiquing the Study

For two reasons, I began to suspect that farmers under¬

reported the frequency of trespassing incidents and the number

of cases filed against herders. First, many respondents did

not want to take the time to tell me in detail about more than

one or two cases because they needed to go to the farm. By the

end of the interview, some farmers were literally sitting on

the edge of their stools, ready to take off as soon as I gave

them the "we're finished" signal. A second reason for sus¬

pecting underreporting is that the incidents of trespassing

and the court cases are based on recalled data (Bernard,
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Killworth, Kronenfeld and Sailer 1984). I tried to minimize

this problem by asking about events that occurred the same

rainy and dry season that I conducted the survey. In fact, the

conduct of these cases is quite confusing as they occur on the

spot, and I think it would be difficult for anyone to recount

them and to recall them in a coherent fashion. Therefore, if

I went to the records of the Farmer-Grazier Commission to

tally these formal disputes between farmers and herders, I am

sure I would count a higher sum. But, even if the frequencies

of trespassing and claims filed are underreported, they are

certainly alarming enough as it is.

Some of the grazier survey data turned out to be unreli¬

able. Although I surveyed herders in both villages, due to the

problematic and unreliable nature of those data, I use them

here only for ethnographic interpretation. First, in Tugi, few

graziers admitted ever having been reported by farmers for

cattle trespassing to the Farmer-Grazier Commission. Yet,

after I briefly examined the records of the Commission, I saw

that most graziers indeed had been reported. Second, in Tugi,

when asked, I noticed that several Fulani graziers told me

that they owned 70 cattle. I wondered why everyone would have

the same number of cattle, but there was no way for me to

verify the numbers they gave me. Fulani are well known for

underreporting the number of cattle they own, and therefore

written janqali (cattle tax) records were likely to be just as

unreliable as oral reports.
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In Wum, I did not have time to examine Farmer-Grazier

Commission court records to compare reported and documented

numbers of cases between farmers and graziers. But, I had a

different problem that made the herder data interesting as

ethnographic material but not for quantitative analysis. I was

not able to survey a representative sample of herders.

For the Wum grazier survey, I used ianqali records as a

sampling frame to select a representative sample of herders

for the study. The design looked nice on paper, but imple¬

menting it was a different story. It was the rainy season in

Wum and the roads were a muddy nightmare. The graziers lived

very far out of town and quite honestly, my research assis¬

tants were not willing to trek to their compounds because they

said it would take too much time, and we would never be able

to finish the job. I consulted the ardo, and he agreed to

summon people selected for the study to various school houses

on designated days. My research assistants and I each took a

room and administered the survey with individual graziers.

It turned out that not everyone who was summoned actually

came for the interview. Since we were short on time, we ended

up working with the herders who reported on site either of

their own volition or because they followed the ardo's orders.

Therefore, the Wum grazier sample was not representative. Our

team had just finished the 400-farmer survey of Wum that was

representative, and after all of that work, I was disappointed

that the grazier work would not be based on a representative
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sample. In order to obtain a representative sample, I would

have had to acquire a four-wheel drive jeep, a driver, and

more money to pay research assistants for a more lengthy stay

in the field. I soon realized I was trying to fulfill

unrealistic expectations for one field study.

As we worked with the Fulani, I realized that I was

asking questions that social scientists had never asked of

these people. My assistants and I were in fact piecing

together, bit by bit, the story of the lives of farmers and

graziers in a village with a history of conflict that made

national history. This constitutes legitimate social science

research, even without the "scientific" representative sample.

After all, the most significant works in anthropology have

been ethnographies. The ethnographic data that I collected on

the Fulani complemented the survey data on the farmers in Wum

and Tugi villages. In the end, I benefitted from the deb

ate on the advantages of nomothetic versus ideographic

approaches to anthropology by using either approach where

appropriate.

Human Limitations of the Study

As hard as we try in social science to be "scientific"

and "objective" about our work, in the field there are many

factors at play that confound our work and impede our search

for "the truth." Without launching into a post-modern

interpretation of my work in Cameroon, I wish to acknowledge

some of these factors that may have unknowingly biased my
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intellectual approach to my work and may have affected the

quality of my data as well. Here I limit my discussion to my

experience with cultural misunderstandings, and racism and

family, village and global politics.

Cultural Misunderstandings

There were a few times that I experienced misunder¬

standings due to cultural differences in Cameroon. This would

seem to be a natural happening for someone who is living in a

different culture for the first time. These misunderstandings

assume many forms, some more serious than others. I often felt

confused when I did not understand why people behaved in a way

that seemed to be harmful to me or my work. For example, once

I walked with one of my research assistants for one-half hour

and found no one home at a compound where we were scheduled to

do an interview. My assistant commented that the person had

told him earlier that he would be out. Why didn't my assistant

inform me so that we could do something else? To me, it seemed

as if my assistant had sabotaged our work schedule. But my

assistant argued that he did not tell me about the change

because he did not want to undermine my authority, or behave

like he knew more about my business than I did. It took some

time for me to appreciate his point of view, but eventually we

met half-way on this point of contention when I gave him

permission to correct me in the future.
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Racism and Family, Village and Global Politics

I had finished the farmer surveys in two of the three

village quarters in Tugi. One sunny morning when my two

research assistants and I strolled into Njaah3 village

quarter, we were abruptly stopped by one of the shop owners.

This person asked us what we were doing and who gave us

permission to do it? I answered that I was doing a study on

farmer-grazier disputes (didn't everybody know?) and that of

course the chief of Tugi gave me permission to do it. I soon

realized that I was caught in the middle of a dispute that had

nothing to do with me or my work. The quarter head was leading

a movement for Njaah to secede from the village so that he

could become a chief. He and the fon had been involved in

litigation for some time, and there were bad feelings between

the two of them. According to this local merchant, the fon's

authority did not extend into Njaah. By the same token, to my

surprise, although Dr. Nji from UCD was a "big man" in Acha

and Tugi village quarters, because of this intravillage

rivalry, in Njaah, his name carried little weight. Under these

conditions, I had to ask this de facto chief for permission to

conduct the survey in Njaah. I did so quickly, to avoid

drawing attention to the matter, and I hoped that the act

would not be interpreted as a betrayal of loyalty to the fon

3 As explained in greater detail in the next chapter,
Njaah is one of three village quarters in Tugi village. The
other two are Acha and Tugi.
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of Tugi. As it ended up, the quarter head easily granted me

permission to do my work.

I have no way of knowing if my ties with the fon and

Dr. Nji as part of my adopted family affected the quality of

my data in Njaah, or anywhere else for that matter. The point

here is that as a researcher, it is almost impossible to be

aware of all of the political dynamics at the village level,

or even at the household level for that matter. In this case,

privately, I actually was loyal to the fon's cause and wished

that he would win the lawsuit, as he eventually did. However,

luckily, I did not have to make public my allegiance, and was

able to finish the survey.

Although the quarter head gave me permission to work in

Njaah, the shop owner persisted in harassing me. After the

first incident, he made the following proposal based on a

national popular explanation of the explosion at Lake Nyos.4

The Israelis had made a pact with Paul Biya to test an atom

bomb in Lake Nyos. Because Lake Nyos was located in an

anglophone area, and the president is francophone, Biya was

happy to oblige the Israelis. This Njaah shop owner concluded

that "whites" blew up Lake Nyos. He proposed that since I was

"white," maybe I was a spy, and maybe I even had something to

do with the Lake Nyos incident. I looked at him straight in

the eye and said, "Look at me. Do you really think that I am

a spy?" I concluded that this person was using the Lake Nyos

4 Lake Nyos exploded in 1986, releasing toxic gases that
killed about 4,000 people. Various explanations were
publicized on the cause of the disaster ranging from
scientific to supernatural to global-political.
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incident as an excuse to pick on me, to single me out, because

I am white.

I can never know how many other people I worked with

distrusted or despised me because of my race. And I can never

know how my race affected the quality of my data. I only know

that I felt humiliated when the notion of race was introduced

into my field experience. I cringed when people in the village

called the United States, "White Man's Country."

I also resented being associated with other "white

people" who were part of the colonial history of Cameroon. I

had a cook who said in the past worked he had worked "for

other Europeans," missing the point that I am an American. He

used to refer to himself as a "bad boy" when he was angry with

me. I was shocked by this self-denigration, but then I

realized that it was a way for him to show disdain for white

people. This behavior made me feel grossly uncomfortable,

because it reduced our relationship to a dynamic of race. To

my dismay, to this person, and perhaps to others, I repre¬

sented the colonial oppressor.

When in public, I always tried to set myself apart from

tourists and other expatriates. The problem is that many non-

Africans do not know how to conduct themselves appropriately

among Cameroonians; how to bargain for goods in the market

place, or how to bargain with taxi drivers. I grew to under¬

stand that on one level, in these situations, Cameroonians

despise people who pay exorbitant prices because it is a
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wasteful and careless way to be in the world. I also found

these behaviors offensive, and did not want to be stereotyped

because of my race as one of many people who behaved in this

manner.

I also tried to avoid becoming the stereotype of a white

researcher with lots of money, but this was almost impossible

to avoid. For example, I only carried my camera and took

pictures on days that I allocated for doing just that. For

several months, I hiked everywhere and took bush taxis, along

with everybody else in Tugi village. But in the dry season

when the young male bush taxi drivers drank beer and raced

each other along the roads, after an incident of near¬

collision, I decided to buy a car. After this, my status in

Tugi village increased because it was apparent that I had,

relatively speaking, substantial financial resources. Some

people were delighted, others were jealous, and at least one

person was furious, but in such a small village, it was

everybody's business.

Tugi Farmer Ethnographic and Survey Interviews

The Tugi farmer ethnographic sample was purposive, not

representative. A few days following my arrival in the vil¬

lage, I used the purposive sample to begin my work and find

out what was going on between farmers and graziers. This

method worked well for me; the work schedule was structured

and relentless, and I became fully engaged in the work. I made

sure I interviewed male village elders, religious leaders,
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village quarter heads, school teachers, entrepreneurs, come¬

dians, old and young people, male and female farmers, know¬

ledgeable farmers, farmers with cattle-damaged crops and

graziers. I wanted to hear all about farmer-grazier conflicts,

all of the stories—including the lies, half-truths and

truths.

I limited ethnographic interviews to Tugi Quarter because

Acha and Njaah Quarter are located 11 kilometers down the road

(see Chapter 5). I did however, pilot test before officially

beginning the farmer survey in Acha and Njaah quarters.

With a Meta interpreter, I interviewed 99 farmers in Tugi

Quarter; 25 men and 70 women of all ages. I asked them about

the problems between farmers and graziers, and asked questions

about farming in general. I made sure we visited each

neighborhood.

When it came time to plan the survey, I decided to limit

the study to female Meta farmers. Many men grow plantains

around the compound and tap raffia in the forested valleys.

But women grow the food crops and almost all are full-time

farmers. I also excluded retired female farmers from the

sample, and women who market and trade, but do not farm.

In order to build a sampling frame for the farmer survey,

we drew a map and conducted a census of all of the compounds.

We recorded the names of the compound heads, and all of the

resident adults. We recorded the relationship of each adult to

the compound head, and their occupation. Recording occupation
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was also a way to begin to identify local herders. I excluded

children from the census because it would have taken too much

time for adults in the compound to count them. Instead, I

planned to record that information during the survey.

Conducting the census gave me the opportunity to be seen

everywhere, in each village quarter. People began to ask me

when they would be interviewed. Farmers pulled me aside to

tell me about their latest dispute with a grazier, and often

invited me to farms to observe firsthand cattle damages and

crop losses. This gave me a well-rounded education on the

scope of farmer-grazier problems. In addition, I saw with my

own eyes the variation in infrastructure and social and

economic characteristics between village quarters.

We recorded 175 active farmers in Acha, 107 in Tugi and

81 in Njaah. Retired female farmers were recorded but not

counted. Using the chi-square formula for a .05 confidence

interval, I determined that the sample should contain 187

farmers. I decided to survey 63 farmers from each village

quarter. I assigned a number each farmer and used a random

number table for sample selection. We surveyed 189 farmers.

The farmer survey consists of three data sets. The farmer

household data set has 589 cases; 189 from Tugi and 400 from

Wum. The "household" survey inquires about the number of and

relationship between people in the compound, respondents' and

children's education. The survey asks how much money farmers

spent on farm inputs, labor and fencing. This data set
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includes information on farm and off-farm livelihoods for

respondents and their spouses. In addition, open-ended

questions query farmers about their attitude toward and

understanding of cattle trespassing. The "farms" data set has

information on 4,572 farms in Tugi and Wum Villages. It

contains data by respondent on farms; the number, type and

size they cultivate or keep in fallow, method of acquisition,

type of environment, and other variables. The third data set

on "cases" has information on 1,889 farmer reports of cattle

destruction to farms over various time periods. It contains

many variables that tell the story of how farmers cope with

crop losses due to cattle trespassing. For example, the data

reveal who reports cases, ethnicity of trespasser and the

conduct and outcome of those cases.

Wum Farmer Ethnographic and Survey Interviews

I arrived in Wum, my second field site, on June 27, 1992.

I remember wondering what all of the talk was about concerning

the "bad road" to Wum. On that day of the dry season, the road

seemed just fine. I had no idea that upon my departure four

months later, I would be sleeping in a truck on that road

under a full moon. The truck would be one of many lined up in

single file behind a huge flatbed truck overloaded with bags

of cement, stuck in a very deep pit in the road by a cliff. I

arrived in Wum on a Saturday, went to church on Sunday, and

started work Monday morning at seven. Although I was confident

that my farmer survey was comprehensive, I wanted to fine-tune
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the survey instrument for the Wum setting. I interviewed 6

farmers and 14 administrators and then made adjustments in the

survey accordingly.

As I prepared to administer the farmer survey in Wum, I

could not find an appropriate sampling frame. Annual tax rolls

were very spotty because people refused to pay taxes due to

feelings that the government was not legitimate. This act and

other organized, widespread acts of civil disobedience were

collectively called "Ghost Town." The year of my study, 1991,

was the year of Ghost Town, organized by John Fru Ndi, the

leader of the most powerful opposition party at the time in

Cameroon called the Social Democratic Front. Ghost Town meant

that markets were closed and there was no public transpor¬

tation available or travelling allowed in personal vehicles

Monday through Friday. People boycotted state fees for taxi

permits, vehicle registration papers and taxes in order to

stymie government revenues.

I continued my search for a viable sampling frame. The

voters registration rolls would also be an inadequate sampling

frame because in the absence of national political reform,

people had been refusing to vote. Furthermore, the schools had

no reliable records of parents of students. The Ministry of

Education only had lists of names of economically successful

"leader" farmers. The recent census materials that reportedly

would have contained a list of household heads by village

quarter had just been sent to Bamenda. I had just returned
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from Bamenda. So, instead of allocating any more time to the

search for a reliable sampling frame, I created my own.

I found an old map of Wum. I pencilled in about 100 dots

around the perimeter of the town. I used a random number table

to select pairs of dots, and then drew about 50 lines between

them. Then, I numbered the points created by the crisscrossing

of lines across the map. Again, I used a random number table

to select 80 dots and colored them bright pink. I decided that

the team and I would interview 1 female farmer in each of the

first 5 compounds found in close proximity to each pink dot

(Bernard 1988:109) .

"Creating randomness" seemed to be the best way for me to

build a representative sample (Bernard 1988:109). It was

impossible for me to stratify the sample by village quarter or

population density. The map had little information about the

boundaries between village quarters. Nor did the village

chiefs or experts at the Ministry of Survey agree on village

quarter boundaries. I also did not have the population density

for each village quarter. But, based on the 1976 Regional

Plan, I did estimate the population in Wum of adults from 15

to 64 years of age to be 8,330. There was insufficient

information to disaggregate that figure by sex, which would

have been useful since I wanted to survey female farmers. But

it was not a problem. We surveyed a representative sample of

400 farmers based on the chi-square formula at a .05 confi¬

dence interval.
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Tuqi Grazier Ethnographic Interviews

With my Meta interpreter, I interviewed 19 Meta men who

have cattle. I interviewed competitive graziers and men who

only have a few cows they join in with other herds. For the

ethnographic interviews, I defined "grazier" as anyone who

owns cattle.

Working with the Fulani required a little more planning.

It was extremely important for me to be accepted quickly among

the Fulani. First, there are few Fulani graziers in Tugi so I

really needed the participation of each individual. Second,

there was little time for long-term rapport building; it took

a lot of time and energy to hike out to the compounds, each on

a satellite hilltop a few kilometers from the village. There¬

fore, I hired the imam's (a Muslim religious leader) son to

translate Fulani grazier interviews from Fulfulde to English.

He was an English major at the University of Yaounde, and he

turned out to be a conscientious and accurate translator.

Since I was more integrated into the Meta than Fulani com¬

munity of Tugi, I decided it would an appropriate sign of

respect to conduct the interviews in the respondents' first

language. In addition, I had spent all of my time working with

farmers, and I did not want Fulani graziers to feel that in

the conflictive environment I was taking sides with Meta

farmers. I did not want to appear at the doorstep of the ardo

in the company of a Meta research assistant. So, I hired a

Fulfulde interpreter to demonstrate that I had links with that
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community. Perhaps the interviews would have gone just as well

in Pidgin with a Meta field assistant—but I was following my

intuition to maximize opportunities for successful field

encounters.

After getting permission from and interviewing the ardo,

my translator and I conducted 10 ethnographic interviews based

on a purposive sample among Fulani graziers in Tugi quarter.

Wum Grazier Ethnographic Interviews

In Wum, I conducted several key informant interviews with

Fulani and native graziers. I aimed to capture the local his¬

tory of the research problem and to identify general differ¬

ences between Fulani, Aghem and Meta herder populations

between villages.

Human Compassion; The Soft Side of Research

I propose to share a glimmer of the soft side of my

research experience in Tugi. No research strategy can succeed

without mutual support and compassion between researcher and

research participants. In my field experience, I behaved as a

social scientist, but developed compassion for the Cameroonian

people. In Tugi village, I was adopted into the Nji family and

this gave me the opportunity to develop some intimate rela¬

tionships. I laughed and cried with Pa Andrew Nji and his

wives, Helmina and Mary. I shared their happiness, suffered

their losses. This emotional closeness was not replicated in

any other venue of my field research.
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I started work my first day in Tugi. On that Sunday, I

was re- introduced to the Presbyterian Church congregation.

Afterwards, many of the women gathered around me, and

together, they thanked me for my gift of salt that was

distributed after my departure in 1989. I was pleasantly

surprised. I spent the rest of the week hiring household help

and an interpreter/research assistant who is trusted and known

in the village. I wrote job descriptions for my assistants,

who had never held jobs before. I developed a field schedule

and budget for the Tugi component of the research, and wrote

a dissertation outline.

I maintained a high profile in Tugi. I attended church

every Sunday, and after interviews, attended most market days.

I was up at 5:00 am each day (except for Sunday) and in bed by

8:30 or 9:00. My assistant and I conducted 100 preliminary

ethnographic interviews on the farmer-grazier problem in those

first few weeks. Meta farmers saw me hiking up and down the

hills, going into the bush "where they go," trekking out to

Fulani satellite compounds and coming home exhausted, just as

they came home exhausted after working all day at the farm.

Through my visibility and intense work schedule, I became a

legitimate person in their eyes. Meta women farmers and I had

something in common—when it came to our work, "we did not

joke." They often commented I was thin and did not have the

strength to carry anything to the farms. But, they insisted I
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had more endurance than they for long-distance walking. I

enjoyed the compliment, even if it was not true.

Meta philosophy on food is a living theme, central to

society: "food is life." I heard this over and over again

during the time I spent in Tugi village. Food is an important

resource among Meta people, and its value is not taken

lightly. Food is given and exchanged daily in intricate

systems of reciprocity between households. Food is also the

medium of exchange that heavily obliges people to each other

in detailed reciprocal arrangements at funerals and other

celebrations. Eating food, and understanding the importance of

and respect for food in Meta society brought me closer to my

family. Pa Nji taught me that the Meta philosophy on food is

inextricably linked to my work on farmer-grazier conflict. He

explained that the food we eat gives us the power to do our

work. We can not live without food. And, so, graziers who

benefit from this food should not abuse farmers, and cows

should not eat food crops. Pa, and many other farmers believe

that food gives life, and if cattle continue to eat food

crops, Meta people will die.

Providing food was one way my family took care of me, and

I let them do it. I did not have time to cook. As they

observed me, over time, my family saw that I adored almost all

Cameroonian dishes. Indeed, after 18 years of having a diet

that excluded red meat, Helmina proudly convinced me to

regularly eat beef. And so, Helmina and Mary cooked their way
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into my heart, and I responded by eating my way into their

hearts.

At night, we sat on stools around the fire, usually in

Helmina's kitchen. Soon, I understood that I was sitting in a

circle of safety. These people were going to protect me (from

God knows what) and support my work. We were connected to each

other, and I was relieved to be on the inside of this circle.

After a time, mutual feelings of respect and love

developed between all of us. As my ability to speak Pidgin

improved, people laughed at my jokes. It was a big

breakthrough for me when, finally, my Pa who slurred and

swallowed his speech, could understand me, and I could

understand him. Pa taught me how to tap palm wine, and I loved

the strenuous trek to his raffia bushes. I cherished our time

to be alone together in the bush, when I could speak to him

privately. Coming home, I would show off by carrying on my

shoulder an unwieldy and long raffia branch for firewood. The

journey for me was a spiritual one; our way of being together.

Later, when Pa was hospitalized in the Acha-Tugi Presbyterian

Hospital with liver cancer, I took two weeks off of work to

take care of him. I cooked for Helmina and him, and carried

hot bath water to the room. I read and translated text into

Pidgin for him from the Bible. His eyes filled with light.

And, I was the information manager on Pa's condition. That is,

I consulted my friend Dr. Beat Schneider, a Swiss physician,

for the real scoop on Pa's condition and put it in terms we
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could all understand and accept. It had been my turn to take

care of them. Pa died September 26, 1993.



CHAPTER 5
PROFILES OF CHIEFS, HERDERS, FARMERS AND

FARMER-HERDER DISPUTE MEDIATORS IN TUGI AND WUM VILLAGES

Introduction

Chapter 5 provides descriptive profiles of herders,

farmers, chiefs and state and local farmer-herder dispute

mediators in Tugi and Wum villages. The chapter emphasizes how

different herding practices vary by ethnic group and how these

differences affect grazier trespassing behaviors and farmer-

herder relations in each village. Finally, in this chapter I

describe how systems of land tenure in each village affect

farmers• security of land resources and the local political

dynamics between farmers, herders, chiefs, ardos and state

officials who mediate farmer-herder disputes.

Tugi Village

Background

Tugi people are descendants of the Meta clan. The Meta

claim to have descended from a common ancestor who emerged

from the earth at an old market site at Ntarenkon, or from an

area near Widekum (Mbuagbaw, Brain and Palmer 1987, Nkwi and

Warnier 1982:117). Dillon (1990:53) estimates that before the

Germans came the Meta occupied about 335 square kilometers on

the southwestern edge of the Bamenda Plateau that linked the

91
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forests to the southwest with the rolling grassfields to the

north.

Tugi is one of many villages of the Meta clan, located in

Mbengwi Central sub-Division, Momo Division, North West

Province. The Meta practice patrilineal inheritance. In 1988,

the population of Tugi Village was 13,000. The Meta people are

the most populous ethnic group, followed by the Fulani. There

is also a small Hausa community in Tugi. The elevation of Tugi

is 1630 meters. The rainy season is from April to October and

the dry season is from November to March. Plantains and yams

are the main staple foods.

The Chief of Tugi

The present fon (village chief) of Tugi inherited the

position from his father who died in 1987. Tugi consists of

three village quarters: Tugi, Acha and Njaah. Acha and Njaah

have coterminous boundaries but Tugi Quarter is 11 kilometers

away—up and down a very mountainous road. This complicates

matters of administration for the fon who very frequently

travels on his motorcycle between the two locations. The fon

resides in Tugi Quarter but works in Mbengwi for the Ministry

of Agriculture. Along with geographically distant village

quarters, his position as a civil servant outside of the

village further increases his inaccessibility to Tugi people.

Many of people I worked with in Tugi reported this impedes the

fon's ability to successfully mediate farmer-grazier disputes.
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Fulani Herders

The Fulani came to Tugi in 1950. They are Mbororo Fulani

known for their characteristic Brown Gudali and Red Mbororo

cattle. The fon of Tugi gave the Fulani permission to settle

on hilltops that surround but are far away from the village.

There are two ardos in Tugi; one administers Tugi Quarter the

other administers Acha and Njaah Quarters.

Fulani-Meta relations

Many village elders knew the original settlers and

developed strong friendships with them that have lasted over

time. The Meta of Tugi practice a tradition of respect for

Fulani herders. This tradition usually engenders patience and

forgiveness when tension develops between these two ethnic

groups. I describe this phenomenon later in the text with

regard to the problems between Meta farmers and Fulani

herders.

Meta Tugi residents say that most of the local Fulani

were born in the village and all pay taxes. Therefore, the

Fulani are not considered strangers, and are to a great extent

integrated into village life. For example, Tugi farmers depend

on the Fulani to buy their farm produce at the market. The

Meta rely on the Fulani to sell meat. Meta and Fulani attend

each others' weddings and funerals and assist each other in

times of crisis.1

1 When one of the Fulani sons lost 15 cattle to

lightening in 1992, both Meta and Fulani people sent
compensatory gifts.
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Education and family composition

None of the Fulani respondents attended government

schools but received some education at home in the Muslim

schools. Following Muslim tradition, the mallems of the

community now teach their children at home. Very recently, two

families have sent both male and female children to government

schools because they understand that their children will need

as much education as possible to survive in the future.

Fulani households are polygamous. The men usually have

between two and four wives. The women typically have between

eight and eleven children.

Housing

In Tugi, the Fulani live up on hilltops surrounding the

village. Fulani houses are made out of mud brick and have mud

floors and traditional peaked-style grass roofs or flat tin

roofs. All of the Fulani women carry water to their compounds.

There is no electricity.

Livelihood strategies

Most of the Fulani graziers in Tugi Village started

raising cattle as children because from an early age, they

worked as their fathers' herdsmen. When they are about 7 years

old, the father gives the son a cow, and the son cares for

that cow as well as all of the others in the herd. Fulani also

give the female children cows, but the girls do not watch and

care for the herds. When the girls marry, they take their

cattle with them into the new compound. When a boy reaches
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maturity, the father gives him his own herd. This is usually

when the boy is ready to marry. Usually, the father will

allocate to the son a section of his own grazing land where

the boy will build his own family compound. Soon the boy will

get his own grazing permit, and take individual responsibility

for the vaccination of his cattle and ianqali (cattle tax)

payment.2

Since the children care for cattle, along with the

father, they grow to be skilled graziers. Compared to Meta

graziers, Fulani herders practice relatively advanced herd

management techniques. For example, many Fulani practice

transhumance and move their cattle to distant green pastures

in the dry season. In addition, the Fulani men devote all of

their working hours to caring for the herd, and many employ

herdsman to care for the cattle as well. Fulani herders report

that they do not burn their hills because they know that

cattle will eat the dry grass in the dry season. They know how

to remove ticks without tying and wrestling with the animal,

and how to find a calf the mother has hidden in the bush. They

also build emotional ties with the animals. For example, they

know each animal by name. When the animal is called, it will

come to the herder. Young calves are petted and tamed and to

2 In order to acquire a grazing permit, the herder first
obtains the ardo's approval of choice of land. Then, the
herder applies with the Farmer-Grazier Commission who
dispatches a survey team to draw a map of the site that
indicates boundaries and estimated hectarage.
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some extent bond with the owner. Fulani herders sing to their

cattle.

The proximity of the cattle to the compound also signals

the closeness between man and animal. The cows sleep at the

compound. The Fulani herder and his children care for the

cows, and if they hear an odd noise at night they jump out of

bed to check on the cattle. In this sense, the Fulani sleep

with their cattle and assume responsibility for cattle damages

to farms at night, which local herders claim can not be

avoided while hired cowboys are sleeping.

Frequently, calves and cows are separated at night to

enable women to collect the milk in the morning. The family

drinks the milk, and shares with the herdsman if he is not

part of the family. After the cows are milked in the morning,

the nursing calves are often tied at the center of the

compound and the mothers and the rest of the cattle go graze

in the bush.

If the father and son's joined herd is too large to sleep

at the compound, they divide it and keep the milk cows at the

compound and send some of the other cattle to another site on

the grazing land where there is a botero (sleeping hut). One

of the male children or a hired herdsman who is not a family

member sleeps at the hut to care for the cattle.

The majority of Fulani herders inherited their grazing

land from their fathers. So, fathers and sons share grazing

lands and do not recognize any boundaries or division of land;
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the individual herder divides and mixes his herd with his

family's herd. The constant rotation of cattle from one

pasture to the next makes it extremely difficult for outsiders

to know precisely how many cattle are owned by one herder and

where those cattle might be grazing.

The cattle are the sole source of income for Fulani men,

and they report that their women have no source of income. The

women rarely sell butter, and milk is collected only for home

consumption. The Fulani do not buy cattle, because they

rebuild the herd by managing the reproduction of their cattle.

In general, Fulani herders sell approximately one big cow

every month in order to get money to buy food and household

necessities. In Tugi Quarter, the Fulani are able to sell one-

year old cows (30-40,000 CFA) to the local graziers who are

trying to build their herd, and they sell the adult cows (80-

100,000 cfa) at the Acha Cattle Market. Everyone complains the

price of beef has been decreasing over the past few years.

Traditionally, the Fulani in Tugi do not farm, but

recently the women have been making gardens or small farms at

the compound, and fertilize the soil with cow manure. In some

compounds, graziers pay Meta women to work the farm. The main

diet of the Fulani consists of milk, meat and corn fufu. The

Fulani buy corn and other vegetables from the Meta. Because of

their Muslim religion, they only eat meat slaughtered by

mallems. Therefore, when lightening strikes cattle, the

grazier distributes the meat among local Meta neighbors. The
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Fulani custom is for family members and neighbors to

contribute cattle to the unfortunate herder to help rebuild

the herd and to reduce his suffering. In addition, if a herder

is unlucky in other ways and loses cattle to disease or

thieves, or is just poor, Fulani will contribute cattle to his

herd.

In Tugi, the Fulani use horses as the primary mode of

transportation. They take great pride in training their horses

and some participate in horse racing events in the nearby town

of Bamenda. As with cattle, there is a strong emotional bond

between man and horse. For example, in Tugi, once a family was

grieving because a horse had died. This was a gentle and well-

trained animal. The family told me one night it came to sleep

in the compound, something it had never done before. The next

morning it ran out of the compound and up the hill and just

dropped dead. The family was shocked. They said they believed

that the horse slept in the compound that night to protect

them from something evil, and sacrificed its life for the

family the next morning.

Meta Herders

Education and family composition

The majority of Meta herders have had no formal

schooling, although two who are also community leaders

finished secondary school. Almost all Meta herders send their

children to primary school in the village, and fewer manage to

send their children to secondary school in nearby villages and
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towns. Herders' family composition is the same as described as

for Tugi farmers; about one-third of households are polygynous

and the rest are monogamous.

Housing

Housing for Meta herders and farmers is the same; the

majority live in mud brick structures with tin roofs. Many

have one cement building with cement floors used as bedrooms

or guest parlors.

Livelihood strategies

The crash of the coffee market in 1983 hurt Tugi's

economy and deprived men of one important livelihood:

traditionally, coffee is a male cash crop. Payments for coffee

at the cooperatives were so erratic that most Meta men stopped

growing coffee, and some even cut down the trees. This shock

to the household economy made Meta men especially cash poor.

Consequently, the traditionally male financial responsibi¬

lities, such as paying children's school and medical fees were

shifted to women. At this point, men started looking at stock¬

rearing as a possible economic activity. Few Meta herders

raise cattle as an exclusive economic activity, but instead

combine it with other activities including selling mimbo

(raffia palm wine) and kola nuts, or selling their labor. A

couple of relatively wealthy herders combine stockraising with

trading or renting vehicles as bush taxis.

In Tugi, the majority of herders have only a few head of

cattle; a couple have 50 head at the most. Therefore, it is
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typical for cattle owners to entrust a few cows to a herd

manager. The herd manager hires and supervises the cowboy,

visits the herd daily, collects money from owners and pays

cattle taxes, and handles any disputes or cases that farmers

may initiate due to cattle trespass and damage to farms.

There is a saying in the village that Meta men "prac¬

tice," or "play at" raising cattle, but Fulani really raise

them. Many Meta people whom I interviewed commented that the

Fulani were far more skillful herders than the Meta. This is

because of the Fulani tradition where stockraising is the

exclusive household economic activity and so they take it more

seriously than do Meta herders. In fact, Meta men often

consult the Fulani for solutions to their problems with

raising cattle.

Meta men say that the Fulani have the best grazing lands

and that the former are forced to use their own farm land for

grazing. However, for Meta men, this is a convenient source of

land where they can start building herds and avoid the proce¬

dure of applying for a grazing permit. The negative conse¬

quences of keeping cattle next to farms are discussed later in

the text.

"Laws among graziers" or "bush laws" that guide Meta

herder behavior are interesting features of Meta stockraising.

One de facto "law" is that "any grass is for grazing." This

includes grass on farms in the dry season that may be fallow

or may hold permanent crops such as cassava and cocoyams.
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Also, farms that fence out cattle go against bush law because

cattle need to eat "any grass" in the dry season. Graziers

argue that the grass on fallow farms "is not being used" so

they "have the right" to occupy fallow farms. The problem with

this argument is that the grass forms humus that fertilizes

the soil. As one farmer said, "those cows are eating our

fertilizer." I addition, bush laws go against Farmer-Grazier

Commission recommendations for farmers to fence farms and to

herders to keep cattle inside appointed grazing areas. The

objectives of the Farmer-Grazier Commission are described in

more detail later in this chapter.

A second "law" among Meta graziers is that free-range

grazing is permitted in the dry season. This means in the dry

season, anyone "has the right" to graze their cattle on any

grazing lands without permission. This practice creates

conflict between graziers and stresses hills beyond their

assigned carrying capacity, thus defeating the Farmer-Grazier

Commission's management of grazing land.

Meta herders espouse an interesting adage; they often

say, "cows are money." Cows can be bought and sold, and Meta

men use cows as an investment strategy, something like a

savings account that increases in value over time. They also

use this adage to intimidate farmers who complain when cattle

trespass onto and destroy their farms. The assumption is that

Meta herders are involved in an important cash economy that
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female farmers can not possibly participate in or begin to

understand.

Meta Farmers

Education and family composition

Half of Tugi survey respondents (n=189) have no formal

education. About one-fifth completed primary school and one-

fourth dropped out of primary school. One Tugi farmer whom I

interviewed finished secondary school, and six enrolled but

dropped out.

The number of children ranged from none to eight but the

majority of respondents have four or five children. The vast

majority of farmers manage to send their children to the local

primary school, with fewer attending secondary school outside

of the village. Very few families can afford to provide their

children with educational opportunities beyond secondary

school.

About one third of households were polygynous, and the

majority of these had two or three wives. About one-third of

co-wives live elsewhere; divorce is very unpopular and often

women just leave the household. The total number of family

(married to or offspring of head of household) members is

about six. However, the total number of people in a compound

can reach up to 50 with child fostering, rotating extended

family members, and occasional visitors.
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Housing

Almost all survey participants live in mud brick houses

with zinc roofs and dirt floors. Sometimes one structure in

the compound is plastered with cement on the outside and then

painted. Many families have at least one room with cement

floors and walls. Ten percent of families in Tugi own a

generator, but only use them for cry-dies (funerals) and other

special events. The Meta use kerosene lamps called "bush

lamps" in the house and prefer flashlights when moving at

night. In Tugi Quarter there are no water taps so everyone

carries or collects water. In Acha Quarter, about one-fifth of

respondents have a nearby tap for collecting water. The rest

of the people carry water from nearby streams, or collect it

from roof tops in the rainy season. All of the women cook with

fire, except for a very few in Acha Quarter who work for the

Presbyterian Hospital and alternate using portable counter-top

gas stoves.

Farmers from ten households in the sample reported that

their husbands own a car, and twelve reported they own

motorcycles. All motorcycles are called "suzukis," regardless

of brand. Most people walk or take bush taxis when they need

to move.

Livelihood strategies

In Tugi Village, about three-quarters of all female

farmers in the survey sell farm produce at local markets.

About one-fifth sell cooked or dried foods as well, and one-
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fifth of respondents sell mimbo. A few individuals in sell

foodstuffs, puff-puffs (fried bread), palm oil, firewood and

chickens.

Less than 10% of spouses are employed and 15% are self-

employed. The rest of the husbands are unemployed, retired,

absent (divorced), or deceased. One-fourth of the female

farmers in Tugi are widows. Farmers reported that many of

their husbands earn cash by selling mimbo, kola nuts, a

special skill or manual labor. A few men work with bush taxis,

as employees of the Presbyterian mission and hospital or as

farmers, hunters, traders and business men. A few others own

shops in the market or small businesses. In addition, men own

cattle, goats, pigs, and sheep.3 Forty-five respondents

reported that their husbands have cattle.

Farm size, type and land tenure

I queried farmers about their numbers and types of

"farms." In this study, a farm is defined as an individual

plot that may be isolated or have coterminous boundaries with

other farms cultivated by relatives or neighbors. In Tugi and

Wum, farmers reported knowledge of 4,571 farms (see Table

5-1). The vast majority (73%) of farms in Tugi are either

presently under cultivation or in fallow. But farmers do not

necessarily have free or easy access to 27% of farms in the

3 Without permission, sometimes women were afraid to
speak about their husbands' livestock, property and income,
and other times respondents did not know about their husbands'
business affairs since they usually have separate incomes.
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TABLE 5-1: FARM TYPE

Cultivated Fallow Other Total

Tugi (N=1970)

Frequency 804 632 534 1970

Percent 17.59 13.82 11.68 43.09

Row Pet 40.81 32.08 27.10

Col Pet 30.89 61.59 56.62

Wum (N=2601)

Frequency 1798 394 409 2601

Percent 39.33 08.61 08.94 56.90

Row Pet 69.12 15.41 15.72

Col Pet 69.10 38.40 43.37

2602 1026 943 4571

56.93 22.44 20.63 100
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"other" category* Had I not probed, these farms might not have

been reported. "Other" farms are either loaned out, farms on

grazing land, fallow farms where cattle now graze, abandoned

farms and farms that have been converted to grazing land.

Loaned farms may have an indefinite time frame, and farmers

can easily be sent away from farms on grazing lands and

displaced from farms where cattle now graze. Abandoned farms

are where farmers willingly gave up the land because of

repeated cattle grazing; converted farms are where a chief or

grazier converted the farm to grazing land against the farmers

wishes and the farmer unwillingly left the farm.

Tugi farmers each have an average of 10.4 farms. Of the

Tugi farms, 41% are cultivated and about one-third (32%) are

in fallow. Twenty-seven percent are by comparison relatively

inaccessible. Table 5-2 shows the average cultivated farm size

is .38 hectares. The average fallow farm is .47 hectares. The

average size of relatively inaccessible farms in the "other"

category is .71 hectares.

Table 5-3 provides a simple way to visualize the layout

of farms in Tugi and Wum villages. In Tugi, about half (53%)

of the farms (n=1422) are in the forest and the rest are

divided almost evenly between the compounds (23%) and

hillsides (24%). Tugi farmers favor farming in the cool, moist

forest, a zone that is supposed to be off-limits to cattle.

The normative rule among Tugians is, "The hills are for cows

and the forests are for farms." The compounds are widely
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Hectares

Frequency

Percent

Row Pet

Col Pet

Frequency

Percent

Row Pet

Col Pet

TABLE 5-2: FARM SIZE BY TYPE

Cultivated Fallow Other

Total

792

971

1763

57.23 25.07 17.69 100

Total Ave. Total Ave. Total Ave.

302

17.12

39.13

29.93

COCO•

Tugi (N=792)

296 .47

16.78

37.37

66.96

194

11.00

24.49

62.17

.71

Wum (N=971)

707 .39 146 .37 118 .47

40.10 08.28 06.69

72.81 15.03 12.15

70.06 33.03 37.82

1009 442 312
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TABLE 5-3: FARM ENVIRONMENT

Grass¬
land Forest

Com¬

pound
Hill¬
side

Tugi (N:=1422)

Frequency 0 751 327 344

Percent 0.00 22.50 9.80 10.31

Row Pet 0.00 52.81 23.00 24.19

Col Pet 0.00 83.63 96.46 73.04

Wum (N= 1916)

Frequency 1630 147 12 127

Percent 48.83 4.40 0.36 3.80

Row Pet 85.07 7.67 0.63 6.63

Col Pet 100.00 16.37 3.54 26.96

1630 898 339 471

48.83 26.90 10.16 14.11

Total

1422

42.60

1916

57.39

3338

100
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dispersed in Tugi and this allows space for building farms

next to the compounds. Positioned in between forests and

hilltops, farms on hillsides are troublesome for farmers

because cattle have to come down the hills every day to drink

in the streams located in the forests.

I asked respondents to tell me how they acquired their

farms and compiled their responses in Table 5-4. The data

dramatically underscore the variation in the extent to which

land is or is not secure for farmers in each village. Tugi

farmers reported they inherit 86% of their farms—a very

secure system of land tenure. Meta people know how they will

acquire their farms, where farms are located, how they will

provide land for their children, and usually, when farms will

be made available. Best of all, almost everyone knows who has

use rights to any given piece of land in the village. In Tugi,

only one farmer started farming a plot without consulting

anyone. Farmers consulted the fon in only a few (2%) cases of

acquiring farms in Tugi. Finally, Table 5-4 also shows a few

people are buying farms, making farms on grazing land,

acquiring them through connections with development projects

or actually applying for farms through the Farmer-Grazier

Commission.
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TABLE 5-4: LAND TENURE

Consult
Chief Take "Beg" Inherit Other

Tugi (N=410)

Frequency 10 1 18 352 29

Percent 0.36 0.04 0.66 12.82 01.05

Row Pet 2.44 0.24 4.39 85.85 07.07

Col Pet 2.40 0.07 5.73 75.70 14.07

Wum (N=2333)

Frequency 404 1343 296 113 177

Percent 14.84 48.96 10.79 4.12 06.45

Row Pet 17.31 57.57 12.69 4.84 07.58

Col Pet 97.60 99.93 94.27 24.30 85.92

414 1344 314 465 206

15.09 48.99 11.44 16.95 07.51

Total

410

14.94

2333

85.05

2743

100
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Identification of farm boundary

In the field when I tried to figure out the trespassing

issue one of my first questions was, do you have any type of

boundary marker or fence on your farms? I thought these

structures would signal graziers to keep out. I soon learned

fences did not matters my data showed that one-third of

damaged farms had fences but cattle, or graziers, broke down

88% of those fences. Nonetheless, the issue of farm boundaries

is important because it is related to land tenure and farm

management. In Tugi, 70% of farmers have boundary markers on

at least one farm. These are often customary markers—a tree

planted in the middle of the plot. Seventy percent of farmers

(n=189) have at least one farm that is fenced.

Purchase of fertilizer

Not one farmer in Tugi reported that they use fertilizer

on farms (Table 5-5). This is because Tugi farmers cash-poor,

but also because they rejuvenate the soil quality of their

farms by leaving them in fallow for several years. On the

average, each Tugi farmer has 3.34 fallow farms.

Farm sales, farm purchases

Since land is becoming capitalized in some areas of the

North West Province, I wanted to ask farmers if they had ever

bought or sold farm land. I wanted to collect baseline data

for longitudinal research. I was amused when I asked farmers

in Tugi if they (or their husbands) had ever sold any of their

farm land, they usually politely answered no, and then
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TABLE 5-5: CFA SPENT FOR FERTILIZER IN RAINY SEASON 1992

0-
999

1,000-
5,999

6,000-
10,999

11,000-
15,999

16,000-
20,999

21,000+ Total

Tugi (N=0)

Frequency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Percent 00.00

Wum (N=400)

Frequency 180 84 77 38 10 11 400

Percent 45.00 21.00 19.25 09.50 02.50 02.75 100

Row Pet 45.00 21.00 19.25 09.50 02.50 02.75

Col Pet 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

180 84 77 38 10 11 400

45.00 21.00 19.25 09.50 02.50 02.75 100
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laughed. In other words, it goes against Meta tradition to

sell farm land, and most people do not like or approve of the

idea. However, three farmers reported that at one time in the

past, under desperate conditions, they sold farm land for

cash. This was done in order to survive, not to get ahead of

the game.

Purchasing land in Tugi is a rare event; two farmers

reported they have purchased farms.

Wum Village

Background

The original Aghem settlers of Wum may have migrated from

Benue lands or "Tiv Country" in Nigeria, but this proposal is

still under research (Nkwi 1982:202). Nkwi (1984:206) reports

the population of Wum to be about 5,000 at the turn of the

century. Wum, now often called a town due to its size of about

50,000, is located in the rolling grasslands of Wum sub-

Division, Menchum Division, in the North West Province. Wum is

the administrative headquarters of Menchum Division. Three

ethnic groups reside in Wum; the Aghem, the Fulani, and a very

small population of Hausa. The Aghem practice matrilineal

inheritance except for those who live in Zongekwo where the

fon has instituted patrilineal inheritance. The farmers use

slash and burn agriculture, but many use fertilizer as well.

Some farmers have adopted agricultural technical innovation

including use of tractors, oxen and fertilizer through contact

with a locally famous development project of the 1980s called
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the Wum Area Development Association, commonly known as WADA.

Among the Aghem, corn is the main staple.

Wum is nationally famous for its history of conflict

between farmers and graziers. There have been two big crises;

one in 1973 and one in 1981, as described in Chapter 3.

The Village Chiefs of Wum

The Aghem of Wum live in a federated village of nine

village quarters ruled by eight fons and one paramount chief.

The paramount chief administers his village quarter (Zongekwo)

and also rules over the other chiefs. The village quarters are

Cheregha, Waindo Up, Waindo Down, Kesu, Magha, Naikom,

Wanangwen, Zongekwo, and Zongefu. Chiefs in Wum face problems

similar to the fon of Tugi; several have jobs in or outside of

Wum that take time away from the administration of village

matters. But Wum chiefs also face the challenge of keeping

peace between farmers and graziers, a problem that history

shows can create tense if not dangerous political situations.

In the North West Province, Wum is known for its "chief's

farms." These are giant plots of land where hundreds of

village women farm side by side. The chief's farms have

certain traditions that prohibit fencing and the use of

fertilizer. Tradition also specifies that certain crops be

planted in rotation. The farm is used for four years only,

then left in fallow or, in certain village quarters, open for

cattle grazing. According to tradition, women are required to

contribute a portion of the harvest to the chief.
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Traditionally, chiefs are the custodians of the farm land.

However, recently, as we will see later in the text, under

strenuous economic and social conditions, many have become

unreliable custodians.

Fulani Herders

In 1956, a bright and powerful ardo led a few Fulani into

Wum. They came with white cattle, and called themselves

Galayge (Fulbe) .4 The ardo was born in 1922 in Jos, Bauchi

State, Nigeria. He first arrived in Mamfe, Cameroon, in 1951

but concluded the place was bad for cattle so moved on to Wum.

After consultation, local chiefs allocated three grazing areas

to the Fulani; Mbu-uh in Kesu, Teimabu and Samwa in Waindo

Down and Kennyue in Zongefu. In turn, the Fulani paid

royalties in kind to the chiefs. The ardo then successfully

encouraged many Fulani to settle in Wum. He organized the

building of the mosque in the 1950s and made three pilgrimages

to Mecca. Eventually, the ardo settled in Kesu. After a few

years the Fulani started to do some light farming. In the mid-

1960s, they introduced a new species of cocoyams that was

widely adopted by the Aghem (Kum 1983:19). Later, in the

1970s, the ardo applied for a land certificate for his

compound and grazing land.

4 The local Aghem people call the Fulani "Aku" instead of
Fulani. This is a word derived from the Fulbe language that
means "thank you" (Kum 1983). Apparently, the Fulani said it
often, and also as a form of greeting, so early on the Aghem
adopted it as a name for locally resident Fulani with the
white cows.
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This ardo was innovative because he was the first Muslim

to send his children to the government schools, and he was

extremely powerful in political circles. After the 1981

farmer-grazier crisis, the state provided seven gendarmes to

serve as bodyguards to protect him for almost one year. This

ardo died in 1989, and the present ardo assumed power.

Fulani-Aqhem relations

Unlike the relationship that the Fulani in Tugi have with

the Meta people, the Fulani in Wum are not integrated into

Aghem culture for at least three reasons. First, the Fulani

population is increasing due to immigration from Nigeria and

North Cameroon. These Fulani are definitely perceived by the

Aghem population as the "other." It would be difficult for so

many new arrivals to assimilate into local Aghem culture when

they first need to fit into their own culture. Second, for

historical and political reasons, the Fulani do not want to

have a symbiotic relationship with locals, in spite of the

fact that some- authors report that this is desirable. In 1973

female farmers in Wum protested the cattle destruction of

farms and crops and banned the sale of food to all graziers.

After experiencing that vulnerability, the Fulani do not want

to be dependent on the Aghem for food; instead they want to be

able to produce their own. Third, I do not believe that the

Fulani really want to become integrated. The Fulani in Wum are

proud people who have every intention of surpassing locals in

economic activities including agriculture. For example,
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Fulani-grown maize is quite large compared to what the locals

produce.

The Fulani in Wum are much more tied into a cash economy

than the Fulani in Tugi; several factors indicate that there

is much more money among the former. The environment in Wum

does not support horses so the Fulani either walk or ride

mopeds, and petroleum is quite expensive in Cameroon. The ardo

has a car. Several elite members of the community have made

more than one trip to Mecca. In fact, the ardo works as a

travel guide and has been to Mecca several times. Jangali

records indicate that in general, cattle herds are quite large

compared to Tugi Fulani herds. Several Fulani paid taxes in

1991 on herd sizes of one hundred.5

The Wum Fulani are more politically conscious if not

astute than the Fulani in Tugi, perhaps in part because they

reside in the Divisional headquarters—the home of the Farmer-

Grazier Commission and other state administrative institu¬

tions . Their history and innovative leadership has also

encouraged the development of these characteristics. First,

the ardo obtained a land certificate early on in the 1970s for

his grazing land at a time when most people did not think of

securing their rights to land through formal legal channels.

Second, most of the Wum Fulani population have grazing

permits. This is due to the example set by their leadership

5 However, it is important to note that the Fulani
underreport herd size in order to reduce tax payments.
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and because of the constantly growing Fulani population and

resulting competition for grazing land. Third, the farmer-

grazier crises of 1973 and 1981 in Wum partially explain why

Fulani are sensitive to the political importance of their

interactions with Aghem people and their relationship with

state officials. In other words, if fighting breaks out

between the Aghem and Fulani, the Fulani people will rely on

the state for protection. Fourth, the Fulani in Wum face

harassment issues that the Fulani in Tugi have not

experienced. During the time of the research, the ardo of Wum

was involved in a dispute where a chief had ordered farmers to

trespass and farm on his grazing land.

Education and family composition

Few of the Fulani whom I interviewed in Wum attended the

government schools but many had received home schooling

according to Muslim tradition. The present ardo finished

secondary school, which is quite remarkable—he was one of the

first Muslims to do so in the North West Province. The Fulani

in Wum educate their children at home in the Muslim tradition,

but send a few of their children to the government schools.

As with the Fulani in Tugi, the Fulani population in Wum

is polygamous. The men usually have between two and a maximum

of four wives. Most of the women have between eight to 11

children. Upon his death, the first ardo of Wum had four

wives, 43 children and 250 grandchildren.
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Housing

The Fulani in Wum have the traditional mud brick houses

with grass roofs and earthen floors. Sometimes they create a

smoother surface by covering the bricks with a cement they

make with cow dung. The wealthier Fulani, including the ardo,

have cement structures in their compound. The ardo's compound

has electricity but the rest have none. In the majority of

households, Fulani women carry water to their compounds from

nearby rivers.

Livelihood strategies

The Fulani in Wum are quite enterprising and are diver¬

sifying their economic activities to include agricultural

production as demonstrated by the farms they have on their

grazing lands. They grow corn, plantains, cassava and niama-

iama (greens). As one Fulani told me, "We understand that cow

dung is good for farming so it is convenient to farm. We make

better use of cow dung." Then he said something I found very

interesting. "If we compare our farms with the farms of the

natives, we see that there is a large gap. Our own farms do

well." I caught the irony in this statement, that as Aghem

farmers struggle to keep cows out of fields in order to feed

families, could it be that the Fulani will soon have the best

of both worlds—that they will excel at both stockraising and

soon farming? Some of my Fulani respondents showed me the ears

of corn that they had grown, and they were as long as my

forearms.
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I observed other signs that the Fulani are diversifying

economically, and actually participating in economic acti¬

vities that used to be dominated exclusively by indigenous

villagers. A key Fulani informant told me that some of the

Fulani in Wum sell cocoyams at the market and that other

Mbororos in nearby villages were growing coffee. I also spoke

with a Fulani herder that used oxen for farming. All of these

agricultural innovations in the Fulani community demonstrate

their economic competitiveness. It would be foolish for an

entire population to build their economy around one product,

beef, especially with the absence of the development of

infrastructure to support the growth of that market. Finally,

I found it quite interesting that the ardo informed me that he

was interested in having an agricultural. not livestock,

development project in the village for the Fulani.

The Fulani in Wum are also interested in acquiring farm

lands located near town. One Fulani informant told me, "The

Fulani want to lead a settled life." I soon realized that

"settled" meant more than just not being nomadic. It means

settling close to town in order to take advantage of community

infrastructure and services. These include the mosque, the

hospital, market and schools, and the petroleum station to

sell fuel for mopeds. Many Aghem respondents told me the

Fulani are welcome to move into town as long as they leave

their cows behind, in designated grazing zones. So far, the
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Fulani are moving closer to town but bringing their cattle

with them.

Aqhem Herders

Education and family composition

Aghem herders are the most literate group of those that

participated in the project. Although most did not go beyond

secondary school, a combination of their education, business

experience and entrepreneurial talent contributes to their

economic success. The education of the children and the family

composition of Aghem herders is the same as for Aghem farmers

described later in the text.

Housing

Aghem herders have the highest standard of living com¬

pared to Meta herders in Tugi and Fulani herders in both

villages. Their homes are cement structures with cement floors

and most have modern furniture. Many of the homes have

electricity and a few have telephones. Some Aghem herders are

businessmen who have shops or offices with electricity and

telephones.

Livelihood strategies

According to the 1991-92 jangali records, there are only

19 Aghem graziers in Wum. Most of these herders are educated

"big men" affiliated with local development projects, poli¬

tics, or relatively wealthy business men. Therefore, many of

the problems that Meta farmers have with Meta herders do not

exist in Wum. For example, Aghem herders have grazing permits
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and have been allocated grazing land by the Farmer-Grazier

Commission. Because of the competition for good grazing land

between the large population of herders in Wum, they have

taken advantage of formal administrative channels provided by

the state to document their legal grazing rights. It is

important to note that Aghem herders have the financial

resources to take advantage of such opportunites.

Aghem Farmers

Education and family composition

Three-fourths of Wum respondents have no formal

education. Twenty seven respondents finished primary school

and four finished secondary school. The rest dropped out of

primary school. Wum farmers' number of children ranged from

none to twelve, but the majority of respondents have four or

five. In the vast majority of households, parents manage to

send their children to the local primary school, with fewer

attending secondary school. As in Tugi Village, in Wum, very

few families can afford to provide their children with

educational opportunities beyond secondary school.

About one-third of Wum households were polygynous, and

the majority of these had two or three wives. About one-half

of co-wives in Wum have moved out of the compound and live

somewhere else. The total number of family (married to or

offspring of head of household) members is about six, although

due to porous household boundaries, the total number of people

in a compound is often between eight and ten.
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Housing

Almost everybody in the sample lives in mud brick houses

with zinc roofs and dirt floors. But as in Tugi, many families

have at least one room with cement floors and walls. About 14%

of families in Wum have electricity. The rest use bush lamps

and flashlights at night. In Wum, eleven people have the

luxury of having water piped into the house, and about one-

half of respondents have a nearby tap to collect water. The

rest of the people carry water from nearby streams, and

collect it from roof tops in the rainy season.

Five households in the sample reported that they own a

car and 23 reported they own motorcycles. All motorcycles are

called "suzukis," regardless of brand. As in Tugi, when people

need to move, they walk or take bush taxis.

Livelihood strategies

In Wum, about three-quarters of all respondents sell farm

produce. About one-fifth sell cooked or dried foods as well.

A few individuals sell foodstuffs, puff-puffs (fried bread),

palm oil, firewood and chickens.

Almost one-fourth of spouses are either employed or self-

employed. Almost one-fifth of spouses are deceased. The rest

are unemployed, retired, or absent from the household. Farmers

reported that many of their husbands earn cash by selling

mimbo, kola nuts, a special skill, or manual labor. A few men

work with bush taxis, as employees of Catholic or Presbyterian

missions and hospitals, or as farmers, hunters, traders and
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business men. A few others own shops in the market or small

businesses in town. In addition, about one-fourth of farmers

report that their husbands are farmers or hunters. Finally, a

few Aghem men own cattle, goats, pigs, and sheep.

Farm size, type and land tenure

Wum farmers have an average of 6.5 farms. Table 5-1 shows

that in Wum, almost 70% of farms (n=2601) are cultivated and

15% are in fallow. Sixteen percent fall into the "other"

category. In Wum, the average cultivated farm size is .39

hectares (see Table 5-2). The average fallow farm is .39

hectares and the remaining "other" types of farms are on the

average .47 hectares.

Table 5-3 shows that in Wum, the vast majority (85%) of

respondents farm in the rolling grasslands, and a few have

farms in the forest (8%) and on the hillside (7%). Due to

local population density, Wum farmers rarely (7%) have the

luxury of having a farm at the compound.

Table 5-4 shows that in Wum, only 5% of respondents'

farms are inherited. However, respondents acquired a little

more than one-half of farms by just taking them, without

consulting anyone, and sometimes take farms on grazing land.

In Wum, chief's farms play a major role in the system of land

tenure; chiefs provided 17% of farms. The data show that

respondents begged (borrowed) 13% of farms. Finally, Table 5-4

also shows a few people are buying farms, making farms on

grazing land, acquiring them through connections with
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development projects or actually applying for farms through

the Farmer-Grazier Commission.

Identification of farm boundary

In Wum, about 15% of farmers have boundary markers on at

least one farm, and one-fourth have at least one farm that is

fenced.

Purchase of fertilizer

In Wum (n=400) more than half (55%) of respondents used

fertilizer on at least one farm in the rainy season of 1992.

Table 5-5 shows that the majority of those 220 farmers spent

less than 10,000 CFA or less than roughly $33.00.

Farm sales, farm purchases

In Wum, all respondents (n=400) reported that they had

never sold a farm. However, 67 said they have purchased a

farm. Forty-six of those farmers reported they purchased the

farm from the chief.

Farmer-Grazier Dispute Mediators

For purposes of analysis, I distinguish between "state"

and "local" dispute mediators.6 State includes the Farmer-

Grazier Commission as an entity, as well as various combina¬

tions of dispute mediators who are members of but may work

independently of the Commission at the onset of a case. These

are the Chief of sub-Sector (veterinarian) from the Ministry

6 Other institutions used for farmer-grazier dispute
resolution are beyond the scope of this work and I excluded
them from the study. These are customary courts, alcali
(Muslim) courts, and state magistrate courts.
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of Livestock, the Chief of the sub-Division of Agriculture

(extension agent) and the sub-Divisional Officer.7 The former

two can work together as a "sub-Commission of Inquiry" to

resolve the dispute in order to reduce the caseload of the

Farmer-Grazier Commission. Local mediators who also have the

authority to adjudicate farmer-grazier disputes primarily

include village chiefs, but infrequently village councils, and

village sub-committees handle can farmer-grazier cases. How¬

ever, it is important to note that chiefs work as both state

and local mediators, depending on the situation.

State Mediators; The Farmer-Grazier Commission

In July 1974, the government of Cameroon nationalized all

lands which in theory nullifies and renders illegal customary

land rights. Section 15 of Ordinance 74/1 stipulates that

lands in the rural areas shall be nationalized, including

"lands occupied with houses, farms and plantations and grazing

lands manifesting human presence and development." The

rationale behind the nationalization of all lands was that

customary land tenure inhibits development. Following the

enactment of that law, the legislature created Decree No.

78/263 of 3rd July 1978 to outline the terms of procedure for

farmer-herder litigation. This was the basis for the creation

of the Farmer-Grazier Commission. The state appoints members

7 The sub-Divisional Officer assists the Senior
Divisional Officer (prefet) who is the political head of the
division (prefecture). A division is an administrative and
territorial sub-unit of a province.
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of the Commission to organize and administer national lands.

The Farmer-Grazier Commission is also the key legal insti¬

tution to adjudicate farmer-grazier disputes.

The sub-Divisional Officer is the chairman of the

Farmer-Grazier Commission. The Commission includes one repre¬

sentative each from the Ministries of Lands, Agriculture,

Livestock and National Surveys Service. Out in the field, the

representative from the Ministry of Lands contributes to, but

also performs secretarial duties and records the committee's

discussion and final rulings on the case at hand. These

rulings are called "decisions." Local village administrators

acting in the capacity of a state officials on the Commission

include the farmer plaintiff's fon and two of his notables.

The latter are usually village elders who preside over the

village council. The ardo is also a member of the Commission.

In the field, at the site under investigation, both farmer and

grazier litigants must be present.

The primary responsibilities of the Commission are to:

(1) organize the area (sub-Division) into farming and

grazing zones according to the needs of the people

and development;

define how mixed farming and grazing zones are to

be used so that husbandry and cultivation can occur

alternately;

(2)
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(3) exercise control over the farmer-grazier zone to

ensure that farmers and graziers respect the

delimitations of the respective zones;

(4) settle farmer-grazier disputes.

The vast majority of farmer-grazier disputes center on

cattle damages to food crops. Farmer encroachment onto grazing

land assumes a distant second place. However, other cases can

involve farmers who wound or poison cattle, farmers who block

a cattle drinking point or burn a hill in a grazing land.

Other offenses include farmers who beat herdsman or cattle

owners, or who dig trenches around their farms that are

considered dangerous to man and animals.8

The procedure of the Farmer-Grazier Commission is

approximately as follows:

(1) read the report of the sub-Commission, or the

litigant's application for assistance;

(2) send a convocation to farmer and grazier litigants

ordering them to report to the disputed site under

investigation;

(3) visit the field site to evaluate the legitimacy of

the complaint, identify its parameters, and "take a

decision" on the next step required in order to

resolve the dispute.

8 Farmers who are weary of cattle trespassing incidents
sometimes dig deep trenches around their farms. When cattle
try to enter the farm, they break their legs in the trench and
die. Graziers call these trenches "cattle traps."
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When the case involves cattle damages to food crops, the

next step is for the Farmer-Grazier Commission to send the

agricultural extension agent along with another Commission

member to assess the damages and calculate the amount that the

farmers should be compensated by the grazier for cattle

damages to food crops. The government provides a list of the

standardized value for local crops at a given age, and the

technicians evaluate and record damages accordingly. Subse¬

quently, the litigants are ordered to appear for a hearing in

front of the Commission where they will reach an agreement on

the amount of financial compensation the grazier must pay the

farmer for crops, and the schedule of payment. The decisions

of the Commission are binding; that is failure to comply with

their decisions is punishable as stipulated by the Penal Code.

Therefore, after this hearing, if the grazier refuses to pay

the farmer for the damages, the farmer may sue the grazier in

the magistrate's court.

For each case, the secretary documents the decision in a

report that is signed by all of the Commission members. The

Chairman (sub-Divisional Officer) forwards the report to the

Senior Divisional Officer who sanctions the decision in the

form of a Prefectoral Order. The Prefectoral Order is sent to

each litigant, and copies are also sent to the Ministries of

Lands, Survey, Agriculture and Livestock.

For each member, working on the Farmer-Grazier Commission

is just one of many professional duties. For example, the
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sub-Divisional Officer who chairs the Farmer-Grazier Com¬

mission also has many other duties that he is required to

perform. As a result, due to scheduling conflicts, the

adjudication of cases is often delayed or backlogged.

The Ministry of Lands funds the operation of the Farmer-

Grazier Commission. However, funds are scarce due to the

present economic crisis in Cameroon. One outcome of the

economic crisis for farmer-grazier dispute resolution is that

farmers are required to pay the Commission the costs of

petroleum when they travel to site of the damaged farm. In

addition, the farmer litigant is traditionally required to

feed and provide drinks for the field team. These are some of

the costs of litigation that prevent many people from seeking

redress.

One of the main problems faced by the Farmer-Grazier

Commission is the lack of resources and the inability to force

people to comply with their rulings. The "decisions" of the

Commission carry legal authority. However, due to their large

case load, it is almost impossible for the Commission to

follow up on each case; to force a herder to pay a farmer for

crop losses; to check whether a cattleproof fence was actually

built on a farm on grazing land; whether a grazier has actu¬

ally dismantled an unauthorized hut on farmland. In general,

everyone, including Commission members, acknowledges the

absence of follow-up on these cases. Often, litigants will

promise but then fail to comply with the Commission's ruling.
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The only option is for the plaintiff to continue to report the

litigant and in this way a case can be extended for years.

After the herder's repeated failure to comply with the Com¬

mission's ruling, the next step is for the plaintiff to take

the case to the magistrate's court. However, very few people

have the resources or patience to pursue this type of follow¬

up. Members of the Farmer-Grazier Commission report that they

are overworked all year round. The question addressed later in

the text is, are they doing an effective job of managing

lands, enforcing trespassing laws and mediating disputes?

Local Mediators

Although chiefs are appointed by the state to serve on

the Farmer-Grazier Commission, as traditional village leaders,

they still have the authority to independently resolve pro¬

blems between herders and farmers under their customary

jurisdiction. However, if a village chief is unable to resolve

the dispute, he then gives the farmer permission to report to

the Commission and file a claim against the trespassing

herder. The general de facto rule preferred by both chiefs and

the Commission is for the farmer to first consult the fon

before filing a claim. The farmer survey data support this

points in Tugi and Wum Villages about 75% of farmers report

first to their chief after finding cattle damages on their

farms. By doing so, farmers keep the chief informed of and

hopefully in control of village affairs. As mentioned earlier,

in spite of the nationalization of all lands in Cameroon, the
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fon still functions as the traditional custodian of village

lands. Reporting to the chief first also serves to reduce the

caseload of the Farmer-Grazier Commission.

In sum, a farmer reports usually reports a herder for

cattle damages to farms first to the chief and then to Farmer-

Grazier Commission, or reports first to the chief, then to

agricultural extension agent as member of sub-Commission, and

finally to the Commission. However, in Tugi, the agricultural

extension agent is not very active or well-established.

Farmers instead report to the Cattle Control Agent who has

worked on these cases for several years.9 In Tugi he is

considered the local expert on the management of lands and

farmer-grazier dispute resolution.

Analysis

The fon in Tugi and many of the fons in Wum share at

least one very big problem: they must divide their time

between duties of village administration, jobs and for some,

school. When the fons are out of the village, they appoint

regents to assume many of their duties, or, alternatively,

sometimes the work never gets done. Many farmers feel that

their chief can not give adequate time to do a good job of

solving problems between farmers and graziers outside of or

within the Commission.

9 In Tugi the veterinary technician from the Ministry of
Livestock is locally called the Cattle Control Agent. This
title was created in the years of the British administration
of West Cameroon.
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In Wuin, there is a credibility issue with chiefs that

does not exist in Tugi. To be sure, some Tugians complain

about the chief, but they still respect him. By contrast, in

Wum, many people accuse certain fons of colluding with

trespassing graziers against farmers, accepting bribes from

graziers, leasing farm land to herders and selling farm land

to farmers door to door. Selling land is interpreted as not

only illegal, but immoral because it goes against tradition.

Farmers report that traditionally, fons are the custodians of

farm lands and should not be in the business of renting and

selling farm land to farmers or graziers. The lack of

credibility among chiefs in Wum is discussed at greater length

in the next chapter.

There is a difference in quality of leadership between

Fulani herders in Tugi and Wum Villages. In Tugi Village, the

ardo in Tugi Quarter is old and sick, and in Acha, the ardo is

also quite old. The ardo in Wum is young, educated and has

worked several times as a travel guide for Muslims travelling

to Mecca. He inherited a land certificate from his father, the

first ardo in Wum, and encourages the Fulani to diversify

their economic activities.

Fulani herders in Tugi are integrated into the greater

Meta community and are well respected by Meta people in spite

of ongoing cattle trespassing problems. The Fulani in Wum have

a more bounded and distinct community, separated from the

Aghem. The Fulani in Tugi are very recently sending a few
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children to government schools, whereas the Fulani in Wum did

this one generation ago. The Aghem perceive the Fulani as a

direct threat to their farming livelihoods and because of this

many are to some extent fearful of the Fulani. Most of the

Fulani in Tugi ride horses, where in Wum some need cash to buy

petroleum for mopeds. In Tugi the Fulani have "the best gra¬

zing lands," in surrounding areas far from village quarters.

In Wum, farmers report the Fulani refuse to keep their cattle

in assigned grazing zones and are presently conspiring with

chiefs to acquire the best farm lands near town. The precedent

has been set by the first and present ardos who have kept

their cattle in town.

The majority of Meta herders are poor, illiterate, and

have weak stockraising skills. They are known to be quite

stubborn because they put their cows on the land of their

wives and female relatives, and so most do not have grazing

permits. By contrast, most of the Aghem herders are educated

"big men" who work in local politics or businesses. These

herders have acquired grazing permits and have larger herds

than Tugi graziers. However, Aghem herders are few in number

compared to the Fulani herders in Wum.

There are also many differences between Meta and Aghem

farmers. One of the first differences is that Aghem farmers

are more aware of the political dimensions of their problems

with herders and state administrators, due to the crises of

1973 and 1981. I discuss this characteristic in more detail
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later in the text. For example, it is clear that Aghem farmers

would be less intimidated than their Meta counterparts by the

excuse for cattle trespassing into farms among Meta herders

that "cows are money." This is because almost all Aghem

farmers purchase fertilizer, and so they are putting money

into the soil. The reality is that for farmers, fertilizer is

money, food crops are money, farmers' time and labor is money,

paid labor requires money, and the land where they build the

farm has monetary value. The latter is especially recently

true for Wum farmers who have purchased 67 farms. However,

Tugi farmers are not aware of the potential capital value of

land because they have not been faced with the need to buy

land, and it is an offensive concept that violates tradition.

Aside from farmers' loss of the investment of time and

money in farms, it is worth noting here that although I did

not have time to study this phenomenon, cattle trespassing and

the resulting damages to farms also has a negative impact on

household nutrition. First, there is less food to eat and

store, and this may cause food shortages during the "hunger

season" at the end of the dry season when food is scarce.

Second, more so in Wum than in Tugi, widespread cattle tres¬

passing causes an overreliance on the monocrop production of

maize at the expense of a mixed variety of vegetables. These

dietary limitations may be particularly costly to children.

Farmers in Tugi and Wum have very different systems of

land tenure. In Tugi, generally, land tenure is secure; it is
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inherited patrilineally (86%), and the husband shares it out

among wives. Almost everyone knows who has the rights to

various village lands. Very few people just go out and take

land without consulting anyone.

By comparison, in Wum, the land tenure situation is quite

precarious. Only 5% of farms are inherited. Farmers acquired

the majority (58%) of farms by just taking them in an ad hoc

fashion. This creates the opportunity for someone to question

the taking, and for farmers to take farms on grazing land. In

Wum, farmers beg (borrow) 13% of farms. People who beg farms

have few rights: they can not make fences or file claims

against graziers who damage these farms. In addition, many

farmers reported that if a landlord finds that the farmer is

producing high yields, he or she is very likely to evict the

farmer. This indicates a very insecure situation for Wum

farmers compared to Tugi farmers: Wum has three times (13%)

the number of cases of begged farms as Tugi (4%).

In Wum, chief's farms comprise 17% of all farms. In some

village quarters, chief's farms that used to be allocated

exclusively to farmers are now sometimes leased to graziers,

even before the four-year tenure is finished. In addition,

Fulani regularly bring their cows into the fields without

penalty. And, apart from the problems of liaisons between

chiefs and herders, some farmers report they are tired of the

regulations imposed by tradition on the farms. Some farmers no

longer wish to rely on chiefs for land.
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The marking of farm boundaries is an important issue

because it reveals how locals define and practice land tenure

and resource management. The data show that previously in

Tugi, due to the system of land inheritance, there has been

little need for boundary markers. However, farmers can and now

are encouraged by the Farmer-Grazier Commission to fence their

farms. In Wum, the system of land tenure prohibits fencing.

Chief's farms can not be fenced, and in general, begged

(borrowed) farms are not fenced. And, it is unlikely a farmer

will spend time, money and labor to fence a farm that she

"just took" because of the insecure tenure of that farm—

someone may in turn "just take" it from her. However, the few

farms in Wum that are inherited may be fenced. The point here

is that in Wum, farmers actually have very little control over

farm lands, and therefore their livelihoods.

In Tugi, due to inherited lands, among Meta farmers,

there has been little emphasis on farm boundaries. Yet, half

of Tugi respondents have a customary marker, a special tree

planted in the middle of the plot, or put special plants on

the perimeter. The latter is usually done to differentiate

adjoining farms. In Wum, only 15% of farmers have boundary

markers. Seventy percent of farmers in Tugi have a bamboo

fences on at least one farm. This is an indigenous technology

that is free unless the farmer has to hire labor for the

construction. The problem with bamboo fences is that often

they are not strong enough to keep out cattle, and they fall
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apart after one rainy season. About 25% of Wum farmers have at

least one farm that is fenced.

In Wum, what is the outcome of the insecurity of land

tenure and farms without fences? The first outcome is chaos:

cattle frequently go in and out of farms. In addition, farmers

can build farms on grazing land, although farmer trespassing

is far less common than herder trespassing. The second outcome

is that many farmers are now purchasing, and many more want to

purchase individual plots. In Wum, this is most likely the

beginning of a trend.

Why do farmers want to buy individual plots? Some of

their answers are, "So the chief can't sell it (to a grazier)

and kick you off," and, "So the landlord can't evict you when

you have a good harvest." In addition, many farmers are tired

of shifting cultivation and want to practice intensive culti¬

vation. They are tired of moving from farm to farm. These

farmers stated they would like to have at least one farm with

a fence where they are free to plant any crop. Some farmers

emphasized that they would like for their children to be able

to inherit land, so a purchased farm is also an investment for

the future. Some farmers responded, "Because if there is

cattle destruction, you can go to court without including the

chief." In addition, a few farmers reported the paper that

verifies land ownership will strengthen any case they may have

against a herder in any of the courts. Finally, they hope that
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the "power" of that piece of paper will intimidate herders who

will then keep their cattle out of the farm.

Apart from insecure land tenure, these data show that Wum

farmers also have less land than Tugi farmers. Table 5-3 shows

that Tugi respondents have 43% of total farms (n=4572), yet

recall that Tugi (about 13,000 people) has about one-fourth

the population of Wum (about 50,000). A few calculations based

on the information in Table 5-3 show that Tugi and Wum farmers

all have about 4.5 cultivated farms that are roughly the same

size. However, Tugi farmers have on the average 3.34 and Wum

farmers have .98 fallow farms: Tugi farmers have about 3.5

times as many fallow farms as Wum farmers. And Table 5-3 shows

that in Tugi the fallow farms are bigger. This abundance of

land creates the opportunity for Meta farmers to continue to

shifting cultivation. In Tugi, land scarcity is not an issue—

yet. But in Wum, farmers who have little land in fallow can

not wait for soils to rejuvenate, they are forced to acquire

cash in order to purchase fertilizer.



CHAPTER 6
CATTLE DESTRUCTION OF FARMS IN TUGI AND WUM VILLAGES

Introduction

This chapter documents farmers' reports of the frequency

of cattle trespassing onto farms for the rainy and dry seasons

of 1992, and for annual and past incidents in Tugi and Wum

villages. I also report farmers' identification of trespassers

by ethnic group. The data show that a small percent of elite

herders cause the majority of incidents of damaged farms.

Next, I provide an emic perspective on the problems between

farmers and graziers by reporting farmers' explanation of the

trespassing phenomenon. Finally, I use the data to begin to

introduce theoretical points to explain the complex relations

and interactions between farmers, herders, chiefs and state

mediators that affect trespassing behaviors and the mediation

of farmer-herder disputes in each village.

Incidents of Cattle Trespassing into Farms

This section reports the frequency with which cattle

trespass onto farms in Tugi and Wum villages. Farmers told me

that on their damaged farms (n=1889), in the majority of

incidents, cattle trespassed either once (n=631) or twice

(n=229), or "too many times to count" (n=531). "Too many times

to count" means that the trespassing was so frequent that the

140
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farmer gave up on counting the number of times cattle entered

and damaged a particular farm. I also interpret "too many

times to count" to signal despair and exasperation among

farmers who feel that they are losing control over their

livelihoods.

Table 6-1 shows the frequency of cattle trespassing into

farms in Tugi and Wum villages in the rainy and dry season of

1991 and 1992, as well as for yearly and past incidents. Since

some farmers reported that cattle damaged more than one farm,

Table 6-1 shows the number of people and farms affected by

cattle trespassing.

Rainy Season 1992

I asked respondents to tell me the number of times cattle

trespassed onto their farms during the time of the survey in

the rainy season of 1992. Table 6-1 reveals that in Tugi, 39%

of respondents (n=173) reported they had cattle damages on 85

farms. In Wum, 44% of respondents (n=348) reported they had

damages on 197 farms.

Dry Season 1991-92

I asked respondents to tell me the number of times cattle

entered their farms during the dry season of 1991. In Tugi,

about three fourths (74%) of farmers (n=173) reported that

cows damaged 167 farms. In Wum, 63% of respondents (n=348)

reported cattle damaged 336 farms (see Table 6-1).



TABLE6-1:CATTLEDESTRUCTIONTOFARMS
TimeFrame Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Rainy

Dry

Each

Year

Past

People

Farms

People

Farms

People

Farms

People

Farms

Tugi(N=173
people)

67

85

128

167

42

68

64

95

39

74

24

37

Wum(N=348
people)

152

197

219

336

172

439

164

237

44

63

49

47

142
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Yearly Incidents

Apart from damages incurred in the most recent farming

season, I asked respondents to tell me the number of farms

that cattle enter every year. Table 6-1 shows that about one-

fourth (24%) of farmers in Tugi (n=173) told me cattle enter

68 farms every year. About one-half (49%) of farmers in Wum

(n=348) reported cattle enter the same 439 farms every year.

Past Incidents

I asked farmers to recall the number of past incidents

where cattle entered and damaged farms (see Table 6-1). In

Tugi, 37% of farmers (n=173) recalled that cattle trespassed

onto 95 farms. In Wum, 47% of farmers (n=348) reported that in

the past, cattle damaged 237 farms.

These data explain what a farmer meant when she told me,

"We work to feed cows." The data show that even in the rainy

season when grass and water are relatively plentiful, approx¬

imately 40% of all farmers experience cattle damages to food

crops.1 The data show that farmers in Tugi village report

that in the dry season, the frequency of cattle damages to

farms almost doubles and in Wum it increases by 58%. In the

dry season, 63% of Tugi farmers and 74% of Wum farmers report

that they experience cattle damages. And, almost one-quarter

1 The annual rainfall in Tugi village is 2341 mm/m2
(Acha-Tugi Hospital Report). And, in 1990, in the seven months
of the rainy season from April to October, the average monthly
rainfall was 313 mm. I do not have rainfall figures for Wum,
but it is well known that the grasslands area of Cameroon is
rich in grass and water and has a heavy rainy season.
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of farmers in Tugi and almost one-half of farmers in Wum

report that cattle damage at least one farm every year. If not

every year, then farmers in Tugi (37%) and in Wum (47%) report

they have experienced cattle damages to farms at least one

time in the past.

The Ethnicity of Cattle Trespassers

Who are the trespassers? Farmers gave me the names of 157

herders; 95 in Wum and 57 in Tugi. This means that in the sur¬

vey, farmers implicated the majority of herders at least once.

Although it is very difficult to obtain reliable population

estimates of herders in Tugi and Wum even after consulting

ianqali records, I propose that these data mean that, accord¬

ing to farmers, very few herders have stayed out of farms.

As we will see throughout the analysis, grazier ethnicity

explains much of the variation in the interactions between

farmers and herders in Tugi and Wum villages. In Tugi, farmers

named Meta trespassers on more than half (56%) of damaged

farms and reported Fulani graziers on about one-third (36%) of

damaged farms (see Table 6-2). Three ethnographic points sup¬

port the survey finding that Meta herders are responsible for

trespassing onto the majority (56%) of damaged farms. First,

while most Fulani keep their cattle far from the village, many

Meta herders keep their cattle on the farm lands of their

wives or other female relatives. Keeping cattle in close

proximity of farms increases the frequency of trespassing.
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TABLE

Fulani

6-2: TRESPASSERS

Native Both

BY ETHNIC

Don't
Know

GROUP

Missing
Value Total

Tugi (N=317 farms)

Frequency 115 178 6 18 0 317

Percent 11.14 17.25 0.58 1.74 0.00 30.72

Row Pet 36.28 56.15 1.89 5.68 0.00

Col Pet 16.89 66.42 50.00 26.09 0.00

Wum (N=715 farms)

Frequency 566 90 6 51 2 715

Percent 54.84 8.72 0.58 4.94 0.19 69.28

Row Pet 79.16 12.59 0.84 7.13 0.28

Col Pet 83.11 33.58 50.00 73.91 100.00

681 268 12 69 2 1032

65.99 25.97 1.16 6.69 0.19 100
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Second, survey respondents frequently complain that Meta men

merely "pretend" to be herders. Meta herders lack experience,

and are perceived to be careless compared to local Fulani who

are well-respected by Meta farmers and herders for their

advanced skills in stockraising. Third, livestock rearing is

not a primary occupation for Meta herders and so they give it

less time and energy than the Fulani.

By contrast, Wum farmers identified trespassing Fulani

graziers in almost 80% of damaged farms. They reported the

names of Aghem trespassers in only 13% of the total number of

damaged farms. The data on land tenure (see Chapter 5) parti¬

ally explains this phenomenon. Land tenure in Wum is quite

ambiguous, where farmers either take or "beg" the majority of

farms. Furthermore, as reported the next section of this

chapter, land tenure on chief's farms is becoming increasingly

insecure. For Fulani herders (and actually for farmers too),

situations of ambiguous land tenure increases opportunities

for trespassing. In addition, in Wum, the population of Fulani

herders is greater than Aghem herders, so it is to be expected

that the former have trespassed into the majority of damaged

farms.

For the total incidents of damaged farms in the rainy and

dry seasons, farmers reported approximately one-half of the

157 names of alleged trespassers just once or twice. But, 10%

(n=17) of graziers identified were named as trespassers more

that 10 times. I classify them as chronic trespassers; farmers
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say their herds of cattle damaged from 11 to as many as 36

farms. Many of these seventeen chronic trespassers are

outstanding members of the Wum and Tugi communities. They

include an ardo, a chief's notable, Muslims who have travelled

to Mecca, officials who run local development organizations,

and one alhadii (a Muslim who has been to Mecca) who is

perceived to be so rich that Ministry of Livestock officials

say "he has 1,000 cattle."

Farmers' Explanation of Cattle Trespassing

In open-ended questions, I asked respondents to explain

why cattle trespass into their farms. Their answers provide an

emic perspective of the phenomenon. Here I classify their

explanations by five themes. Respondents attribute cattle

trespassing behaviors to the characteristics of (1) local

resources (2) graziers, (3) local chiefs, (4) state dispute

mediators and (5) farmers.

The data presented in Table 6-3 show that farmers'

responses vary by village. In Tugi, almost one-half of

respondents explain cattle trespassing in terms of herders'

need for local resources (grass), and almost the same number

point to herders' personality traits. In Wum, less than one-

third of farmers cite the herders' need for local resources,

and instead explain trespassing by pointing out the special

dynamics of the relationships between herders, chiefs and

state mediators. The following text provides a detailed
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TABLE 6-3: FARMERS' EXPLANATION OF CATTLE TRESPASS

State
Local

Resources Graziers Chiefs
Dispute

Mediators Farmers Total

Tugi (N=170 people)

Frequency 80 79 0 7 4 170

Percent 15.04 14.85 0.00 1.32 0.75 31.95

Row Pet 47.06 46.47 0.00 4.12 2.35

Col Pet 41.24 46.20 0.00 12.28 66.67

Wum (N=362 people)

Frequency 114 92 104 50 2 362

Percent 21.43 17.29 19.55 9.40 0.38 68.05

Row Pet 31.49 25.41 28.73 13.81 0.55

Col Pet 58.76 53.80 100.00 87.72 33.33

194 171 104 57 6 532

36.47 32.14 19.55 10.71 1.13 100.00
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account of how farmers in Tugi and Wum explain the cattle

trespassing phenomenon.

Local Resources

The need for local resources was cited as the most common

point of explanation for farmers in both villages to explain

the cattle trespassing phenomenon. Almost half (47%) of Tugi

farmers (n=170) and about one-third (32%) of Wum farmers

(n=362) cited the condition of local resources (grass, land

and fencing) to explain cattle trespassing onto farms (see

Table 6-3). Most farmers responded that in the rainy season

cattle enter farms because they like to eat fresh grass after

the corn harvest. Alternatively, some farmers explain that the

Fulani take their cattle into farms in the rainy season

because they believe that fresh and soft corn leaves provide

vitamins that enhance animal fertility and reduce rates of

calf mortality. Other farmers report that in the rainy season,

the smell of the crops entices cattle into the farms. For the

dry season, farmers' explanations are simple: grass is scarce,

and that is why cattle enter farms.

Some farmers presented very practical explanations for

cattle trespassing—there are no fences to keep cattle out of

farms. Finally, a few farmers in Wum commented that land is

scarce, and that causes graziers to enter farm lands.

Graziers' Characteristics

Many farmers blame herders when asked why cattle trespass

into farms, but the reasons for blaming them differ between
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villages. In Tugi, fanners cited herders' personality traits

or novice Meta herding practices. In Wum, farmers cited the

herders' desire to acquire village lands as a driving force

behind cattle trespassing into farms.

Table 6-3 shows that almost one-half (47%) of Tugi and

one-quarter (25%) of Wum farmers blamed specific attributes of

herders for repeated incidents of cattle trespassing into

farms. Many women said they believe graziers are wicked; that

they intentionally drive their cows into farms. These respon¬

dents believe that herders have no "human feelings" and that

they disregard the harm that their actions will bring to the

farmer and her family. Or, alternatively, farmers report that

graziers relish the harm that farmers experience from the

destruction. Farmers report that graziers intentionally drive

cattle into their fields when they know that farmers will be

elsewhere. For example, farmers refrain from going to their

farms on Sundays, market days, specified traditional festival

days, and traditionally designated days of rest, called

"Country Sundays." Other farmers say that herders are "trouble

mongers," that herders like to create animosity between

people.

Besides the belief that graziers wicked, the other most

frequently cited root cause for trespassing was grazier "stub¬

bornness." This refers to graziers' refusal to conform to not

only state laws but the most basic normative rules in each

village; that farm land is for farms and designated grazing
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zones (in Wum) and hilltops (in Tugi) are for cattle. Fanners

report that herders do not care about other people, and that

they do not respect farmers. Farmers describe herders as being

"careless," "selfish," "irrational," "stupid," and "jealous."

Careless for letting cattle enter farms in the first place;

selfish for thinking only of their own needs; irrational for

allowing their cattle to eat someone else's food; stupid for

allowing their cattle to be destructive (at the expense of

farmers); and jealous of the farmers' yields. Finally, a few

farmers called graziers "thieves." Thieves are graziers who

are stealing the property and resources of farmers when they

allow their cattle to eat food from the farm and to eat grass

that would otherwise decompose into fertilizer for the soil.

In Wum, many respondents explained the trespassing

behavior in terms of a power struggle for land between Aghem

farmers and Fulani herders. Farmers reported that many Fulani

want to push farmers off of the land so that they can acquire

farm lands located near town. As Fulani move closer to town,

they bring their cattle with them and subsequently cattle

trespassing violations increase. Even worse, farmers report

that they have observed the Fulani grazing "in town" and have

noted that they are not prohibited from or penalized for doing

so. As described in Chapter 3, farmer-grazier competition for

land in Wum has a volatile history and is a very politically

sensitive issue.
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In Wum, respondents informed me that graziers buy and

rent farm land from village chiefs, and that herders trespass

because they "own all of the land. " When capital value is

attached to certain farm lands, graziers have the advantage

over farmers. Graziers usually sell cattle every month and in

general, if they need to, they are able to produce cash.

However, with the present economic crisis, subsistence farmers

and even farmers with off-farm income can not easily produce

cash. Therefore farmers can not compete with graziers who

collude with chiefs in order to buy or rent farm land.

Many respondents report that cattle enter farms because

of careless herdsmen. This argument is based on the reali¬

zation that often herdsmen are young boys from other com¬

munities who have nothing invested in the good relations

between their patrons and neighboring farmers. Or, respondents

report that Fulani children who tend cattle are too young to

do the job. Some respondents believe that since herdsmen are

not paid to stay awake all night, cattle roam and enter farms

at night when herdsmen sleep. Farmers believe that cattle

especially like to graze in the light of the full moon in the

dry season. Other farmers believe that herdsmen are lonely and

so they abandon the cattle in order to socialize at the market

or to go drinking.

One farmer reported that civil servants hold graziers in

higher esteem than farmers because the former pay ianqali.

Chapter 3 highlighted the special relations between state
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officials and graziers due to the large amounts of revenue

that ianqali raised for the colonial administration.

A few respondents explain cattle trespassing as a result

of population growth among the Fulani and their cattle. A few

Tugi respondents blamed Meta herders for actually increasing

incidents of Fulani cattle trespassing. They explain that when

Meta herders keep their cattle near or on their wives' farms

and subsequently cattle destroy the farms, the herder usually

refuses to compensate the farmer for the damages (see Chapter

5) . The argument is that the Meta are setting a precedent that

the Fulani follow. When the Fulani take their cattle into

farms, they expect to experience similar consequences; just as

Meta do not have to compensate farmers for damages, they

believe that they should not have to either. Therefore, if

there is no penalty for trespassing, and if herders are not

held accountable for their actions, trespassing becomes

commonplace.

Chiefs' Characteristics (Wum only)

No one in Tugi village mentioned the chief, but 29% of

Wum farmers blamed their chiefs for cattle trespassing into

farms. Identifying chiefs behavior as contributing to or

directly causing frequent grazier trespassing reveals a key

difference in village-level politics between Tugi and Wum. In

spite of the nationalization of all lands, chiefs still serve

as the traditional custodians of village lands. However in

Wum, farmers report that in order to acquire cash, chiefs rent
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traditional farm land to herders. When chiefs invite graziers

from remote areas into town in order to rent traditional

village farmlands to them, the result is that chiefs acquire

cash from graziers and herders acquire, if only temporarily,

farmlands near town for grazing cattle. Farmers argue in this

way, chiefs encourage graziers to take over farm lands. In

this context, Aghem farmers begin to speak about the rights of

farmers and graziers. They argue that chiefs give graziers the

right to drive their cows into farm lands, and that diminishes

the rights of farmers to grow food under peaceful conditions

and to have annual security of land tenure. In addition, Aghem

farmers recount incidents where chiefs in Wum have displaced

farmers from the village chief's farm before the end of the

four-year tenure. Afterwards, cattle moved onto the farm.

Wum respondents said that chiefs allow herders to "graze

and pay." Herders "graze and pay" by paying chiefs to protect

them from angry farmers, and by purchasing use rights to

farms. They buy their way through each field, as cows eat

cocoyams, beans and corn.

Wum farmers also blame chiefs for the misconduct of

graziers because as members of the Farmer-Grazier Commission,

chiefs reportedly accept bribes from graziers throughout

dispute mediation processes. Later, when herders want to

allocate a particular piece of village land to cattle, then

chiefs are obligated to reciprocate these favors.
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Occasionally, by making an alliance with a grazier, a

chief in Wum assigns a village farm on grazing land. Farmers

report that they find the chief's trading of farm and grazing

land confusing and complain that they no longer know what is

farm land and what is grazing land.

State Dispute Mediators' Characteristics

Approximately three times as many respondents in Wum

than in Tugi identified state dispute mediators as the cause

of herders trespassing into farms. Table 6-3 shows that 14% of

Wum farmers and only 4% of Tugi farmers pointed to state medi¬

ation officials on the Farmer-Grazier Commission who accept

bribes from graziers as being responsible for continuous

cattle trespassing into farms. Furthermore, because state

officials illicitly acquire large amounts of money from

dispute mediation, they actually encourage graziers to buy

their way into farm lands. This form of corruption mutually

benefits dispute mediators and graziers. Farmer-Grazier

Commission officials earn cash either by keeping graziers out

of the Commission's court or by favoring graziers in court.

Meanwhile, farmers argue that herders hope to eventually gain

permanent control over certain lands near the village.

Some farmers cited another aspect of the special rela¬

tions between state officials and herders to explain why

cattle are allowed to trespass into farms. These farmers

stated that members of the Commission raise cattle too, along

with the Fulani. When their own cattle damage food crops,
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there is little chance of winning a case against a civil

servant who not only is a "big man", but may also be a member

of the Farmer-Grazier Commission. In addition, these farmers

report that government officials who own cattle, have rapport

with other graziers based on their common interests, invest¬

ments and livelihoods. In fact, state officials often entrust

their cattle to Fulani herders. From this perspective, gra¬

ziers form an in-group that automatically puts farmers in an

out-group.

Many farmers said that due to state officials' misman¬

agement of land, herders are able to trespass into farms.

Mismanagement means that state officials do not systematically

implement land laws or follow the stipulations of their own

job duties. In addition, state officials fail to require

graziers to comply with land laws. The best evidence Wum

farmers offered to support this argument is that grazing zones

were established "on paper" in 1973 and again in 1981, but

administrators do not require graziers to keep their cattle

inside of those boundaries.

Finally, a few farmers reported that based on their life

experiences, they have formed the opinion that in fact "there

is no law." This is because "nothing happens" when herders

fail to comply with the trespassing laws. These farmers

believe that graziers know that they will not be penalized if

their cows trespass into farms, destroy farm ridges and

plants, and eat food crops.
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Farmers' Characteristics

A few respondents (2% Tugi, .6% Wum) said that cattle

trespassing illustrates their powerlessness. Because farmers

are poor, graziers can exploit their time, labor and crops.

Subsistence farmers do not have the resources to penalize

herders or stop them from trespassing into farms.

Analysis

The data show that even in the rainy season when grass

and water are relatively abundant, approximately 40% of all

farmers experience cattle damages to food crops. Furthermore,

the majority of farmers in Tugi (63%) and Wum (74%) report

that they experienced cattle damages in the dry season. In

addition, in both villages, many farmers report annual or past

experiences of cattle damages to farms. In spite of popular

explanations that cattle enter farms because they require

special "soft" grasses in the rainy season and crop stubble

and grass in the dry season, the data show that an interaction

of political, legal and economic factors provide stronger

explanations of the phenomenon. For example, the farmer survey

data show that of the herders named as trespassers, 10% were

reported to have caused the majority of damaged farms. These

seventeen herders are elite members of the Tugi and Wum

communities.

The identification of elites as the main perpetrators of

cattle trespassing is one important piece of the puzzle of why

this phenomenon is pervasive in Tugi and Wum villages. In
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fact, the data show that the majority of Wum farmers cite the

special liaisons between herders, chiefs and state mediators

to explain this phenomenon. Here the data begin to build

evidence of the collaboration for control over land and other

resources between chiefs and herders, many of whom are elite,

and state dispute mediators and herders. These collaborative

activities, many of which are illegal, are common throughout

sub-Saharan Africa are described in Chapter 2.

In Wum, the data clearly show that Fulani herders caused

the vast majority of damaged farms and that cattle trespassing

into farm lands and the resulting farmer-grazier conflict

reflects a power struggle over village land. In spite of the

fact that land and natural resources are relatively abundant

in Wum and that several zones in various village quarters have

been allocated for grazing cattle, Fulani herders want to

graze their cattle near or in town on lands traditionally

allocated for farming. Therefore, the Fulani use cattle

trespassing and the mediation of the resulting conflicts as

vehicles to acquire these lands, if only temporarily. The ardo

keeps some of his cattle in town and other herders would like

to do so as well. The Fulani would like to live near or in

town in order to have convenient access to the hospital,

market and other facilities. Also, the Fulani are beginning to

send their children to government schools with greater fre¬

quency (see Chapter 5).
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In Wum, farmers report that graziers want to buy or own

"all of the land," and cattle trespassing is one way for them

to begin the process of acquiring traditional farm lands.

Twenty-nine percent of Wum farmers blame their chiefs for

causing or exacerbating the cattle trespassing problem. Fur¬

thermore, Aghem farmers mention the role of chiefs approxi¬

mately twice as often as the role of state mediation officials

in forming liaisons with herders that enable the latter to

control village land. Chiefs rent lands to herders as a means

to acquire cash in a cash-poor economy. However, when chiefs

rent farm land to herders it exacerbates an already precarious

situation of land tenure where most farmers either take farms

without consulting anyone or are without resources, and "beg"

farms (see Chapter 5). In addition, incidents of cattle

trespassing into nearby farms increase.

Aghem farmers are aware of the special relations between

herders and state mediation officials on the Farmer-Grazier

Commission. Civil servants who work as farmer-grazier dispute

mediators are only erratically paid by the government. Conse¬

quently, they accept bribes from graziers to favor the latter

in the adjudication of disputes with farmers. In fact, farmers

report that herders expect to "graze (on farms) and pay." Some

herders acknowledge that part of the cost of having a herd

involves paying off various officials in or out of court.

Similar dynamics between state officials and their clients
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found throughout sub-Saharan Africa are widely cited in the

literature and described in Chapter 2.

Another dimension to the special financial relations

between herders and state officials can be traced to the fact

that herders pay ianqali that supplies a constant source of

revenue to the government (see Chapter 3) . Herders also pay

fees to officials from the Ministry of Livestock each time

cattle are sold. Herders' power to produce and generate this

capital strengthens their ties to state officials who also

sell grazing rights on farm lands, much to the dismay of

farmers. By comparison, female farmers who do not pay taxes on

farm produce can not compete with the fiscal relationship

between herders and state mediation officials. Therefore, in

the court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission, often farmers'

requests to state officials do not carry the weight of

graziers' requests.

Graziers are more inclined than farmers to give cash to,

and build and strengthen existing ties with Farmer-Grazier

Commission dispute mediation officials. When herders bribe a

state official they may not have to pay for damages to crops,

or only pay a small amount. But more importantly, by not fully

compensating the farmer, the grazier is not held accountable

for the act of his cattle trespassing onto farms. Therefore,

the grazier is creating the conditions to permit recurring

damages. This pattern of recurrent crop destruction often

drives the farmer off of the land and so eventually, in a de
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facto fashion, the cattle owner can acquire the land for his

own use. Instead of compensating farmers, herders prefer to

give a cow or cash to various members of the Farmer-Grazier

Commission, because the bribe is a vehicle to maintain control

over the land in question, and ultimately a form of property

investment.

In Tugi, the conflicts between farmers and graziers are

not as politicized as they are in Wum. In fact, farmers report

that Meta, not Fulani herders trespassed onto the majority

(56%) of damaged farms. In Tugi, no one blamed the chief for

herders' trespassing onto farm land. In addition, approxi¬

mately two-thirds fewer Meta (4%) than Aghem (14%) survey

respondents assigned blame to state mediation officials.

Instead, the vast majority of Tugi farmers explain the cattle

trespassing phenomenon in terms of herders' need for grass, or

their negative personality traits.

In Tugi, the situation is quite different than in Wum

with regard to herders occupying farm lands and displacing

farmers. Instead of being rooted in state and local politics,

in Tugi the situation primarily centers on the mechanics of

patriarchy and gender asymmetry. The fact that men control the

land while women work the land and have control over the crops

is widely cited in the literature as a form of gender asym¬

metry that oppresses women, or at least disadvantages them

economically (Kaberry 1952, Boserup 1970). In Tugi, Meta men

control land and they have the authority to usurp their wives'
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usufruct rights to a farm (see Chapter 5). It is convenient

for Meta herders to keep their cattle on family farm lands

where they can avoid applying for a grazing permit, especially

since they often fail to meet the requirements. These criteria

pertain to quotas on herd size, the cost of the permit and

other factors. Another advantage to keeping cattle on the

family farm is that herders can avoid walking long distances

to tend the herd. Finally, another benefit is that when cattle

enter farms Meta men infrequently compensate farmers for

damages. Often, Meta herders are not held accountable for

their actions for at least two reasons. First, the man is the

head of the household and has the authority to use the land as

he wishes. Second, it can be considered socially inappropriate

for a Meta wife, family member or neighbor to file a claim

against a Meta herder.

The Fulani who wish to take over Meta farm land use a

more subtle approach than what is observed in Wum. In Tugi,

the Fulani use fallow farms as a way of converting farm land

to grazing land. Without asking permission, herders graze

their cattle on a farm that is in fallow. When the farmer or

farmers return to work the farm, the grazier refuses to move

his cattle. Sometimes it is easier for farmers to work a

different farm than to fight with graziers to win back use

rights on a fallow farm. But, in fact, even if the herder

agrees to move his cattle farmers claim that they still must

pay a price. Once a farm area has been used for grazing,
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because of the established proximity of the herd to the farm,

farmers are often forced to build fences around their plots to

safeguard them from cattle entry. As noted earlier, fences do

not keep cattle out of farms.

A note is in order here about how hired herdsmen fit into

the scenario of farmer-grazier conflict. "Big men" who have a

lot of cattle often hire herdsmen or "cowboys" to watch their

herds. Often, these herdsmen migrate into the community and

may work for only six months at a time. After that, the cattle

owner and herdsmen either renegotiate and renew the contract,

or the herdsman leaves. Due to these frequent short-term

contracts, these herdsmen have little invested in the harmony

of the relations between farmers and graziers in the village.

As a result, there is tension between cattle owners and hired

herdsmen because the owner is liable for damages when cattle

enter farms. The point here is that cattle owners and managers

are responsible for their herdsmen whether they are hired

hands or family members. Cattle owners instruct herdsmen where

to take the cattle to graze, and in fact most herders check

their cows twice a day, once in the morning and once at night.



CHAPTER 7

AVOIDANCE, CONFRONTATION AND THE OUTCOME
OF LITIGATION BETWEEN FARMERS AND HERDERS IN TUGI AND WUM

Introduction

In this chapter I examine what happens in Tugi and Wum

villages after cattle destroy farms. What do farmers do? What

do herders do? I describe various scenarios: where farmers

find the destruction and refuse to speak to the herder, or

they confront trespassing herders but do not report to the

authorities. I present a logistic regression model to

partially explain why some farmers do not report farm damages

to farmer-herder dispute mediation officials. I report how

often farmers contact herders about cattle damages to farms

and how herders respond to these confrontations. I describe

where farmers manage to obtain financial compensation from

herders without involving farmer-herder dispute mediators and

use a logistic regression model to partially explain that

outcome. Next, the data show how frequently farmers initiate

and win cases, and a logistic regression model explains

conditions where herders compensate farmers. Finally, I reveal

how farmers summarize the outcomes of their cases.

Farmers Who Avoid Herder After Cattle Damage Farms

In Tugi and Wum villages, there were hundreds (n=331) of

farms damaged by cattle where women did not speak to graziers

164
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about the trespassing. I asked fanners why they decided

against contacting herders and reveal their answers in Table

7-1. In the majority of incidents (58% in Tugi, 44% in Wum),

farmers met the cattle on the farm, but did not know the

owner. Other times, farmers simply did not catch the cattle on

site. Even if a farmer follows the cattle trail back to the

grazing land or even right up to the ruga (corral), if she has

not directly or personally observed the cattle on the farm,

then she does not have sufficient evidence to file a claim in

the court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission.

In both villages, farmers find it difficult to identify

cattle on the farm, and to catch cattle on the farm. The

reported observation that farmers can not identify cattle is

symptomatic of the greater problem of the failure of the state

to implement herd size limits and other livestock management

practices and the grazing zones established in 1973 in Wum.

The general rule of thumb is that in order to make a case, the

farmer must directly observe cattle on the farm. Some farms

are natural targets for cattle for example if it is located

near a cattle market, a road, a zone used for transhumance in

the dry season, or near a watering point. In many incidents of

trespassing on these farms it is difficult for the farmer to

recognize cattle. Also, it is difficult to catch cattle that

graze at night on farms, a common practice in the dry season.
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One of the most revealing outcomes of this question is

that about one-fifth (22%) of farmers in Wum reported the

reason that they did not confront graziers about damaged farms

is that according to farmer-grazier dispute mediators, cattle

destruction is "expected" in the dry season, presumably

because grass is scarce. Farmers report that in Wum, it is

considered "normal" for cows to enter farms after the corn

harvest.1 Farmers feel powerless when herders, chiefs and

dispute mediators display this attitude. In fact, farmers

believe that they should have the right to grow dry season

crops just as they did before cattle arrived in Wum. In

comparison, only 4% of Tugi farmers provided the same

explanation.

Other farmers (16% in Tugi, 15% in Wum) asserted that

they did not want to take time to confront graziers about

cattle damages to farms because they lacked confidence in the

dispute mediators on the Farmer-Grazier Commission. Farmers

reported that, ultimately, cases require too much time and

money, and that mediation officials are disrespectful to

farmers. Therefore there was no need for farmers to confront

herders with damages because the former would not bother to

make a case.

1 Perhaps Fulani acquired the practice of driving cattle
into farms immediately after harvest in dryland farming zones
where there is only one farming season. However, the practice
is not logically transferrable to the North West Province
where there are two farming seasons
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Many respondents (16% in Tugi, 10% in Wum) reported that

confronting graziers about farm damages would be pursuing a

no-win situation. For example, in Wum, farmers fear

trespassing graziers would have conspired with chiefs who

permit them to graze anywhere they wish. In Tugi, farmers fear

that graziers will argue that the farm is on grazing land, or

tell the farmer to fence her farm, or deny responsibility for

the damages. Other farmers do not want so seek out graziers

who they believe are violent or "heady." In addition, farmers

avoid confronting graziers who are often "big men" or family

members. Finally, women (4% in each village) reported that if

they are sick, pregnant, or grieving, they avoid speaking to

herders about farm damages. In addition, a very few (2% Tugi,

5% Wum) farmers go straight to the chief to report damages,

and in this way avoid speaking with the herder.

Farmers Who Do Not Report To Dispute Mediators

The survey results show that in Wum and Tugi there were

601 incidents of cattle trespassing into farms where farmers

were not compensated by graziers for damages yet decided not

to report cattle damages to any authority. I asked respondents

to tell me why they did not "make a case." Table 7-2 shows

their responses.

In both villages, farmers frequently responded they did

not report damaged farms (26% in Tugi, 34% in Wum) because

they did not know the identity of the cattle owner, or did not

catch the cattle on the farm.
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100.00 cn
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In some incidents of damaged farms, (28% in Tugi, 11% in

Wum) farmers said instead of reporting trespassers to authori¬

ties, they took alternative positive courses of action. They

accepted graziers' apologies, believed graziers when they said

they would pay for damages, or simply sternly warned offenders

to keep their cattle out of the farms. In Tugi, a few farmers

sympathized with elderly graziers or accepted payment in kind

when a herder fixed or constructed fences on the farm.

Table 7-1 shows that in 21% of incidents of damaged farms

Wum farmers stated that they did not report cattle destruction

to the authorities because they are powerless to fight the

opinion among farmer-herder dispute mediators that "cattle

destruction is normal in the dry season." Some respondents

commented that the outcome of farmers' cases for cattle

destruction to maize in the rainy season when grass is

plentiful is very discouraging. These negative outcomes in the

rainy season along with the posturing of herders and dispute

mediators in the dry season has taught them not to bother to

report farm damages in the dry season. Authorities often

refuse to hold herders accountable for trespassing into farms

or even to acknowledge cattle damages in the dry season. This

attitude is especially pervasive in Wum. It also explains why

many Aghem farmers initially fail to contact graziers about

cattle trespassing onto farms.

Tugi farmers reported in 12% of damaged farms they did

not report cattle destruction because they perceive themselves
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in some ways to be powerless (see Table 7-2). For example,

they said they can not afford the cost of cases or afford to

implement the predicted outcome of the case—to fence farms.

A few Tugi farmers said they do not contact the authorities

because "its a man's job to report." A few respondents

reported that as an individual they could not rise above the

other women who jointly work farms in order to report a

trespassing grazier. A couple of Tugi farmers said they did

not bother to report because the administration does not take

women seriously.

In some of the incidents of damaged farms in Tugi (10%)

and in Wum (14%) farmers complained that corruption among

state officials makes initiating cases a "big waste of time."

They complain that authorities on the Farmer-Grazier Commis¬

sion "like to get rich off of these cases."

Table 7-2 shows that in some of the incidents of damaged

farms in Tugi (12%) and Wum (11%) farmers cited specific

character flaws among graziers that discouraged them from

making cases. These include headiness, aggressiveness,

dishonesty, and the belief that graziers behave as if they are

"beyond the law." In addition, many farmers complained that

graziers are "big men": that the state mediators own cattle or

are leading men in the community to whom they are indebted.

Respondents observe that it is useless to try to report a

member of the Farmer-Grazier Commission to the Farmer-Grazier

Commission.
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In a few incidents (.5% Tugi, 7% Wum), farmers mentioned

they did not report farms damaged by cattle because they can

not rely on their chiefs for help. Farmers report that during

the conduct of these cases, often chiefs openly side with

graziers, or privately collude with graziers when they do not

follow up on cases. Wum farmers more frequently than Tugi

farmers cited this reason.

Finally, farmers did not report damages when their

husbands or families were implicated. This situation is more

common in Tugi (9% of damaged farms) than in Wum (.5% of

damaged farms). And, finally, farmers did not report damages

(about 2%) when they are sick (see Table 7-2).

Predictive Model of Farmers Who Do Not Report
Trespassing Herders

An introduction to the data analysis

Based on field observations, in-depth ethnographic inter¬

views and survey data, I developed three major questions for

data analysis. The first question is, "What are the character¬

istics of farmers who have damages to farms, never report the

damages, yet receive compensation from graziers?" The second

question is, "Of those farmers who report cattle damages, can

we predict who is compensated for damages and who is not?" The

third question is, "Can we explain why some farmers who have

farms damaged by cattle report cases and others do not?"

Logically, a fourth question would be, "How can we describe

the population of farmers who have not experienced cattle

trespassing and have avoided conflict with graziers, and
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therefore have not had to contact authorities about this

problem?" However, there are only four farmers who fit into

this category, so it is excluded from the statistical

analysis.2

I selected variables from the household, farms and

damages data sets to build three multiple logistic regression

models based on hypotheses I formulated to answer these ques¬

tions. For each model, I explain why variables were selected.

Models differ by village for the same question because local

conditions differ; a model for Tugi may not make sense for

Wum. Using survey and ethnographic data, I then explain the

outcome of the model. Supporting documents are presented in

the appendix for each model. I used logistic regression to

test these hypotheses because of the advantage that it uses

dichotomous variables (Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989). Since much

of my data are based on recalled information (for example the

amount of compensation for farm damages, or the number of

trespassing incidents per farm per season), I decided that

dichotomous variables would more accurately and reliably

portray the field data than continuous variables. In addition,

for my data, I believe the logic of the "odds ratios" is a

valid way to explain behaviors and therefore relationships

between the actors who play a role in farmer-herder dispute

2 These farmers are probably new brides or relocatees who
have not been in the villages long enough to have experienced
cattle damages to farms.
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mediation in Tugi and Wum villages.3 In this study, statis¬

tically significant findings have a 95% confidence interval

where p=.05 or less.

The present logistic regression model answers the

question, "Can we predict why some farmers who have farms

damaged by cattle report cases and other farmers do not?" The

dependent variable is not reporting. Dichotomous independent

variables for the Tugi and Wum models include: dry season or

other season when damages occurred, farmer meeting the cattle

on the farm or not; and farm located on grazing land or not.

The Tugi model includes herder ethnicity (Meta or Fulani), and

the Wum model includes village quarter of residence (or

other).

Farmers in Wum frequently cite a de facto "law" used by

administrators and graziers that makes farmers feel powerless,

and feel that they have no control over their farms or liveli¬

hoods. This "bureaucrat's law" (Fisiy 1992) is that "cattle

damages are normal in the dry season." Therefore, I included

season of damages in this model to determine whether or not

farmers report damages.

Ethnographic data reveal that the Farmer-Grazier Com¬

mission requires farmers to directly observe cattle on the

farm in order for a farmer to file a claim against a herder.

Therefore, I included this variable in the model.

3 For more information on logistic regression see David
W. Hosmer and Stanley Lemeshow, Applied Logistic Regression.
New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1989.
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About 10% of farms in the survey were located on grazing

lands. Most of these farms are acquired through personal

contacts with graziers. However officially, farmers are

required to apply to the Farmer-Grazier Commission for a

permit to farm on grazing land. The question here is, how does

the fact that the farm is located on grazing land affect the

chances of not reporting cattle damages to those farms? I

hypothesize that farmers are reluctant to report incidents of

trespassing on farms on grazing land because actually very few

have acquired permits to do so.

In Wum, one important variable to consider in this model

is residence of respondent, which indicates the chief's

identity. In open-ended survey questions and in ethnographic

interviews, respondents identified which chiefs were known to

fairly adjudicate farmer-grazier disputes or to accept bribes.

Many farmers avoid state and local officials whom they believe

are corrupt. I hypothesize that these are the farmers who do

not file claims against trespassing herders. In Tugi, there is

only one chief for all three village quarters so this variable

is not included in the Tugi model.

Finally, the Tugi model includes the variable "herder

ethnicity." I wanted to see if, controlling for the other

variables, Tugi farmers fail to report their fellow Meta

herders more frequently than Fulani herders. Herder ethnicity

is not included in the Wum model since according to farmers,
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they are not reluctant to report Fulani herders who do the

vast majority of damages to authorities.

Results of the Tuqi model

The logistic regression model determines, controlling for

the other variables in the model, how each variable affects

farmers chances of not reporting cattle damages to authori¬

ties. The outcome (see pp. 209-215 of Appendix) shows that in

Tugi:

(1) farmers are 4.4 times more likely not to report

damages to farms in the dry season than the rainy

or unknown seasons (p=.0001);

(2) farmers are one-third as likely not to report

cattle damages when they meet the cattle at the

farm than if they do meet cattle (p=.0007);

(3) the odds are that a Tugi farmer is almost twice as

likely to not report damages on a farm on grazing

land than damages to a farm located elsewhere

[(p=.20) the finding is not significant but indi¬

cates a general trend of not reporting farms on

grazing land];

(4) ethnicity has no impact on not reporting damages.

The model shows that Tugi farmers report damages far less

in the dry season than in other seasons. If farmers do not see

cattle on the damaged farm they report with less frequency

than if they do. The data suggest that respondents do not

report farms located on grazing lands as often as farms
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located elsewhere. Finally, ethnicity has no impact on not

reporting damages.

Results of the Wum model (see pp. 216-229 of Appendix)

In the Wum context, the model shows that:

(1) the odds are 14.5 times greater the Aghem farmer

does not report a trespassing herder in the dry

season compared to the rainy or other seasons

(p=.0001);

(2) farmers are one-tenth as likely to meet the cattle

on the farm and not report than to have not seen

the cattle on the farm and not reported (p=.0001);

(3) whether a farm is on grazing land has no

significant impact on reporting behavior (p=.61);

(4) village quarter residency has no significant impact

on reporting behavior for farmers who live in

Wanangwen (p=.6), Zongokwo (p=.9) and Naikom

(p=.49);

(5) the odds are twice as great that farmers do not

report cattle damages to authorities if they live

in Kesu (p=.04);

(6) farmers who live in Waindo Down are twice as likely

to report damages, farmers in Waindo Up are three

times more likely (p=.03) to report damages and

residents of Cheregha (p=.01) or Magha (p=.01) are

four times more likely to report damages than if

they live elsewhere in Wum.
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The Wum model supports Aghem farmers assertion that they

do not bother to report cattle damages to farms in the dry

season. The model also supports the local knowledge that

farmers who meet cattle on the farm have legitimate grounds

for a case: among farmers who do not report, chances are very

high that they did not meet the cattle on the farm. The out¬

comes for farmers not reporting damages for farms on grazing

land are not significant in either village.

In the case of village quarters, the model shows that

residency is not a factor in not reporting cases for farmers

who live in Wanangwen, Zongokwo or Naikom. However, in Kesu

chances are twice as great the farmer will not report than if

the farmer lives elsewhere. Oddly, farmers report far more

damages in Kesu than in any other village quarter. Considering

the rate of non-reporting, the number of incidents of cattle

damages to farms must be quite high. In the Kesu example, I

propose the fact that the ardo keeps part of his large herd in

the village quarter with no negative consequences affects

farmers' reporting rate. This indicates that the ardo wields

much authority in local political circles. In addition, the

ardo is a member of the Farmer-Grazier Commission. One of the

findings of the study is that farmers refuse to report

Commission members to the Commission for cattle trespassing

violations onto farms.

In four village quarters, chances are not very high that

farmers do not report cattle damages to farms. These are
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Magha, Cheregha, Waindo Up and Waindo Down. The chief of Magha

is famous in Wum and he is known to be very strong. According

to his reputation, he does not take bribes from graziers. He

does not loan, rent or sell any of his farm lands to graziers.

In Cheregha, there are no grazing zones. Farmers told me that

"land is small" in Magha and Cheregha and so they often share

their village chief's farms with each other. Because there is

so little farm land in Cheregha, the chief also tries to keep

cattle out of the village. But the task is more complex

because than in Magha because the chief does not reside in the

village. Cattle destruction is not the norm in Magha and

Cheregha and so farmers report damages, and expect to be

compensated. In fact, later the analysis shows that farmers

who live in Magha are ten times more likely to be paid for

damages than farmers who live in other village quarters.

Waindo Up may be a special case because an externally-funded

livestock development project for Lake Nyos refugees (see

Chapter 4) may assume responsibility for damages, and this

could encourage farmers to report damages. Later the analysis

shows this to be the case: farmers who live in Waindo Up and

file claims against graziers are about four times more likely

to be compensated for cattle damages to farms than farmers who

live elsewhere in the village. Waindo Down is an example of a

village quarter that has one of the highest numbers of

reported cases. Presumably farmers continue to report because

the chief manages to keep the cases moving through the
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adjudicative system, in contrast to chiefs who do not follow

up on reports or tie up cases in court.

Herders' Responses to Farmer Contacts

In spite of the reported innumerable times cattle

trespass into farms, farmers speak with the herder only once.

The farmer speaks with the herd owner, or in the case of a

herd consisting of cattle joined by several cattle owners, she

speaks with the herd manager. A farmer will only waste time

"chasing" other men if the herder denies that his cattle were

in her farm.

In the field, I was very interested in how graziers

replied to farmers' accusations (n=880 farms) that their

cattle trespassed onto and destroyed farms. The data in Table

7-3 reflect the variation in and the dynamics of the rela¬

tionships between farmers and graziers in each village. In

Wum, in almost half (48%) of the incidents of damaged farms

where farmers confronted graziers, graziers simply said

nothing in response to farmers' accusations. This behavior

indicates a general hostility in Wum between farmers and

graziers. By refusing to respond, the herder insults the

farmer: he acts as if he does not take her seriously, and

makes her feel powerless. By contrast, in Tugi, graziers are

less aloof. Farmers reported that graziers ignored their

complaints for one-fifth (20%) of trespassing incidents.

The data show that Tugi graziers (36%) were more likely

than Wum graziers (27%) to argue with farmers during these



TABLE7-3:HERDERS'RESPONSESTOFARMERCONTACTS PromiseLeave
No Response

Argue

to Compensate
Aggres¬ sive

Standard Response

Blame Farmers

Apolo¬ gize

the Farm

Total

Tugi(N=291farms)

Frequency

59

105

17

4

37

10

59

0

291

Percent

6.70

11.93

1.93

00.45

04.20

01.13

6.70

0.00

33.06

RowPet

20.27

36.08

5.84

01.37

12.71

03.43

20.27

0.00

ColPet

17.35

39.92

50.00

13.79

32.74

83.33

67.82

0.00

Wum(N=589farms)

Frequency

281

158

17

25

76

2

28

2

589

Percent

31.93

17.95

1.93

02.84

08.63

00.22

3.18

0.23

66.93

RowPet

47.71

26.82

2.89

04.24

12.90

00.33

4.75

0.34

ColPet

82.65

60.07

50.00

86.20

67.25

16.66

32.18

100.00

340

263

34

29

113

12

87

2

880

38.64

29.88

03.86

03.29

12.84

01.36

9.89

0.23

100
oo
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encounters (see Table 7-3). Arguing with fanners is a normal

and predictable response that puts the two parties on equal

footing. As stated earlier, in general, Tugi graziers are more

integrated into the community than Wum graziers. In fact, when

cattle trespassed and damaged farms, one fifth (20%) of Tugi

herders actually apologized to farmers and begged them for

forgiveness. Only 5% of Wum herders did the same (see Table

7-3). This points to an important difference between the

Fulani populations in Wum and Tugi. In Tugi, herders are

willing to be humble and subordinate themselves to farmers

while they beg to be forgiven so that they will not have to

pay for damages. And because Tugi farmers still listen to and

take seriously their impassioned pleas, farmers still respect,

and to a certain extent trust herders. Some of the Tugi far¬

mers felt quite flattered by herders' cowtowing. Actually, I

believe that female farmers love their brief position of

power, real or imagined, when a herder admits that the tres¬

passing was wrong. For that moment, the herder puts himself at

the farmer's mercy. I believe that this attitude of humility

among the Fulani is one important factor that has facilitated

the integration of the Fulani and Meta populations in Tugi

village. In addition, the data indicate that twice as many

Tugi (6%) as Wum (3%) herders "promise to pay" for cattle

damages to farms when confronted by farmers. This behavior is

also indicative of an apologetic attitude. Whether or not they

pay is another matter. The point here is that to a certain
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extent Tugi farmers are willing to forgive the trespassing

behavior and end the conflict if graziers demonstrate the

right attitude—one of humility.

Table 7-3 shows that in Tugi (3% of damaged farms) more

often than in Wum (.3%) herders blamed farmers for damages

when they advise farmers to fence farms. Or, in a couple of

cases, Tugi farmers accepted blame for the cattle trespassing,

if the farm blocked a cattle track to a watering spot.

The data show that incidents where farmers confronted

cattle owners about damaged farms, Wum herders responded

aggressively more frequently than Tugi herders (see Table

7-3). In Wum more often than in Tugi, farmers reported that

herders threatened to kill them, chided them to "report me

anywhere" (to any authority), or actually physically attacked

the farmer.

Sometimes when farmers accuse graziers of trespassing

into their farms, graziers give a standard reply that does not

vary much between villages. This is when the grazier denies

that his cattle ever trespassed, argues that the farm is on

grazing land, or blames the herdsman, not himself, for the

action of his cattle.

Finally, in Wum, when farmers informed herders about

damages, two of the latter actually responded positively and

abandoned the farms.
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Variation in Grazier Compensation for Damaged Farms

Table 7-4 shows 108 reports of damaged farms where

herders compensated farmers for cattle damages without

involving farmer-grazier dispute mediators. Herders in Tugi

compensated farmers for 9% of all damaged farms and for 11% in

Wum.

Table 7-4 shows that in Tugi, farmers were compensated by

graziers through cases with the Farmer-Grazier Commission on

10% of all damaged farms (n=1040). In Wum, after litigation,

herders compensated farmers for 14% of all damaged farms.

These data show that with or without a case, farmers in

both villages are just as likely to be compensated by

graziers. There are two ways to interpret this finding. First,

the data indicate that there is a dislocation somewhere in the

adjudicative process if going to the court of the Farmer-

Grazier Commission does not increase farmers' chances of being

compensated for damages, assuming the trespassing allegation

is valid. Second, the data point to the accountability of

herders who assume responsibility for the actions of their

cattle. These interpretations are discussed in more detail at

the end of the chapter.

Table 7-4 shows that in both villages, farmers are not

compensated for damages in approximately 80% of all damaged

farms. These data show that to the delight of herders, cattle

often eat for free on farms. These data illustrate what one

farmer meant when she told me "We work to feed cows."
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TABLE 7-4: VARIATION IN GRAZIER COMPENSATION
DAMAGED FARMS

FOR

Paid Without
Case

Paid With
Case

Not
Paid Total

Tugi (N=317 farms)

Frequency 28 33 256 317

Percent 02.69 03.17 24.61 30.48

Row Pet 08.83 10.41 80.75

Col Pet 25.92 25.00 32.00

Wum (N=723 farms)

Frequency 80 99 544 723

Percent 07.69 09.51 52.30 69.52

Row Pet 11.06 13.69 79.24

Col Pet 74.07 75.00 68.00

108 132 1040

10.38 12.69 76.92 100
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Predictive Model of Herders Who Compensate Fanners Without
Litigation

I developed a model to address the question, "Why do some

farmers incur damages to farms, do not report damages, yet

receive compensation from graziers?" The dependent variable is

herder compensation without litigation. The independent

variables are discussed below.

The logistic regression model centers on three hypotheses

related to the question posed above. I included the indepen¬

dent variable "ethnicity" to test the first hypothesis that

farmer compensation without litigation varies by Meta, Aghem

or Fulani herders.

Next, I put the independent variable "chronic tres¬

passers" in the model to test the second hypothesis that

chronic trespassers would pay more frequently than other

trespassers because they routinely "graze and pay."

Finally, I put the independent variable "length of time"

in the model to test the third hypothesis that graziers would

pay respondents who have farmed for more than 19 years. My

argument is that length of time spent farming is important

because esteemed village elders demand that people treat each

other with respect, and expect graziers to control their

cattle. One elder told me he remembers the "old days" when

herders would voluntarily report to the farmer's compound when

their cattle damaged farms.

The multiple logistic regression model asks, controlling

for ethnicity, chronic trespassers, and length of time, what
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are the chances that without litigation, a trespassing herder

would compensate a farmer for cattle damages? The supporting

documentation for this data analysis is included in the

Appendix.

Results of the Tugi model

The outcome (see pp. 230-232 of Appendix) reveals that in

Tugi:

(1) the odds are 2.3 times greater a farmer is

voluntarily compensated for damages if the herder

is Fulani instead of Meta (p=.05);

(2) a farmer's chances of being compensated is about

the same, whether or not the herder is a "chronic

trespasser" [(p=.96) the finding is not

significant];

(3) a farmer's chance of being compensated without

litigation does not depend on how long they have

farmed in Tugi (p=.92);

Ethnographic and survey data support the finding that

farmers have a better chance being voluntarily paid without

litigation by Fulani than Meta herders. First, Meta herders

are relatively poor compared to Fulani herders. Second, the

patrilineal land tenure system where Meta herders control the

land reduces trespassers' accountability for cattle damages on

their relatives' fields. In addition, the majority of chronic

trespassers in Tugi are Meta, and they avoid paying for

damages. Finally, the model shows that the "good old days"
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were not so good after all with regard to herders compensating

farmers for damages.

Results of the Wum model (see Appendix pp. 233-235)

The results of the logistic regression model were

different for Wum village. The data show that:

(1) a farmer's chance of being paid for damages was 1.7

times greater if the herder is Fulani [(p=.20) the

p-value shows the finding is not significant but

indicates a general direction of behavior];

(2) the odds double that a farmer will be paid if the

herder is a "chronic" trespasser (p=.01);

(3) "length of time" spent farming in Wum has no effect

on whether a farmer is paid for damages without

case (p=.97).

Ethnographic data support the first finding. Wum farmers

report that Fulani herders' cattle are responsible for the

vast majority of damaged farms so it makes sense that Fulani

would pay more frequently than Aghem herders. Also, many

Fulani herders are relatively wealthy and have cash on hand

(unlike Meta herders and Meta and Aghem subsistence farmers)

that would facilitate payment for damages.

The second outcome that chronic trespassers pay twice as

often as other trespassers is supported by the grassroots

hypothesis proposed by Aghem farmers that herders "graze and

pay" in order to feed their cattle.
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Finally, length of time has no effect on payment for

damages indicating that rates of compensation were not higher

in "the good old days."

Reporting Cattle Damages to Dispute Mediators

In Wum, after finding crop damages, about three quarters

(74%) of respondents (n=166) report to local officials first—

usually their chief. The remaining 25% report to state offi¬

cials first.4 As stated earlier, state officials include the

sub-Divisional Officer who heads the Farmer-Grazier Commis¬

sion, or technicians from the Ministries of Agriculture or

Livestock individually or together in the capacity of the sub-

Commission of the Farmer-Grazier Commission.

In Tugi, approximately one-half (54%) of farmers report

first to the chief and almost one-quarter (24%) report first

to state mediators. In about one-fifth (22%) of cases of

damaged farms, Tugi farmers reported first to the cattle

control agent who was described in the previous chapter. This

is partially due to the fact that the cattle control agent is

more available to Tugi residents than the fon who travels

between village quarters and has full-time employment.

Table 7-5 shows 35% of Tugi farmers (n=189) filed at

least one claim against a trespassing grazier when they

reported cattle damages on 83 farms. In Wum, 42% of farmers

(n=400) reported cattle damages on 228 farms.

4 Infrequently farmers report first to gendarmes, police
or the magistrate court.
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TABLE 7-5: CASES AGAINST GRAZIERS

Damaged
Farmers Farms Cases Paid

(N=589 ) (N=1885) (N=311)

Frequency

Percent

Row Pet

Col Pet

Tugi (N=189)
67

11.37

39.44

28.51

Tugi (N=482)
83

04.40

17.21

26.68

Tugi (N=83)
33

10.61

39.75

25.00

Wum (N=400) Wum (N=1403) Wum (N=228)

Frequency 168 228 99

Percent 28.52 12.09 31.83

Row Pet 42.00 16.25 43.42

Col Pet 71.48 73.31 75.00

235 311 132
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Next, mediators evaluate crop damages to farms. Usually

the Farmer-Grazier Commission travels to the farms and uses

standard formulas to calculate the cost of cattle damages to

crops. Wum is the home of the Farmer-Grazier Commission and it

is more active than the Commission in Tugi. In Tugi the fon or

the cattle control agent often evaluates damages without in¬

volving the entire Commission. This is more efficient than

dispatching the entire Farmer-Grazier Commission from Mbengwi,

the nearby divisional headquarters.

Table 7-5 shows that farmers receive financial awards in

39% of cases in Tugi and 43% in Wum. Other data show that the

average amount of compensation in Wum is almost 6,000 CFA

(about $20) and in Tugi, the average payment to farmers is

about 5,000 CFA (about $17).

Predictive Model of Farmers Who Win Cases

This logistic regression model addresses the question,

"Of those farmers who report cattle damages, can we predict

who is compensated for damages and who is not?" Independent

variables are selected to predict the outcome where the farmer

"wins a case" and is compensated for damages (the dependent

variable). The computer output for this analysis is included

in the Appendix (pp. 236-252).

The Wum model

In Wum the independent variables are whether or not the

farmer spoke to the grazier, if the herder looked at the farm,

ethnicity of grazier, whether the farmer spent more or less
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than 11,000 CFA on fertilizer, whether the agricultural

extension agent evaluated farms, and whether or not the farmer

lives in a particular village quarter.

First, the variable "spoke to herder" tests whether far¬

mers who speak to herders are paid with greater frequency than

those who do not. I used the variable "more or less than

11,000 CFA of fertilizer" to test whether farmers with rela¬

tively more cash on hand are more competitive in the bribery-

centered farmer-grazier dispute mediation arena. In Wum, far¬

mers frequently reported that the agricultural extension agent

evaluated farm damages. I put this variable in the model to

see how the fact that the extension agent assessed the farm

would affect the farmers chances of winning a case.

Finally, in the Wum model, I tested whether farmer com¬

pensation for cattle damages varies by village quarter. The

chief of the village quarter often plays a large role in the

outcome of these cases. First, if the chief supports the

litigant, it is much more likely that the farmer will be able

to follow through on the case. Many women drop cases because

the chief fails to keep his promise to speak to the grazier or

state mediation authorities. Grazier ethnicity is an indepen¬

dent variable in the model to test whether compensation to

farmers varies by Fulani and Aghem herders.

In Wum, the model shows that (see Appendix pp. 236-251):

(1) farmers who firsthand speak to graziers about

damages have about six times the chances of being
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paid than those fanners who do not speak with

herders [(p=.14) the p-value shows the outcome is

not significant but indicates a general direction

of payment favoring farmers who speak with

graziers);

(2) the odds that herders pay farmers for damages are

about five times greater if the herder looks at the

farm than if he does not (p=.0002);

(3) the odds are that farmers are one-fourth as likely

to be paid by Aghem herders than by Fulani herders

(p=.02);

(4) farmers who spent less than 11,000 CFA for

fertilizer in the rainy season of 1992 have one-

fourth the chances of being paid for damages than

farmers who spent more than 11,000 CFA [(p=.19) the

p-value indicates the finding is not significant

but indicates a direction of payment favoring

farmers who spent more than 11,000 CFA on

fertilizer;

(5) farmers chances of being paid increase tenfold if

an agricultural extension agent evaluates the crop

damages (p=.0001);

(6) farmers who file claims against herders who live in

Magha have ten times the chances of being paid

(p=.0045) and residents of Wanangwen have five

times the chance of being compensated (p=.0057) for
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damages as farmers who live elsewhere, and chances

of receiving compensation are about four times

better for farmers who live in Waindo Up (p=.035);

however, residency is not a significant factor for

being paid for farmers who live in Cheregha,

Naikom, Zongokwo, Zongufu or Kesu.

The logistic model shows that in Wum, it literally pays

for farmers to interact with herders—especially Fulani her¬

ders. The data show that chances of being paid increase if a

farmer speaks to the trespassing grazier and also convinces

the grazier to view the crop damages. Perhaps this is why

herders so often try to avoid interacting with farmers when

confronted with cattle trespassing problems. The model shows

that farmers who have 11,000 CFA to purchase fertilizer do not

necessarily win more cases than farmers who do not have that

amount of cash. However, the model indicates a favorable

direction of payment for the former population. In addition,

it pays for farmers to persuade agricultural extension agents

instead of chiefs or other technicians on the Farmer-Grazier

Commission to evaluate farm damages.

The model had significant outcomes for the variable of

village quarter for Magha, Waindo Up and Wanangwen. The odds

are much higher of farmers being compensated by trespassing

graziers who live in those village quarters than for farmers

who live elsewhere. In Magha, farmers report that the chief

does not make illicit deals with herders. He has a reputation
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of protecting farmers who live under his jurisdiction because

he does not let herders graze on his village farms. Therefore

when a farmer from Magha files a claim against a grazier, this

chief does his best to ensure that the farmer is compensated.

In Waindo Up, it my hunch that the livestock development

project supervises herders' compensation to farmers. In

Wanangwen, farmers report that the chief is quite active in

farmer-grazier affairs, although according to many farmers he

usually favors herders. However, contrary to popular opinion,

the data show that he must be doing something on behalf of

farmers.

The Tuqi model

In the Tugi model, there are only two independent vari¬

ables—ethnicity and whether the herder looked at the farm.

The other variables that appear in the Wum model do not apply

to the Tugi context. First, the variable "look at farm" tests

whether farmers who convince herders to meet them at the farm

to look at damages are compensated with more frequency than

farmers who do not. Second, I put the "herder ethnicity" vari¬

able in the model to test if and the extent to which either

Fulani or Meta herders compensate farmers. The model shows

that in Tugi (see Appendix p. 252):

(1) a farmer is ten times more likely to be paid if the

herder meets her at the farm to observe the damages

than if the herder does not (p=.0001);
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(2) there is no significant relationship between

ethnicity and fanner compensation (p=.89)

In the context of Tugi village, the model shows that the

good relations and dialogue that occurs when farmers contact

and convince herders to view farm damages literally pays off.

The model also shows that ethnicity is not an important factor

to consider when it comes to compensation for damages.

Although the Meta cattle damage farms more frequently than

Fulani cattle, Meta herders who are family are even less

likely to pay than Fulani herders. This would minimize the

differences in payment by ethnicity.

Farmers' Summaries of Cases

Apart from whether or not farmers were reimbursed for

damages, I thought it was important to ask each farmer (n=251)

to summarize the outcome of her case (see Table 7-6).

In Wum (n=181), farmers reported that 41% of all cases

were a bad experience due to the corruption of state mediators

on the Farmer-Grazier Commission. Tugi farmers (n=70) reported

the same for 33% of cases. Many farmers dropped their cases

because state officials repeatedly canceled and rescheduled

their appointments. Farmers stated that they can not spend

valuable time away from the farm chasing Commission members

"up and down the hill." In addition, farmers report that cases

filed against herders in the court of the Farmer-Grazier Com¬

mission require too much time and are too expensive. Many

farmers cannot afford the fees charged by officials to



TABLE7-6:FARMERS'SUMMARIESOFCASES
Negative Mediator

Negative Chief

Positive Chief

Negative Grazier

Blame Farmers

Positive Outcome

Total

Tugi(N=70cases)

Frequency

23

17

2

12

6

10

70

Percent

9.16

6.77

0.80

4.28

2.39

3.98

27.89

RowPet

32.86

24.29

2.86

17.14

8.57

14.28

ColPet

23.46

24.64

10.00

40.00

46.15

47.62

Wum(N=181cases)

Frequency

75

52

18

18

7

11

181

Percent

29.88

20.72

7.17

7.17

2.79

4.38

72.11

RowPet

41.44

28.73

9.94

9.94

3.87

6.07

ColPet

76.53

75.36

90.00

60.00

53.85

52.38

98

69

20

30

13

21

251

39.04

27.49

7.97

11.95

5.18

8.37

100

197
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conduct on-farm damage assessments. On the other hand, farmers

who did not drop their cases were discouraged by bribery and

other forms of corruption between herders and mediation

officials. Many farmers complained bitterly that as the case

concluded, state officials gave them, with no explanation,

only a portion of the assessment. Others said that they were

disappointed by the technicians who evaluate farm damages.

They are accused of telling the grazier and farmer different

amounts and keeping the balance for himself. Some farmers are

insulted by the small amount of money they are awarded for

damages. Other farmers are still waiting to be paid for

damages or outstanding payments.

In 24% of cases in Tugi and 29% in Wum farmers reported

experiences where chiefs sabotaged their cases. Farmers

reported that either chiefs kept the graziers payment of money

or that they colluded with the grazier in some way but the

outcome is ultimately the same—the farmer does not get paid.

Alternatively, 3% of farmers in Tugi and 10% of Wum respon¬

dents reported the chiefs helped them expedite the case.

Respondents in the survey often reported that graziers'

negative behaviors spoiled the outcome of their cases (17% in

Tugi, 10% in Wum) . Most of the time, in spite of the ruling of

the Farmer-Grazier Commission, graziers simply refused to

compensate farmers for damages. Other individuals mentioned

the following problems: the herder was a "big man" and

therefore too important to pursue, the herder was dangerous
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and would beat the farmers, the grazier ran away, or the

grazier blamed the cowboy.

In a few cases (9% Tugi, 4% Wum) , farmers in each village

reported that they were to blame for the trespassing conflict.

The case taught them that their farms needed to be fenced or

blocked a cattle track (path to watering hole).

In 14% of Tugi cases and 6% of Wum cases, farmers

reported a positive experience. For example, their cases were

still in progress and they still hoped to be compensated for

damages. Some farmers reported they "bribed to win" their

cases, other were pleased that some of the women in their

farming group were compensated for damages, or that men in the

family had been awarded financial compensation.

Analysis: A State-Society Approach to State Legitimacy

Here I use a state-society approach to the Cameroon

example of farmer-herder conflict resolution to show how a

multiplicity of actors from both state and society affect the

legitimacy of the state. This analysis focuses on how the

constantly shifting relations between farmers, herders,

chiefs, and state dispute mediation officials affects poli¬

tical processes at local and national levels. Political

processes at the local level refer to dispute outcomes and the

control of land, people and other resources. Political pro¬

cesses at the national level refers to the impact of these

local-level processes on state legitimacy. While farmers file

claims in the court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission in order
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to receive compensation for crops damaged by trespassing cat¬

tle, herders, rural elites, chiefs, ardos and state officials

manipulate the court in various ways to meet another agenda.

Often these agendas are personal, and range far from what is

legal, or what rural producers understand to be "the rules of

the game" as stipulated by state law.

Although there are times when dispute mediators smoothly

solve problems between farmers and herders, the Cameroon data

also point to flaws within adjudicative process. Comparative

data from two villages show that the boundaries of state and

society are not distinct. When convenient, state officials

often exhibit entrepreneurial behaviors of individuals from

the private sector; herders often exercise the power of state

officials; chiefs and ardos simultaneously function as state

officials, traditional rulers and private entrepreneurs. The

data show that these actors use farmer-herder dispute resolu¬

tion as a vehicle to establish varying degrees of power,

authority, and social control of local populations. As they do

so, they create a "fissioning" (Claessen 1988:40) of state

policy that interferes with the state's ability to function to

capacity. This undermines the legitimacy of the state of

Cameroon. Based on survey and ethnographic data, the following

analysis shows the roles that various actors play in the

process.
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Fanners and Herders

In this study, farmers are tied to the issue of state

legitimacy through their participation in state institutions,

in this case the court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission.

Fulani, Aghem and Meta cattle herders are tied to the issue of

state legitimacy through their compliance with state land laws

regarding trespassing. Herders also have special relationships

with dispute mediators that affect the extent to which the

latters' work is perceived by the public as being "true and

right." The data show the legitimacy of state institutions is

reduced when elite herders collude with state and local dis¬

pute mediators who manipulate or fail to enforce trespassing

laws.

The data show that unrestricted grazing and the resulting

chaos prevents the majority of farmers from holding herders

accountable for trespassing either through personal contact or

through the courts because farmers can not identify cattle

owners. In Wum, it is especially difficult for farmers to

monitor herds due to the large Fulani community and cattle

populations. Open-range grazing and the absence of enforcement

of trespassing laws increases opportunities for cattle to

trespass onto farms. In spite of normative rules in Tugi that

"hills are for cattle and forests are for farms" and state-

designated grazing zones in Wum, in general, herders graze

their cattle where they wish, often on farms. What about

chaos? The data show that all but four of 589 surveyed farmers
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have experienced crop losses due to cattle trespassing onto

farms. Furthermore, the data show that herders fail to com¬

pensate farmers for crop losses on approximately 80% of all

damaged farms. These data illustrate what one farmer meant

when she said, "We work to feed cows."

Interethnic relations are important to the nature of the

interactions between farmers and herders, and affect the

conduct of conflict resolution in and out of court. The data

reveal the variation in the relations between Fulani herders

and indigenous residents in each village. The social distance

between Tugi farmers and Fulani herders is relatively small,

and they are generally civil towards each other (see Chapter

5). Therefore, instead of filing claims against trespassers,

Meta farmers often rely on the positive nature of their

personal relations with the Fulani for conflict resolution by

accepting apologies from offending herders. In Tugi, the

majority of surveyed farmers contacted herders after dis¬

covering cattle damages on their farms, and the vast majority

of herders responded in an acceptable manner. Only the

minority provided a disrespectful and insulting response by

saying nothing. Furthermore, once farmers convinced herders to

view damaged farms, the farmers' chances of being compensated

through litigation increased tenfold. (In Wum, under the same

conditions, farmers' chances only increased by fivefold.) In

Tugi, the Meta communities' positive relations and integration

with the Fulani literally "pay off" in court.
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The social distance between fanners and Fulani herders in

Wum is far greater than in Tugi. In Wum, many indigenous Aghem

people still perceive the Fulani as outsiders. There is a

large population of Fulani in Wum, characterized by numerous

immigrants from north Cameroon and Nigeria. The fact that

almost one-half of Wum herders insult by refusing to respond

to farmers who inform them of cattle damages reflects this

greater social distance. The social distance between the

Fulani and Aghem is also a manifestation of the competition

for land resources. In other words, due to population growth

and subsequent competition for land, graziers in Wum can not

afford to be civil or apologetic towards farmers. On the other

hand, the logistic regression analysis shows that Aghem

farmers are not waiting for apologies: if farmers catch cattle

on the farm, they are ten times more likely to file a claim

against the trespasser than if they do not directly observe

the cattle on-site. (In Tugi under the same conditions farmers

are only three times more likely to file a claim.)

A major theme here is that, in general, traditional

social structures support civil behavior between competing

farmers and herders presently in Tugi and in Wum more so

before 1981 (or even before 1973 when Aghem farmers refused to

sell food to the Fulani, see Chapter 3). These traditional

structures often break down under conditions of state forma¬

tion where state legal institutions begin to replace or

coexist with traditional institutions. Where in Tugi farmers
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to some extent still rely on personal relations with both

Fulani and familial Meta herders for dispute adjudication, in

Wum, because of the greater social distance from and the

relative absence of personal relations with graziers, farmers

are compelled to rely more heavily on the Farmer-Grazier

Commission for dispute adjudication, if they choose to seek

redress for trespassing violations.

The data show that in both villages, without going to

court, the Fulani voluntarily compensate farmers more often

than indigenous herders.5 In Tugi, this surely enhances

respect for the Fulani since Meta herders actually trespass

with greater frequency. In Wum, the data show that "chronic

trespassers" are twice as likely to compensate farmers as

other trespassers. This finding confirms the grassroots

hypothesis that herders have adopted the practice of pushing

cattle into farms and expect to pay various actors for that

luxury—farmers in this example. Aghem farmers call this the

"graze and pay" phenomenon that allows herders to graze their

cattle where they wish. The phenomenon becomes more complex

and further disadvantages farmers when the latter report

herders, and herders are more likely to pay off chiefs and

state officials instead of farmers.

5 Note in the Wum model the finding was is not
significant (where p=.05 or less) but indicated a general
trend where farmers' chances of being compensated for cattle
damages to farms are greater if the herder is Fulani.
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The logistic regression models show that in Wum, when

filing a claim, farmers are four times more likely to be

compensated by Fulani than Aghem herders. In Tugi, ethnicity

does not make a significant difference with regard to herders

compensating farmers who file claims or with regard to

farmers' reporting behaviors. This is because offending Meta

herders not only control the land, but are usually family or

fictive kin. Under the patrilineal system of land tenure, Meta

herders refuse to compensate female farmers for damages, and

in turn, often farmers do not report them. Although female

farmers produce almost all of the food for the family and have

assumed many of the traditional male financial responsibi¬

lities due to the decline of the role of coffee in the

economy, they are still subordinate to Meta male heads of

household and male relatives.

Several farmers in Wum and Tugi report that they do not

file claims against herders who are aggressive, "big men," or

are "beyond the law." In fact, many farmers report that

because elite herders collude with state officials and chiefs,

it is useless for farmers to spend their time contacting or

otherwise pursuing trespassing herders. The complicating

factor here is that elite herders are responsible for the

majority of damaged farms (see Chapter 6). Elites' status as

being "beyond the law" is actually reinforced when farmers are

intimidated by their power and do not hold them accountable

for trespassing. In addition, farmers in both villages blame
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graziers for spoiling the outcome of their cases. Most of the

time, in spite of the ruling of the Commission, herders simply

refused to compensate farmers for damages. This finding

signals another weakness of the Commission where they fail to

enforce their own rulings.

Farmers. Herders, and Chiefs

Chiefs add to or subtract from state legitimacy through

their behaviors as civil servants and as traditional leaders

by the extent to which they comply with or enforce state law.

Chiefs mediate farmer-grazier disputes in both capacities—as

traditional leaders before farmers file claims and also as

members of the state-appointed Farmer-Grazier Commission.

The data show that chiefs play a major role in the

conduct of farmer-herder dispute mediation and the outcome of

court cases. In Wum, 10% of farmers who filed claims credited

their chief with helping them win their court case. Only three

percent in Tugi said the same.

Farmers more frequently file claims, and are far more

likely to win cases against trespassing herders in village

quarters where the chiefs are known to be keepers of the

tradition that "farmland is for farming," and where chiefs are

forced to discretely manage small village farm lands. In one

such village quarter, farmers are ten times more likely to

receive compensation from trespassing herders. Farmers also

more frequently file claims and win cases where chiefs are

known to be personally involved in farmer-herder dispute
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mediation, presumably because they keep cases moving through

the court instead of delaying or abandoning them. A final

village quarter where farmers report trespassing herders more

than in other quarters is the venue for a livestock

development project that is perhaps accountable for the deeds

of trespassing herders.

However many more farmers in Wum (29%) and Tugi (24%)

reported that their chief sabotaged the outcome of their cases

in some way. Farmers report that often their chief colludes

with graziers in order to provide the latter with use rights

to a particular piece of land, or to accept a gift of cash.

Either way, the chief acts on behalf of the herder during the

adjudicative process.

Farmers. Herders, and Ardos

Ardos are responsible for the legitimacy of the state in

the same way as other chiefs: he extent to which their

behaviors as civil servants and as traditional leaders comply

with state law, and the extent to which they enforce state

law. This applies to all of their duties, from the allocation

of grazing lands, to their performance on the Farmer-Grazier
Commission.

The data show that in Wum, the presence of the ardo has

a powerful affect on farmers' reporting behaviors. In the

village quarter of Kesu, farmers are one-half as likely to

report damages than farmers who live in other village

quarters. However, the incidents of damaged farms are higher
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in Kesu than in any other village quarter. I suggest this is

because of the cattle traffic associated with the permanent

grazing zone located there, and the fact that the ardo and his

brothers live in Kesu and keep their large herds there.

Farmers reported that it is useless to report "big men" to the

Farmer-Grazier Commission, especially if like the ardo, they

are Commission members. Furthermore, the trespassers could be

part of the ardo's prestigious family thus reducing the

chances for winning a case, due to the ardo's powerful

political status. This finding tends to support the concept

that elites are "beyond the law," a status that intimidates

farmers from filing claims in the court.

Farmers. Herders, and State Mediation Officials

State mediation officials on the Farmer-Grazier Commis¬

sion are linked to the legitimacy of the state by whether

their own actions throughout the adjudicative process comply

with state laws. When state officials do not enforce or comply

with state law, then their work and position is not legitimate

in the eyes of the people. As legitimacy is withdrawn from

state officials in the villages, it weakens the overall

legitimacy of the state at the macro-level.

The data show that with or without having a case in the

court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission, farmers in both

villages are just as likely to be compensated by herders for

cattle damages to farms. This finding points to a dislocation

in the adjudicative process, since filing claims in the court
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of the Farmer-Grazier Commission does not increase farmers'

chances of receiving compensation, assuming trespassing

allegations are valid. Ethnographic reports support this

survey finding. Farmers, herders, chiefs, ministry tech¬

nicians, teachers, civil servants and Commission members

described corrupt behaviors within the Commission that

sabotage the outcome of these cases. The survey data show that

often farmers avoid contacting herders about cattle damages to

farms, and avoid filing claims against trespassing graziers

because of the corrupt behaviors associated with state farmer-

herder dispute mediators. In general, farmers and other rural

producers like to avoid interacting with corrupt state offi¬

cials. The data show that this well-known corruption weakens

the legitimacy of the state court of the Farmer-Grazier

Commission. For example, when farmers cease to believe that

state mediators behave in a "true and right" fashion and

follow state rules of conflict resolution, they cease to

participate in that institution. As described in Chapter 2,

participation in state institutions indicates a belief in the

legitimacy of the state.

The survey data show that many farmers say that filing

claims is a "big waste" of time and money. Furthermore, 41% of

farmers in Wum and about one-third of farmers in Tugi cited

corrupt behaviors among state dispute mediators as being

responsible for the negative outcome of their court cases

against trespassing herders. These corrupt behaviors centered
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on harassing farmers until they dropped their cases, accepting

bribes from opposing parties, and siphoning off portions of

financial awards for damages. Farmers say that state officials

"like to get rich off of these cases."

The Tugi example is slightly different. Tugi is far from

the Divisional Headquarters of Mbengwi (home to the local

Farmer-Grazier Commission) and so the cattle control agent

frequently mediates farmer-herder disputes independently of

the Commission. Farmers reported that he rarely followed up on

their cases. The data suggest that this passivity indicates

not only a heavy case load and lack of resources on the part

of the Ministry of Livestock, but collusion with herders who

buy their way into farms.

In spite of the problems with the officials who mediate

farmer-herder conflicts, the data show that farmers received

financial compensation in 39% of cases in Tugi and 43% in Wum.

One-fourth of Tugi farmers reported that their case had an

acceptable or positive outcome. In these cases, farmers

credited their chief for providing needed assistance, were

awarded compensation or accepted the Commission's ruling that

they were in the wrong. In Wum, 20% of farmers reported

similar experiences.

The data indicate that not all state officials on the

Farmer-Grazier Commission conspire with herders against

farmers. The logistic regression analysis shows that in Wum,

farmers are ten times more likely to receive compensation if
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the agricultural extension agent evaluates the farms for

damages.

A main finding of the study is that in Wum, farmers avoid

trespassing herders because of the de facto "law" among

herders, state officials and some of the chiefs that cattle

destruction is "normal in the dry season." Approximately one-

fifth of Aghem farmers cite this "law" when they explain why

they choose not to contact herders who have damaged farms, and

why they decide against filing claims against offending

trespassers in the court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission.

Furthermore, the logistic regression analysis shows a dramatic

decline in reporting rates in the dry season. In Tugi, farmers

are four times less likely, and in Wum they are 15 times less

likely to file claims in the dry season. This is therefore an

example of "bureaucrat's law" (Fisiy 1992).

This de facto "law" is used to rationalize the behavior

of officials on the Farmer-Grazier Commission who have col¬

luded with graziers in agreement to turn the other way when

immediately after the maize harvest cattle enter and destroy

farms by smashing and hardening ridges, uprooting cocoyams and

eating dry season crops. This "law" is based on a political

ideology designed to preserve the position of power of state

officials and to protect the interests of colluding graziers.

This political ideology is rooted outside of state law, and is

expressed in the frequent practice of suspending trespassing

laws during the dry season. This means that farmers who make
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cases during this time will be driven from the courts through

harassment techniques such as repeatedly scheduling and

postponing court dates.

This "law" negatively affects farmers in several ways.

First, at the household level, there is less food to eat and

an overreliance on monocrop production of maize at the expense

of a mixed variety of vegetables. This diet may negatively

affect household nutrition and these dietary limitations may

be particularly costly to children. Reduced yields also means

there is less surplus produce to sell at the market, and this

negatively affects the household economy. Ironically, the

absence of cash in the household also makes the farmers less

competitive in the farmer-grazier dispute mediation arena.

This de facto "law" illustrates how economically

motivated liaisons between civil servants and graziers block

farmers' access to the courts. Farmers who wish to interface

with the state in the court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission

and force state officials to do their jobs and implement state

land laws are blocked from doing so. The de facto "law"

therefore abrogates individual legal rights. Farmers are

rendered powerless when they can not seek redress in the

courts for cattle trespassing and crop losses. Furthermore, it

has a negative impact on state legitimacy because farmers stop

believing in the Farmer-Grazier Commission as a "morally

valid" state institution.
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In addition, as long as this "law" prevents fanners from

filing claims, and there are few penalties for cattle destruc¬

tion to farms in the dry season, herders will continue to push

their cattle into farms. Based on historical evidence in Wum

and other countries, the absence of the enforcement of state

land laws will very likely lead to another grassroots' protest

of these conditions. Unfortunately, as the case studies

presented earlier demonstrate, an uprising could very likely

entail the violence of the state against the people.



CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION: A STATE-SOCIETY

APPROACH TO STATE LEGITIMACY IN CAMEROON

Introduction

The present study uses an interactive state-society

approach to examine how the behaviors of actors from both the

private and public sectors in Cameroon affect political

processes at the macro- and micro-levels, and the legitimacy

of the state in particular. Many scholars who write about the

contemporary state in Africa observe that the boundaries of

state and society are not distinct. In this study, comparative

data from two villages in Cameroon corroborate this finding.

The Cameroon study uses the example of farmer-herder dispute

adjudication to show that state officials and individuals from

the private sector operate in both society-based and state-

based economic and political/legal realms. The data show that

when convenient, state officials often exhibit entrepreneurial

behaviors of individuals from the private sector; elite

herders often exercise the power of state officials; and

chiefs and ardos simultaneously function as state officials,

traditional rulers and private entrepreneurs. While farmers

file claims in the court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission in

order to receive compensation for cattle damages to food

crops, herders, elites, chiefs, ardos and state officials

214
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manipulate the court to uphold their own economic arrangements

and personal rules of social order. The data show that

herders, and state and local officials use farmer-herder

dispute resolution as a vehicle to establish varying degrees

of power, authority, and social control of local populations.

As they do so, they create a "fissioning" (Claessen 1988:40)

of state policy that interferes with the state's ability to

function to capacity. In this context, these actors become

"alternative elements of control" that compete with the state

for predominance. Migdal cites compliance, participation and

legitimation as the currency for which these individuals and

groups (including the state) compete in order to determine

"how social life should be ordered and what the rules of the

game should be" (Migdal 1988:50). This study demonstrates how

these competitive political processes at the micro-level

undermine the legitimacy of the state of Cameroon.

In this study, farmers who participate in state institu¬

tions increase state legitimacy by interacting with state

administrators and by filing claims against trespassers in the

court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission. The data also indicate

an absence of participation among farmers who experience

cattle trespassing into farms and crop losses but refuse to

file claims. Fulani, Aghem and Meta cattle herders positively

or negatively affect state legitimacy through their compliance

or lack of compliance with state land laws regarding tres¬

passing. In addition, many herders, often elite, have special
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relationships with dispute mediators that affect the extent to

which the latters' work is perceived by the public as being

"true and right." The data show that the legitimacy of state

institutions is reduced when elite herders collude with state

and local dispute mediators who manipulate or fail to enforce

trespassing laws. Chiefs and ardos increase or undermine state

legitimacy through their behaviors as civil servants and as

traditional leaders by the extent to which they comply with or

enforce state law. Chiefs often mediate farmer-grazier

disputes in both capacities—as traditional leaders before

farmers file claims and also as members of the state-appointed

Farmer-Grazier Commission. State mediation officials on the

Farmer-Grazier Commission affect the legitimacy of the state

by whether their own actions throughout the adjudicative

process comply with state laws, and whether they actually

enforce state laws or self-made de facto "laws." When state

officials do not enforce or comply with state law, then their

office is not legitimate in the eyes of the people. As

legitimacy is withdrawn from state officials in the villages,

it weakens the overall legitimacy of the state at the macro¬

level .

Legitimation refers to situations where farmers have

enough confidence in court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission as

being "just and fair" to use it. Farmers know that state law

forbids trespassing, and they seldom trespass onto grazing

land. Therefore, farmers want herders to treat them with
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mutual respect, and comply with state law. In this light,

people who participate in and believe in state courts want the

state system of government to work, particularly if it means

that cattle keep out of their farms. Legitimate behavior among

dispute mediators ideally means that, for example, they follow

the letter of the law regardless of personal and economic

relations with clients. Presently, this ideal does not exist,

yet the system is not "all bad." In spite of the corruption

historically associated with state dispute mediators, "making

a case" is the only viable legal channel for farmers who wish

to obtain compensation for trespassing violations, or to fight

for control of their land.

In particular, one advantage of filing a claim in court

is that it puts the dispute on record; it publicly and histor¬

ically documents incidents of alleged trespassing. Therefore,

the Farmer-Grazier Commission provides a service to farmers

more of immediate political than financial compensatory

benefits, since only approximately 40% of all farmers who file

claims are awarded compensation.

Absence of legitimation means that people do not comply

with laws, they do not engage state institutions and do not

believe in state laws and state "rules of the game" as being

"true and right." The data from the Cameroon study show that

among farmers, low levels of state legitimacy are a direct

outcome of the interaction of actors who are "alternative

elements of control" and compete with the state for social
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control of local populations. An important point here is that

these actors do not form a static group. Due to the frequent

transfer of civil servants and political officers, and

fluctuating economic conditions, the dynamics and participants

of these liaisons are constantly changing.

The Research Setting

The present research was conducted in Tugi and Wum

villages in the North West Province of Cameroon. The research

design compares survey and ethnographic data on the conflicts

between farmers and herders in these villages. A survey of 589

farmers was analyzed to quantify and to partially explain

incidents of herders trespassing onto farm land, cattle

damages to farms, compensation for damages, and the processes

and outcomes of the resulting claims that farmers file in the

court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission. Chapter 4 explains

some of the methodological, geographical and human constraints

of the study, and the importance of the research context on

empirical and theoretical outcomes.

Although farmers also trespass into grazing lands, the

vast majority of cases are initiated by farmers who have

experienced herder trespassing into farms. How pervasive is

the phenomenon of cattle trespassing onto farms in Tugi and

Wum? The data show that all but four of 589 surveyed farmers

have experienced crop losses due to cattle trespassing onto

farms. Furthermore, the data show that herders fail to

compensate farmers for crop losses on approximately 80% of all
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damaged farms. These data illustrate what one farmer meant

when she said, "We work to feed cows."

One important finding derived from the research context

relates to security of land tenure. In Tugi, generally, land

tenure is secure; the vast majority of land is inherited

patrilineally, and the husband shares it out among wives.

Almost everyone knows who has the rights to any given piece of

village land. Almost no one takes land without consulting

someone.

By comparison, in Wum, where very few farms are

inherited, the land tenure situation is quite precarious and

this exacerbates the problems between farmers and herders.

Farmers acquire the majority of farms by just "taking" them,

without consulting anyone. However, taking land in an ad hoc

fashion creates the opportunity for someone to question the

taking. In addition, farmers may be tempted to "take" farms on

grazing land. In Wum, many farmers "beg" (borrow) farms, and

they have few rights on that land. In Wum, many farmers rely

on chief's farms for land. However, chief's farms that used to

be allocated exclusively to farmers are now quite insecure in

most village quarters when chiefs lease them to graziers.

Farmers and Herders

Historical evidence from the literature and more recent

case studies of farmer-herder conflict reveals that the use of

extensive herding is quite effective for occupying and con¬

trolling lands. Putting cattle on land is a strategy often
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used by one group to dominate another. By occupying lands,

herders do not necessarily profit from improved pastures for

their cattle but from establishing use rights to land. For

example, in Tugi, the Fulani put their cattle on fallow land

and then refuse to remove them when farmers return to work the

land.

In Wum, Fulani herders are struggling to control village

farm lands that are close to markets, hospitals and the

mosque. With a grazing permit, legally, cattle can graze

almost anywhere there are not farms. However, instead of using

distant pastures, or nearby state-designated grazing zones,

herders graze their cattle near the village so that they will

have convenient access to these facilities. In Wum, as herders

struggle to control village farm land, they become involved in

controlling Aghem society. Elite herders exploit and even

initiate farmer-grazier conflicts as a way of asserting power

over and maintaining social control over farmers. This is one

way elite herders act as "alternative elements of control"

that compete with the state for predominance (Migdal 1985,

1988).

In Wum, the desire among the Fulani to acquire village

farm lands has created a black market opportunity for chiefs

and state officials on the Farmer-Grazier Commission:

illegally, herders are buying and mediators are selling use

rights to land. This is one example of how the liaisons

between herders and dispute mediators "fission" state policy.
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Because of the economic crisis in Cameroon, the central

government has lowered salaries and civil servants are paid

quite erratically at best. Where there is no money, public

officials create and participate in illicit financial and

legal affairs. Under these conditions, central government

officials often tacitly approve the illegal extraction of

resources from people in rural areas because it reduces the

pressure of a potentially explosive economic and political

situation. In the Cameroon study within the context of farmer-

herder dispute mediation, in order to acquire cash, members of

the Farmer-Grazier Commission often collude with herders.

Together, in or out of court they manipulate farmers who file

claims against graziers. Ultimately, these strategies enable

herders to control village farm lands and enable dispute

mediators to profit from cash bribes. Meanwhile, farmers feed

cattle for free.

One outcome of the collusion between dispute mediation

officials and herders is the herder behavior that farmers call

"graze and pay." This is where herders push their cattle into

farms and then pay off dispute mediation officials to protect

them from irate farmers, to keep them out of court, to keep

compensation to farmers minimal, or to win a case. This

corruption renders the farmer powerless. Less frequently,

mediation officials require herders to pay full compensation

to farmers for cattle damages to farms.
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The situation is different in Tugi village where Meta,

not Fulani herders are responsible for the majority of

incidents of cattle trespassing onto farms. The observation of

this phenomenon will most likely increase as more indigenous

males in Cameroon and in West Africa in general start

investing in cattle due to the collapse of many cash crops in

the international market.

In Tugi, men control the land, and Meta herders put their

cattle wherever they wish, often next to their wives' farms,

even though this increases the frequency of cattle damages to

farms. This form of gender asymmetry disempowers women and

creates conflicts within families. It is interesting to note

that compared to Meta herders, the Fulani are well-respected

for their skillful herding practices and in general are less

threatening to farmers: even though the Fulani trespass

frequently, they also compensate farmers more frequently than

Meta herders.

In spite of the differences between Fulani, Aghem and

Meta herders, the data show an important similarity: in each

village elite herders cause the majority of damages to farms,

regardless of ethnicity. Several farmers in Wum and Tugi

report that they do not file claims against elite herders who

collude with state officials and chiefs in order to win cases.

Often, even farmers who "win" cases suffer when herders defy

the ruling of the Commission and refuse to compensate farmers

for damages. This finding signals another weakness of the
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Commission; they often fail to enforce their own rulings and

that reduces the legitimacy of that state institution.

Where do all of these interactions between herders,

chiefs and state officials leave farmers? The answer is, in

the dark. The data show that unrestricted grazing and the

resulting chaos prevents the majority of farmers from holding

herders accountable for trespassing either through personal

contact or through the courts because farmers can not identify

cattle owners. Farmers are too busy to spend their time

chasing cattle to monitor who owns which herd. In Wum, the

task is particularly difficult due to the large cattle

population and the large Fulani community that is a home to

immigrants from Nigerian and north Cameroon.

Farmers. Herders, and Chiefs

In Cameroon, several factors contribute to the present

transition that traditional village chiefs are now undergoing.

Many chiefs hold full-time employment and some reside outside

of their village quarters. These factors may decrease the

accessibility of chiefs to the people in their jurisdictions.

Since the late 1980s, village chiefs have been provided an

allowance from the government. In some cases, this has no

doubt aligned chiefs with state officials on the Farmer-

Grazier Commission, perhaps creating a more cohesive team.

Contrary to Ekeh's (1975) thesis however, the data show that

chiefs often betray their "primordial public" and lease farm
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lands to Fulani herders, and favor herders in the adjudication

of disputes with farmers, in or out of court.

Farmers have not missed the irony that, at their own

expense, chiefs frequently channel land and other resources to

members of another ethnic group. The illicit collusion between

herders and chiefs jeopardizes farmers' livelihoods and

reduces farmers' belief in the "moral validity" of their

actions. These behaviors reduce the legitimacy of their

political position in both traditional and state capacities,

thus exacerbating already difficult conditions for holding the

office.

Farmers' reports of their chiefs as facilitators of

herders' trespassing reveal a key difference in village-level

politics between Tugi and Wum. In Tugi, no one blamed their

chief for herders' ongoing trespassing onto farms. This is in

part because the chief takes his role seriously as a keeper of

the tradition that farmland is for farming, and is empathetic

with farmers. In Wum, farmers reported that their chiefs

facilitate herders' acquisition of farm lands. In the past few

years, in order to acquire cash, several chiefs in Wum have

been renting or selling village farm land to herders. When

chiefs invite graziers in from remote areas in order to rent

traditional village farm lands near town, the result is that

chiefs profit from the fees paid by herders, and herders

acquire, if only temporarily, farmlands near town for grazing
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cattle. Fanners argue in this way, chiefs encourage graziers

to trespass and to take over farm lands.

In Tugi and Wum, chiefs play a major role in the conduct

of farmer-herder dispute mediation and the outcome of court

cases. In Wum, 10% of farmers who filed claims credited their

chief with helping them win their court case. Only three

percent in Tugi said the same. Farmers more frequently file

claims, and are far more likely to win cases against

trespassing herders in village quarters where the chiefs are

known to be keepers of tradition, forced to discretely manage

small village farm lands, and personally involved in dispute

mediation. However, many more farmers in Wum and Tugi reported

that their chief sabotaged the outcome of their cases. Farmers

report that often their chief colludes with graziers in order

to provide the latter with use rights to a particular piece of

land, or to accept a gift of cash. Either way, the chief acts

on behalf of the herder during the adjudicative process.

In Wum, because farmers are weary of being exploited by

the deals between chiefs and herders that lead to reduced

yields and insecure land tenure, and because chief's farms are

not safe from cattle, farmers are beginning to express

interest in purchasing their own farms, and many farmers have

already purchased plots from their chiefs (see Chapter 5).

Many of these farmers question the morality of buying land

because it "goes against tradition" and they fear the

capitalization of land will soon leave many farmers without
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land. Nonetheless, under current conditions where herders are

acquiring farm land from chiefs, farmers feel they must

safeguard their own livelihoods. Farm ownership allows farmers

to be free of the restrictions on chief's farms with regard to

the use of fences and fertilizers. In addition, farmers

believe that if they hold "a book" or "a piece of paper"

(official or unofficial title) to a piece of land they may

have more success in winning court cases against trespassing

herders. Finally, farmers believe that herders may be

intimidated by "titled" property, and do a better job of

keeping their cattle out of such farms.

Although elite herders in Wum may actively form liaisons

with chiefs aimed at acquiring grazing rights to farm lands

located near town or elsewhere, it is important to note here

that in the long run, these "deals" do not always benefit

herders. A few of the Lake Nyos refugees who were recent

settlers reported that they had rented farm lands for grazing

from chiefs, but their agreements had been broken. For

example, chiefs arbitrarily demanded more rent money, or with

no explanation abruptly evicted the herder from the land.

Since the deal was illicit at the onset, there is almost no

recourse for the herder. It is important to note here that

when Lake Nyos refugees or other herders collude with chiefs

to acquire village farm land, they do so without the ardo's

knowledge. Therefore, under these conditions when chiefs

exploit herders in order to increase their personal wealth, it
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is unlikely that the herder-client can seek assistance from

the ardo.

In the long run, the illicit collaboration between chiefs

and herders also disadvantages chiefs. In the village, it

undermines the chiefs' legitimacy. For example, in Wum it was

tradition for the farmer to give part of the first harvest

from the chief's farm to the chief. Now in certain village

quarters, many women refuse to do so. Some farmers report that

chiefs who have worked against the farmers in their

jurisdictions have had bad experiences with witchcraft. Where

a chief may not be respected, children have been known to

laugh at him in the street. In sum, chiefs' illicit dealings

with herders that jeopardize farmers' livelihoods and reduce

farmers belief in the "rightness" of their actions only

exacerbate already difficult conditions for holding the

position. Ultimately, in the villages, it reduces the

legitimacy of the office in both traditional and state

capacities.

Farmers, Herders, and Ardos

There is a difference in the quality of leadership among

Fulani herders in Tugi and Wum Villages. In Tugi Village, the

ardo in Tugi Quarter is old and sick, and in Acha Quarter, the

ardo is also quite old. By comparison, the ardo in Wum is

young and educated. He is a successful entrepreneur and has

economic foresight as demonstrated by the fact that he
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encourages Fulani herders to diversify their economic

activities.

The Cameroon case study provides corroborative data that

counter myths that pastoralists live on the periphery of state

polities and economies. In Wum, the present ardo inherited

from his father a land certificate established decades ago for

his grazing land. The ardo also inherited a large jurisdiction

from his father, who was a politically prominent figure during

Ahidjo's regime. The ardo has an office in town that is

located directly behind the sub-divisional officer's

headquarters. All of these factors point to the conclusion

that the Fulani are not on the periphery of the local polity

and economy of Wum but well-integrated, to say the least. The

amount of wealth present, indicated by the size of herds and

the number of individuals who travel to Mecca, and the

constant formation of liaisons with state officials during

dispute mediation also demonstrate that the greater Fulani

community is also quite integrated into the local economy and

polity.

The data show that in Wum, the presence of the ardo has

a powerful affect on farmers' reporting behaviors. In the

village quarter of Kesu, farmers are one-half as likely to

report damages than farmers who live in other village

quarters. However, the incidents of damaged farms are higher

in Kesu than in any other village quarter. This may be due to

the cattle traffic associated with the permanent grazing zone
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located there. In addition, the ardo and his brothers live in

Kesu and keep their large herds there. Farmers reported that

it is useless to report "big men" to the Farmer-Grazier

Commission, especially if like the ardo, they are political

appointees on the Commission. Furthermore, the trespassers

could be part of the ardo's prestigious family thus reducing

the chances for winning a case, due to the ardo's powerful

political status. This finding tends to support the concept

that elites are "beyond the law," a status that intimidates

farmers from filing claims in the court.

Farmers. Herders, and State Mediation Officials

Where state juridical institutions have replaced

traditional institutions, and where social distance is great

between groups competing for resources, people can no longer

rely on personal relations for dispute resolution and instead

are forced to rely on the state. Yet, this study shows that

when rural producers wish to engage the state and invoke the

authority of the state through the court of the Farmer-Grazier

Commission, they frequently have negative experiences or even

worse, state officials send them away from the court. In fact,

the data show that with or without filing a claim in the court

of the Farmer-Grazier Commission, farmers in both villages are

just as likely to be compensated by herders for cattle damages

to farms. This raises the question of the effectiveness of the

state system of adjudication.
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The data show that in keeping with other accounts dating

back to the colonial era in Cameroon and in support of the

observations of several contemporary authors on the shadow

economy in sub-Saharan Africa, corruption among state

officials is confounding farmers' chances for obtaining legal

redress in the court of the Farmer-Grazier Commission. Some of

these corrupt behaviors include harassing farmers until they

drop their cases, accepting bribes from opposing parties, and

siphoning off portions of farmers' financial awards for

damages. The data show that these behaviors discourage farmers

from contacting herders after discovering cattle damages on

farms, and from filing claims against trespassing herders. The

majority of farmers who reported negative case outcomes blamed

the corrupt behaviors of state mediators. Farmers report that

state mediators encourage herders to "buy their way" into

farms and that mediators "like to get rich off of these

cases."

Although Tugi and Wum farmers are only awarded compen¬

sation in approximately 40% of all cases, the Cameroon study

shows that not all state officials conspire with herders

against farmers. Farmers are ten times more likely to be

compensated for damages if the local agricultural extension

agent evaluates the farm for damages.

Apart from using farmer-herder dispute resolution as a

vehicle for acquiring personal wealth and resources in the

shadow economy, state officials also form liaisons with
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herders to manipulate farmers by using ad hoc or incorrect

interpretations of state law to favor graziers. This abuse of

the state legal system usurps the power of the state and

allows state officials and herders to control the local

population of farmers, and each other.

To the dismay of farmers, herders and dispute mediators

assert that "cattle destruction is normal in the dry season."

This de facto "law" is a manifestation of the illicit

complicity between elites and herders. Dry season trespassing

is so rampant that the caseload of the Farmer-Grazier

Commission becomes unmanageable. At the same time, cattle

suffer during the dry season from the scarcity of grass.

Therefore, dispute mediators and herders benefit each other by

citing this "law" that allows cattle to graze indiscrimin¬

ately. The data show that in the dry season, often farmers

neglect to confront trespassing herders about farm damages,

and farmers' rates of reporting cattle damages to authorities

plummets dramatically. These outcomes are a direct result of

the strength of the social control exercised by actors who

compete with the state for this currency in rural areas.

When state officials send farmers away from the court

there are at least three devastating consequences. First, they

abrogate the legal rights of the individual farmer. Second,

they reduce the rate of farmer participation in the courts.

Third, they undermine farmers' belief in that state insti¬

tution as being "just and fair" (Claessen 1988:23) and
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therefore undermine the legitimacy of the state. These three

outcomes are interrelated.

When farmers can not seek legal redress for trespassing

violations and subsequent farm damages in a state court then

that institution is rendered dysfunctional. Furthermore, the

participation of society in state institutions is required in

order for a state to be legitimate. Contrarily, these

officials are decreasing farmers' participation in the state

court. Finally, one component of state legitimacy is based on

society's compliance with, acceptance of and approbation of

the state's rules of conflict resolution as being "true and

right" (Migdal 1988:32). When farmers are willing to, or

attempt to engage the state but are discouraged or prevented

from doing so, then they stop believing that the rules of

farmer-herder conflict resolution are "true and right," and

withdraw legitimacy.

In the Cameroon study, when a sufficient number of

farmers over time are negatively affected by the corrupt

behaviors of state and local farmer-herder dispute adjudi¬

cators, they lose confidence in the legitimacy of the state—

they no longer believe that the rules of conflict resolution

are "true and right" (Migdal 1988:32). In the court of the

Farmer-Grazier Commission, farmers withdraw legitimacy when

they observe or experience a gap in state promises and

empirical outcomes. It has been cogently argued that when

legitimacy is absent for a sufficient amount of time, people
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rebel against the state by conducting public protests of these

problems that often assume ethnic dimensions and become

violent (see Chapter 3). This further undermines state

legitimacy by drawing national and sometimes international

attention to ethnic clashes, an anathema to the post¬

independent state in sub-Saharan Africa. The ethnographic

findings of the present Cameroon study confirm this assertion

as well as the analyses of the 1973 and 1981 farmer-grazier

crises in Wum (Kum 1983) and the 1991 crisis in Mmen (Ottiger

1992, Cameroon Post 1991).
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KEY TO VARIABLES IN LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODELS

Farmers Who Do Not Report Cattle Damages

Q29 Did Not Report O=other l=yes
NEWQ3 Dry Season 2=yes 3=no
Q17 Met Cattle on Farm l=yes 2=no

Q14 Farm on Grazing Land l=yes 2=no

NEWQ25 Ethnicity l=Fulani 2=other
WUM4 0=Waindo Up l=other
WUM5 0=Waindo Down l=other
WUM6 0=Wanangwen l=other
WUM8 0=Zongekwo l=other
WUM9 0=Cheregha l=other
WUM10 0=Naikom l=other
WUM11 0=Magha l=other
WUM12 0=Kesu l=other

Farmers Compensated Without Litigation

Q5 Compensated Without l=yes ,=other

Litigation
NEWQ25 Ethnicity l=Fulani 2=other
"Chronic" Trespasser 0=no l=yes
NEWQ114 Number Years Farming 0=less than 18 l=more than 18

Farmers Compensated With Case

NEWQ22 Compensated with Case l=yes 2=no

NEWQ25 Ethnicity l=Fulani 2=other

NEWQ9 Spoke to Herder 0=no l=yes
Q21 Herder Looked at Farm l=yes 2=no

NEWQ27 Amount Spent on 1=<11,000 cfa 2=>11,000 cfa
Fertilizer

Q43 Agriculture Agent Eval¬ l=yes 2=no
uate Farm

WUM4 0=Waindo Up l=other
WUM6 0=Wanangwen l=other
WUM7 0=Zongefu l=other
WUM8 0=Zongekwo l=other
WUM9 0=Cheregha l=other
WUM10 0=Naikom l=other
WUM11 0=Magha l=other
WUM12 0=Kesu l=other
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The LOGISTIC Procedure

Data Set: WORK.FEWTUGI

Response Variable: NEWQ29
Response Levels: 2
Number of Observations: 276
Link Function: Logit

Response Profile

Ordered
Value NEWQ29 Count

1 0 113
2 1 163

WARNING: 59 observation(s) were deleted due to missing values for the
response or explanatory variables.

Criterion

AIC
SC

-2 LOG L
Score

Criteria for Assessing Model Fit

Intercept
Only

Intercept
and

Covariates Chi-Square for Covariates

375.509
379.129
373.509

332.566
350.668
322.566 50.944 with 4 DF (p=0.0001)

47.285 with 4 DF (p=0.0001)

Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates

Variable DF
Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error

Wald

Chi-Square
Pr >

Chi-Square
Standardized

Estimate
Odds

Ratio

INTERCPT 1 -3.2173 1.2688 6.4298 0.0112 0.040

NEWQ3 1 1.4703 0.2734 28.9287 0.0001 0.406032 4.350

Q17 1 -1.1578 0.3406 11.5557 0.0007 -0.280814 0.314

Q14 1 0.5411 0.4249 1.6215 0.2029 0.098225 1.718

NEWQ25 1 -0.2990 0.2764 1.1703 0.2793 -0.080593 0.742

Association of Predicted Probabilitiesi and Observed Responses

Concordant = 68.1% Somers' D = 0.475
Discordant = 20.6% Gamma = 0.536
Tied = 11.4% Tau-a = 0.231

(18419 pairs) c = 0.737
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY NEWQ3

NEWQ29 NEWQ3

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet • 2 3

0 16 37 84
• 10.957 12.038
• 11.60 26.33
• 30.58 69.42
• 22.16 55.26

1 0 130 68
• 6.6958 7.3565
• 40.75 21.32
• 65.66 34.34
• 77.84 44.74

Total . 167 152
• 52.35 47.65

Frequency Missing = 16

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY NEWQ3

Statistic DF Value

Chi-Square 1 37.047
Likelihood Ratioi Chi-Square 1 37.784
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1 35.654
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1 36.931
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient
Contingency Coefficient
Cramer's V

Total

121

37.93

198

62.07

319
100.00

Prob

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

8.40E-10
1.000

1.26E-09

Effective Sample Size = 319
Frequency Missing = 16

-0.341
0.323

-0.341
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY Q17

NEWQ29 Q17

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent

Row Pet
Col Pet • 1 2

0 23 99 15
• 3.6633 9.2659

33.00 5.00
• 86.84 13.16
• 46.05 17.65

1 12 116 70
• 2.2452 5.6791
• 38.67 23.33
• 62.37 37.63
• 53.95 82.35

Total . 215 85
. 71.67 28.33

Frequency Missing = 35

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY Q17

Statistic DF Value

Chi-Square 1 20.854
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1 22.511
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1 19.666
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1 20.784
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient 0.264
Contingency Coefficient 0.255
Cramer's V 0.264

Effective Sample Size = 300
Frequency Missing = 35
WARNING: 10% of the data are missing.

Total

114

38.00

186

62.00

300
100.00

Prob

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000

2.20E-06
3.15E-06
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY Q14

NEWQ29 Q14

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 1 2 Total

0 17 12 108 120
• 0.2993 0.0397
• 3.80 34.18 37.97
• 10.00 90.00
• 32.43 38.71

1 2 25 171 196
• 0.1832 0.0243
• 7.91 54.11 62.03
# 12.76 87.24
• 67.57 61.29

Total . 37 279 316
11.71 88.29 100.00

Frequency Missing = 19

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY Q14

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1 0.547 0.460
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1 0.557 0.456
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1 0.312 0.576
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1 0.545 0.460
Fisher's Exact Test (Left) 0.291

(Right) 0.821
(2-Tail) 0.589

Phi Coefficient -0.042

Contingency Coefficient 0.042
Cramer's V -0.042

Effective Sample Size = 316
Frequency Missing = 19
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY NEWQ25

NEWQ29 NEWQ25

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 1 2 Total

0 18 50 69 119
# 0.2322 0.15
# 17.06 23.55 40.61

42.02 57.98
• 43.48 38.76

1 24 65 109 174
# 0.1588 0.1026

22.18 37.20 59.39
# 37.36 62.64
• 56.52 61.24

Total . 115 178 293
# 39.25 60.75 100.00

Frequency Missing = 42

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY NEWQ25

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1 0.644 0.422
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1 0.642 0.423

Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1 0.463 0.496
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1 0.642 0.423
Fisher's Exact Test (Left) 0.822

(Right) 0.248

(2-Tail) 0.465
Phi Coefficient 0.047

Contingency Coefficient 0.047
Cramer's V 0.047

Effective Sample Size = 293
Frequency Missing = 42
WARNING: 13% of the data are missing.
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The LOGISTIC Procedure

Data Set: WORK.FEWWUM

Response Variable: NEWQ29
Response Levels: 2
Number of Observations: 711
Link Function: Logit

Response Profile

Ordered
Value NEWQ29 Count

1 0 316
2 1 395

WARNING: 68 observation(s) were deleted due to missing values for the
response or explanatory variables.

Criteria for Assessing Model Fit

Criterion
Intercept

Only

Intercept
and

Covariates Chi-Square for Covariates

AIC
SC
-2 LOG L
Score

978.859 675.997
983.426 730.798
976.859 651.997 324.862 with 11 DF (p=0.0001)

. . 276.145 with 11 DF (p=0.0001)

Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates

Parameter Standard Wald Pr > Standardized Odds
Variable DF Estimate Error Chi-Square Chi-Square Estimate Ratio

INTERCPT 1 0.3242 2.5309 0.0164 0.8981 1.383

NEWQ3 1 2.6754 0.2137 156.7773 0.0001 0.735655 14.518

Q17 1 -2.0170 0.2537 63.1899 0.0001 -0.502602 0.133

Q14 1 0.1699 0.3359 0.2559 0.6129 0.027021 1.185
WUM4 1 -1.1959 0.5583 4.5885 0.0322 -0.140788 0.302
WUM5 1 -0.7232 0.4120 3.0806 0.0792 -0.135752 0.485
WUM6 1 -0.2132 0.4108 0.2694 0.6037 -0.037970 0.808
WUM8 1 -0.0358 0.5167 0.0048 0.9448 -0.004653 0.965
WUM9 1 -1.3301 0.5517 5.8123 0.0159 -0.147528 0.264
WUM10 1 -0.2674 0.3941 0.4604 0.4974 -0.055254 0.765
WUM11 1 -1.3663 0.5761 5.6250 0.0177 -0.141495 0.255
WUM12 1 -0.7067 0.3587 3.8807 0.0488 -0.176864 0.493
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The LOGISTIC Procedure

Association of Predicted Probabilities and Observed Responses

Concordant = 84.7%
Discordant = 12.6%
Tied = 2.6%
(124820 pairs)

Somers' D = 0.721
Gamma = 0.740
Tau-a = 0.357
c = 0.860
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY NEWQ3

NEWQ29 NEWQ3

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet • 2 3

0 56 48 271
• 67.79 58.857
• 6.64 37.48
v 15.05 84.95
• 14.29 70.03

1 0 288 116
• 53.528 46.474
• 39.83 16.04
• 71.29 28.71
• 85.71 29.97

Total # 336 387
• 46.47 53.53

Frequency Missing = 56

Total

319

44.12

404

55.88

723
100.00

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY NEWQ3

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient

Contingency Coefficient
Cramer's V

1 226.648
1 244.037
1 224.393
1 226.335

-0.560
0.489

-0.560

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1.01E-54
1.000

1.21E-54

Effective Sample Size = 723
Frequency Missing = 56
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY Q17

NEWQ29 Q17

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet • 1 2

0 58 282 35
# 13.779 34.313
# 39.61 4.92

88.96 11.04
• 55.51 17.16

1 9 226 169
• 11.058 27.537

31.74 23.74
SI .22 42.78

• 44.49 82.84

Total . 508 204
71.35 28.65

Frequency Missing = 67

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY Q17

Statistic DF Value

Chi-Square 1 86.688
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1 93.415

Continuity Ad j . Chi-Square 1 85.142
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1 86.567
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient 0.349

Contingency Coefficient 0.329
Cramer's V 0.349

Effective Sample Size = 712
Frequency Missing = 67

Total

317

44.52

395

55.48

712
100.00

Prob

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000

5.43E-22
6.91E-22
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY Q14

NEWQ29 Q14

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 1 2 Total

0 57 31 287 318
# 0.1964 0.0194
# 4.29 39.75 44.04

9.75 90.25
■ 47.69 43.68

1 0 34 370 404
# 0.1546 0.0153
# 4.71 51.25 55.96

8.42 91.58
• 52.31 56.32

Total 65 657 722
9.00 91.00 100.00

Frequency Missing = 57

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY Q14

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1 0.386 0.535
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1 0.384 0.535

Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1 0.240 0.624
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1 0.385 0.535
Fisher's Exact Test (Left) 0.774

(Right) 0.311

(2-Tail) 0.601
Phi Coefficient 0.023

Contingency Coefficient 0.023
Cramer's V 0.023

Effective Sample Size = 722
Frequency Missing = 57
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM4

NEWQ29 ' WUM4

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

0 26 349 375
3.2473 0.1665

3.34 44.80 48.14
6.93 93.07

68.42 47.10

1 12 392 404
3.0142 0.1546

1.54 50.32 51.86
2.97 97.03

31.58 52.90

Total 38 741 779
4.88 95.12 100.00

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM4

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1 6.583 0.010
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1 6.698 0.010

Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1 5.756 0.016
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1 6.574 0.010
Fisher's Exact Test (Left) 0.997

(Right) 7.90E-03

(2-Tail) 0.012
Phi Coefficient 0.092

Contingency Coefficient 0.092
Cramer's V 0.092

Sample Size - 779
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM5

NEWQ29 WUM5

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

0 57 318 375
1.8316 0.2667

7.32 40.82 48.14
15.20 84.80
57.58 46.76

1 42 362 404
1.7001 0.2475

5.39 46.47 51.86
10.40 89.60
42.42 53.24

Total 99 680 779
12.71 87.29 100.00

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM5

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient

Contingency Coefficient
Cramer's V

1 4.046 0.044
1 4.051 0.044
1 3.624 0.057
1 4.041 0.044

0.983
0.028
0.052

0.072
0.072
0.072
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM6

NEWQ29 WUM6

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

0 43 332 375
0.106 0.013

5.52 42.62 48.14
11.47 88.53
50.59 47.84

1 42 362 404
0.0983 0.012

5.39 46.47 51.86
10.40 89.60
49.41 52.16

Total 85 694 779
10.91 89.09 100.00

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM6

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient

Contingency Coefficient
Cramer's V

1 0.229 0.632
1 0.229 0.632
1 0.132 0.716
1 0.229 0.632

0.724
0.358
0.647

0.017
0.017
0.017
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM7

NEWQ29 WUM7

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

0 30 345 375
1.6953 0.1913

3.85 44.29 48.14
8.00 92.00

37.97 49.29

1 49 355 404
1.5737 0.1776

6.29 45.57 51.86
12.13 87.87
62.03 50.71

Total 79 700 779
10.14 89.86 100.00

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM7

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient

Contingency Coefficient
Cramer's V

1 3.638 0.056
1 3.678 0.055
1 3.199 0.074
1 3.633 0.057

0.036
0.979
0.058

-0.068
0.068

-0.068
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM8

NEWQ29 WUM8

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

0 14 361 375
2.1684 0.1267

1.80 46.34 48.14
3.73 96.27

32.56 49.05

1 29 375 404
2.0127 0.1176

3.72 48.14 51.86
7.18 92.82

67.44 50.95

Total 43 736 779
5.52 94.48 100.00

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM8

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient
Contingency Coefficient
Cramer's V

1 4.425 0.035
1 4.531 0.033
1 3.790 0.052
1 4.420 0.036

0.025
0.989
0.041

-0.075
0.075

-0.075
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM9

NEWQ29 WUM9

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

0 18 357 375
0.6345 0.0263

2.31 45.83 48.14
4.80 95.20

58.06 47.73

1 13 391 404
0.5889 0.0244

1.67 50.19 51.86
3.22 96.78

41.94 52.27

Total 31 748 779
3.98 96.02 100.00

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM9

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient
Contingency Coefficient
Cramer's V

1 1.274 0.259
1 1.276 0.259
1 0.894 0.344
1 1.272 0.259

0.905
0.172
0.276

0.040
0.040
0.040
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM10

NEWQ29 WUM10

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

0 55 320 375
1.272 0.2619
7.06 41.08 48.14

14.67 85.33
41.35 49.54

1 78 326 404
1.1807 0.2431
10.01 41.85 51.86
19.31 80.69
58.65 50.46

Total 133 646 779
17.07 82.93 100.00

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM10

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient
Contingency Coefficient
Cramer's V

1 2.958 0.085
1 2.973 0.085
1 2.639 0.104
1 2.954 0.086

0.052
0.966
0.087

-0.062
0.062

-0.062
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM11

NEWQ29 WUM11

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

0 20 355 375
1.371 0.0587
2.57 45.57 48.14
5.33 94.67

62.50 47.52

1 12 392 404
1.2726 0.0545

1.54 50.32 51.86
2.97 97.03

37.50 52.48

Total 32 747 779
4.11 95.89 100.00

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM11

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient

Contingency Coefficient
Cramer's V

1 2.757 0.097
1 2.775 0.096
1 2.190 0.139
1 2.753 0.097

0.968
0.069
0.106

0.059
0.059
0.059
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TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM12

NEWQ29 WUM12

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

0 112
0.0809

263
0.0358

375

14.38
29.87
46.86

33.76
70.13
48.70

48.14

1 127
0.0751

277
0.0332

404

16.30
31.44
53.14

35.56
68.56
51.30

51.86

Total 239 540 779
30.68 69.32 100.00

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ29 BY WUM12

Statistic

Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient

Contingency Coefficient
Cramer's V

DF Value Prob

1 0.225 0.635
1 0.225 0.635
1 0.157 0.692
1 0.225 0.635

0.346
0.709
0.642

-0.017
0.017

-0.017
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The LOGISTIC Procedure

Data Set: WORK.FEW

Response Variable: NEWQ5
Response Levels: 2
Number of Observations: 288
Link Function: Logit

Response Profile

Ordered
Value NEWQ5 Count

1 0 260
2 1 28

WARNING: 47 observation(s) were deleted due to missing values for the
response or explanatory variables.

Criteria for Assessing Model Fit

Criterion
Intercept

Only

Intercept
and

Covariates Chi-Square for Covariates

AIC
SC

-2 LOG L
Score

185.707
189.370
183.707

187.638
202.290
179.638 4.070 with 3 DF (p=0.2540)

4.181 with 3 DF (p=0.2426)

Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates

Parameter Standard Wald Pr > Standardized Odds
Variable DF Estimate Error Chi-Square Chi-Square Estimate Ratio

INTERCPT 1 0.9583 0.7272 1.7363 0.1876 2.607

NEWQ25 1 0.8123 0.4086 3.9519 0.0468 0.219048 2.253
CHRONIC 1 0.0196 0.4098 0.0023 0.9619 0.005310 1.020

NEWQ114 1 0.0360 0.4061 0.0079 0.9293 0.009861 1.037

Association of Predicted Probabilities and Observed Responses

Concordant = 52.9%
Discordant = 31.3%
Tied = 15.8%

(7280 pairs)

Somers' D = 0.215
Gamma = 0.256
Tau-a = 0.038
c = 0.608
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TABLE OF Q5 BY NEWQ25

Q5 NEWQ25

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet

Col Pet 1 2 Total

42 99 166

1 0 16 12 28
• 57.14 42.86 100.00
• 57.14 42.86
• 100.00 100.00

Total 16 12 28
# 57.14 42.86 100.00

Frequency Missing = 307

TABLE OF Q5 BY CHRONIC

Q5 CHRONIC

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet • 0 1

23 179 105

1 0 16 12
• 57.14 42.86
• 57.14 42.86
• 100.00 100.00

Total . 16 12
, 57.14 42.86

Frequency Missing = 307

Total

28
100.00

28
100.00
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TABLE OF Q5 BY NEWQ114

Q5 NEWQ114

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1

' 131 176

1 12 16
42.86 57.14
42.86 57.14

100.00 100.00

Total 12 16
42.86 57.14

Frequency Missing = 307

Total

28
100.00

28
100.00
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The LOGISTIC Procedure

Data Set: WORK.FEW

Response Variable: NEWQ5
Response Levels: 2
Number of Observations: 655
Link Function: Logit

Response Profile

Ordered
Value NEWQ5 Count

1 0 575
2 1 80

WARNING: 124 observation(s) were deleted due to missing values for the
response or explanatory variables.

Criteria for Assessing Model Fit

Criterion
Intercept

Only

Intercept
and

Covariates Chi-Square for Covariates

AIC
SC
-2 LOG L
Score

488.222
492.707
486.222

487.169
505.108
479.169 7.053 with 3 DF (p=0.0702)

7.300 with 3 DF (p=0.0629)

Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates

Parameter Standard Wald Pr > Standardized Odds
Variable DF Estimate Error Chi-Square Chi-Square Estimate Ratio

INTERCPT 1 1.6079 0.4797 11.2327 0.0008 . 4.992

NEWQ25 1 0.5023 0.3973 1.5985 0.2061 0.095422 1.653
CHRONIC 1 -0.6260 0.2525 6.1484 0.0132 -0.152547 0.535

NEWQ114 1 -0.00855 0.2418 0.0013 0.9718 -0.002356 0.991

Association of Predicted Probabilitiesi and Observed Responses

Concordant = 36.7% Somers' D = 0.148
Discordant = 22.0% Gamma = 0.252
Tied = 41.3% Tau-a = 0.032

(46000 pairs) c = 0.574
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TABLE OF Q5 BY NEWQ25

Q5 NEWQ25

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet • 1 2

' 123 494 82

1 0 72 8
0 90.00 10.00
# 90.00 10.00
• 100.00 100.00

Total . 72 8
# 90.00 10.00

Frequency Missing = 699

Total

80
100.00

80
100.00

TABLE OF Q5 BY CHRONIC

Q5 CHRONIC

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

65 488 146 *

1 0 50 30 80
« 62.50 37.50 100.00

62.50 37.50
• 100.00 100.00

Total . 50 30 80
62.50 37.50 100.00

Frequency Missing = 699
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TABLE OF Q5 BY NEWQ114

Q5 NEWQ114

Frequency Missing = 699

Total

80
100.00

80
100.00
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The LOGISTIC Procedure

Data Sets WORK.FEWWUM

Response Variable: NEWQ22
Response Levels: 2
Number of Observations: 216
Link Function: Logit

Response Profile

Ordered
Value NEWQ22 Count

1 1 75
2 2 141

WARNING: 563 observation(s) were deleted due to missing values for the
response or explanatory variables.

Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0

Intercept
Intercept and

Criterion Only Covariates Chi-Square for Covariates

AIC 280.947 240.584 #

SC 284.322 287.837 #

-2 LOG L 278.947 212.584 66.363 with 13 DF (p=0.0001)
Score • . 56.303 with 13 DF (p=0.0001)

Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates

Parameter Standard Wald Pr > Standardized Odds
Variable DF Estimate Error Chi-Square Chi-Square Estimate Ratio

INTERCPT 1 13.5670 4.2639 10.1240 0.0015
NEWQ9 1 1.7674 1.2145 2.1177 0.1456 0.276630 5.855
Q21 1 -1.6914 0.4552 13.8051 0.0002 -0.446344 0.184
NEWQ25 1 -1.3362 0.6071 4.8441 0.0277 -0.236220 0.263
NEWQ27 1 -1.4193 1.0898 1.6960 0.1928 -0.117941 0.242
Q43 1 -2.1373 0.5198 16.9054 0.0001 -0.424933 0.118
WUM4 1 -1.4594 0.6944 4.4171 0.0356 -0.222894 0.232
WUM6 1 -1.6978 0.6136 7.6572 0.0057 -0.289405 0.183
WUM7 1 -0.8903 0.6926 1.6522 0.1987 -0.125065 0.411
WUM8 1 -1.3163 1.3968 0.8881 0.3460 -0.109384 0.268
WUM9 1 0.3855 0.9152 0.1774 0.6736 0.048791 1.470
WUM10 1 0.4268 0.6892 0.3835 0.5357 0.081567 1.532
WUM11 1 -2.5239 0.8893 8.0540 0.0045 -0.293065 0.080
WUM12 1 -0.4433 0.5182 0.7318 0.3923 -0.110274 0.642
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The LOGISTIC Procedure

Association of Predicted Probabilities and Observed Responses

Concordant = 78.3%
Discordant = 17.3%
Tied = 4.3%

(10575 pairs)

Somers' D = 0.610
Gamma = 0.638
Tau-a = 0.278
c = 0.805
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TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY NEWQ9

NEWQ22 NEWQ9

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

56 0 80

•

1 0 2 97 99
# 39.357 30.55
• 0.31 15.09 15.40
a 2.02 97.98
• 0.71 26.80

2 0 279 265 544
• 7.1624 5.5597
a 43.39 41.21 84.60
# 51.29 48.71
• 99.29 73.20

Total # 281 362 643
• 43.70 56.30 100.00

Frequency Missing = 136

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY NEWQ9

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient
Contingency Coefficient
Cramer's V

1 82.629
1 107.805
1 80.639
1 82.501

-0.358
0.337

-0.358

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

1.17E-24
1.000

1.38E-24

Effective Sample Size = 643
Frequency Missing = 136
WARNING: 17% of the data are missing.
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TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY Q21

NEWQ22 Q21

Total

97

15.16

543

84.84

640
100.00

Frequency Missing = 139

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY Q21

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient
Contingency Coefficient
Cramer's V

1 150.313
1 150.930
1 147.493
1 150.079

0.485
0.436
0.485

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
1.000

2.75E-34
2.75E-34
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Effective Sample Size = 640
Frequency Missing = 139
WARNING: 18% of the data are missing.
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TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY NEWQ25

NEWQ22 NEWQ25

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 1 2 Total

56 72 8

•

1 0 90 9 99
• 0.3056 1.841
. 15.63 1.56 17.19
• 90.91 9.09
• 18.22 10.98

2 67 404 73 477
• 0.0634 0.3821
• 70.14 12.67 82.81
• 84.70 15.30
• 81.78 89.02

Total . 494 82 576
# 85.76 14.24 100.00

Frequency Missing = 203

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY NEWQ25

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1 2.592 0.107
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1 2.851 0.091
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1 2.108 0.147
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1 2.588 0.108
Fisher's Exact Test (Left) 0.967

(Right) 0.069
(2-Tail) 0.116

Phi Coefficient 0.067
Contingency Coefficient 0.067
Cramer's V 0.067

Effective Sample Size = 576
Frequency Missing = 203
WARNING: 26% of the data are missing.
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TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY NEWQ27

NEWQ22 NEWQ27

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 1 2 Total

135 1 0

•

1 0 97 2 99
• 0.0086 0.7769
• 15.16 0.31 15.47

97.98 2.02
• 15.32 28.57

2 3 536 5 541
• 0.0016 0.1422
# 83.75 0.78 84.53

99.08 0.92
• 84.68 71.43

Total . 633 7 640
# 98.91 1.09 100.00

Frequency Missing = 139

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY NEWQ27

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1 0.929 0.335
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1 0.780 0.377
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1 0.192 0.661
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1 0.928 0.335
Fisher's Exact Test (Left) 0.296

(Right) 0.921

(2-Tail) 0.296
Phi Coefficient -0.038

Contingency Coefficient 0.038
Cramer's V -0.038

Effective Sample Size = 640
Frequency Missing = 139
WARNING: 18% of the data are missing.
WARNING: 25% of the cells have expected counts less

than 5. Chi-Square may not be a valid test.
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TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY Q43

NEWQ22 Q43

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 1 2 Total

135 0 1

•

1 22 21 56 77
• 7.3041 1.314
• 9.42 25.11 34.53
• 27.27 72.73
• 61.76 29.63

2 398 13 133 146
• 3.8522 0.693

5.83 59.64 65.47
# 8.90 91.10
• 38.24 70.37

Total # 34 189 223
# 15.25 84.75 100.00

Frequency Missing = 556

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY Q43

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient

Contingency Coefficient
Cramer's V

13.163 0.001
12.497 0.001
11.780 0.001
13.104 0.001

1.000
4.00E-04
6.49E-04

0.243
0.236
0.243
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Effective Sample Size = 223
Frequency Missing = 556
WARNING: 71% of the data are missing.
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TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM4

NEWQ22 WUM4

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

7 129

•

1 11 88 99
8.1242 0.4115

1.71 13.69 15.40
11.11 88.89
35.48 14.38

2 20 524 544
1.4785 0.0749

3.11 81.49 84.60
3.68 96.32

64.52 85.62

Total 31 612 643
4.82 95.18 100.00

Frequency Missing = 136

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM4

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient

Contingency Coefficient
Cramer's V

10.089
8.022
8.534

10.073

0.125
0.124
0.125

0.001
0.005
0.003
0.002
0.999

3.87E-03
3.87E-03

Effective Sample Size = 643
Frequency Missing = 136
WARNING: 17% of the data are missing.
WARNING: 25% of the cells have expected counts less

than 5. Chi-Square may not be a valid test.
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TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM5

NEWQ22 WUM5

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

13 123

•

1 11 88 99
0.3793 0.0586

1.71 13.69 15.40
11.11 88.89
12.79 15.80

2 75 469 544
0.069 0.0107
11.66 72.94 84.60
13.79 86.21
87.21 84.20

Total 86 557 643
13.37 86.63 100.00

Frequency Missing = 136

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM5

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1 0.518 0.472
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1 0.540 0.463

Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1 0.312 0.576
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1 0.517 0.472
Fisher's Exact Test (Left) 0.295

(Right) 0.809

(2-Tail) 0.525
Phi Coefficient -0.028

Contingency Coefficient 0.028
Cramer's V -0.028

Effective Sample Size = 643
Frequency Missing = 136
WARNING: 17% of the data are missing.
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TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM6

NEWQ22 WUM6

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

18 118

•

1 15 84 99
2.1271 0.2474

2.33 13.06 15.40
15.15 84.85
22.39 14.58

2 52 492 544
0.3871 0.045

8.09 76.52 84.60
9.56 90.44

77.61 85.42

Total 67 576 643
10.42 89.58 100.00

Frequency Missing = 136

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM6

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1 2.807 0.094
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1 2.558 0.110
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1 2.239 0.135
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1 2.802 0.094
Fisher's Exact Test (Left) 0.963

(Right) 0.072

(2-Tail) 0.107
Phi Coefficient 0.066

Contingency Coefficient 0.066
Cramer's V 0.066

Effective Sample Size = 643
Frequency Missing = 136
WARNING: 17% of the data are missing.
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TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM7

NEWQ22 WUM7

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

13 123

•

1 8 91 99
0.4599 0.0526

1.24 14.15 15.40
8.08 91.92

12.12 15.77

2 58 486 544
0.0837 0.0096

9.02 75.58 84.60
10.66 89.34
87.88 84.23

Total 66 577 643
10.26 89.74 100.00

Frequency Missing = 136

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM7

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1 0.606 0.436
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1 0.641 0.423

Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1 0.358 0.550
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1 0.605 0.437
Fisher's Exact Test (Left) 0.282

(Right) 0.831
(2-Tail) 0.589

Phi Coefficient -0.031
Contingency Coefficient 0.031
Cramer's V -0.031

Effective Sample Size = 643
Frequency Missing = 136
WARNING: 17% of the data are missing.
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TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM8

NEWQ22 WUM8

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

9 127

•

1 2 97 99
1.9989 0.1116

0.31 15.09 15.40
2.02 97.98
5.88 15.93

2 32 512 544
0.3638 0.0203

4.98 79.63 84.60
5.88 94.12

94.12 84.07

Total 34 609 643
5.29 94.71 100.00

Frequency Missing = 136

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM8

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1 2.495 0.114
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1 3.102 0.078

Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1 1.783 0.182
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1 2.491 0.115
Fisher's Exact Test (Left) 0.082

(Right) 0.978

(2-Tail) 0.144
Phi Coefficient -0.062

Contingency Coefficient 0.062
Cramer's V -0.062

Effective Sample Size = 643
Frequency Missing = 136
WARNING: 17% of the data are missing.
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TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM9

NEWQ22 WUM9

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

5 131

•

1 5 94 99
0.2483 0.0105

0.78 14.62 15.40
5.05 94.95

19.23 15.24

2 21 523 544
0.0452 0.0019

3.27 81.34 84.60
3.86 96.14

80.77 84.76

Total 26 617 643
4.04 95.96 100.00

Frequency Missing = 136

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM9

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1 0.306 0.580
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1 0.288 0.591

Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1 0.076 0.783
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1 0.305 0.581
Fisher's Exact Test (Left) 0.802

(Right) 0.371

(2-Tail) 0.578
Phi Coefficient 0.022

Contingency Coefficient 0.022
Cramer's V 0.022

Effective Sample Size = 643
Frequency Missing = 136
WARNING: 17% of the data are missing.
WARNING: 25% of the cells have expected counts less

than 5. Chi-Square may not be a valid test.
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TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM10

NEWQ22 WUM10

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

22 114

•

1 11 88 99
2.1703 0.4528

1.71 13.69 15.40
11.11 88.89
9.91 16.54

2 100 444 544
0.395 0.0824
15.55 69.05 84.60
18.38 81.62
90.09 83.46

Total 111 532 643
17.26 82.74 100.00

Frequency Missing = 136

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM10

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1 3.100 0.078
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1 3.398 0.065

Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1 2.612 0.106
Mantel-HaenBzel Chi-Square 1 3.096 0.079
Fisher's Exact Test (Left) 0.048

(Right) 0.976

(2-Tail) 0.084
Phi Coefficient -0.069

Contingency Coefficient 0.069
Cramer's V -0.069

Effective Sample Size = 643
Frequency Missing = 136
WARNING: 17% of the data are missing.
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TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM11

NEWQ22 WUM11

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1

8 128

1 9 90
7.6156 0.2953

1.40 14.00
9.09 90.91

37.50 14.54

2 15 529
1.3859 0.0537

2.33 82.27
2.76 97.24

62.50 85.46

Total 24 619
3.73 96.27

Frequency Missing = 136

Total

99

15.40

544

84.60

643
100.00

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM11

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1
Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1
Fisher's Exact Test (Left)

(Right)
(2-Tail)

Phi Coefficient

Contingency Coefficient
Cramer's V

9.351 0.002
7.294 0.007
7.671 0.006
9.336 0.002

0.999
5.97E-03
5.97E-03

0.121
0.120
0.121

Effective Sample Size = 643
Frequency Missing = 136
WARNING: 17% of the data are missing.
WARNING: 25% of the cells have expected counts less

than 5. Chi-Square may not be a valid test.
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TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM12

NEWQ22 WUM12

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Pet
Col Pet 0 1 Total

41 95

•

1 27 72 99
0.3984 0.1773

4.20 11.20 15.40
27.27 72.73
13.64 16.18

2 171 373 544
0.0725 0.0323
26.59 58.01 84.60
31.43 68.57
86.36 83.82

Total 198 445 643
30.79 69.21 100.00

Frequency Missing = 136

STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF NEWQ22 BY WUM12

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 1 0.681 0.409
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 1 0.693 0.405

Continuity Adj. Chi-Square 1 0.499 0.480
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square 1 0.679 0.410
Fisher's Exact Test (Left) 0.242

(Right) 0.827
(2-Tail) 0.478

Phi Coefficient -0.033

Contingency Coefficient 0.033
Cramer's V -0.033

Effective Sample Size = 643
Frequency Missing = 136
WARNING: 17% of the data are missing.
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The LOGISTIC Procedure

Data Set: WORK.FEWTUGI

Response Variable: NEWQ22
Response Levels: 2
Number of Observations: 262
Link Function: Logit

Response Profile

Ordered
Value NEWQ22 Count

1 1 32
2 2 230

WARNING: 72 observation(s) were deleted due to missing values for the
response or explanatory variables.

Criteria for Assessing Model Fit

Criterion
Intercept

Only

Intercept
and

Covariates Chi-Square for Covariates

AIC
SC
-2 LOG L
Score

196.489
200.057
194.489

173.530
184.235
167.530 26.959 with 2 DF (p=0.0001)

23.630 with 2 DF (p=0.0001)

Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates

Variable DF
Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error

Wald

Chi-Square
Pr >

Chi-Square
Standardized

Estimate
Odds

Ratio

INTERCPT 1 1.1210 1.0100 1.2319 0.2670 3.068
Q21 1 -2.4756 0.6211 15.8859 0.0001 -0.683713 0.084

NEWQ25 1 0.0526 0.4157 0.0160 0.8992 0.014071 1.054

Association of Predicted Probabilities and Observed Responses

Concordant = 58.6%
Discordant = 14.4%
Tied = 27.0%
(7360 pairs)

Somers' D = 0.442
Gamma = 0.606
Tau-a = 0.095
c = 0.721
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